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SECTION 5

GUIDANCE EQUATIONS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

5. 1. 1 GENERAL COMMENTS

The purpose of this section is to present the Guidance

and Navigation Computation Routines associated with the Apollo

Lunar Landing Mission. These Routines are utilized by the

Programs outlined in Section 4 which consider astronaut and

other subsystem interface and operational requirements. The

guidance and navigation equations and procedures presented in

Section 5 are primarily concerned with mission type programs

representing the current I,M PGNCS Computer (LGC) capability.

A rc,_t_'icted numbe_" of LOC s(:_vice' I.ype pr(_gL':_m operations

which involve computat,on requirements are also included.

The LM PGNCS Computer (LGC) guidance and naviga-

tion equations for the lunar landing mission are presented in the

followin_ five catagories:

Section 5. 2

Section 5.3

Section 5.4

Section 5.5

Section 5. 6

Coasting Flight Navigation Routines

Powered Flight Navigation and Guidance

Routines

Targeting Routines

Basic Subroutines

General Service Routines

A complete table of contents for Section 5 is presented

in the following Section 5. 1.2. i. A cross reference between the

LGC program and callable routine numbers of Section 4 that are

described in Section 5 is listed in Section 5. 1. 2.2.
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5. 1. 3 GENERAL PROGRAM UTILIZATION

The following outline is a brief summary of the major

LGC programs that would be used in the principal phases of a

lunar landing mission. This outline reflects the LGC

capability for nominal and abort cases of such a mission.

Lunar Orbit Phase Prior to LM Descent Orbit Injection

A ) Nominal

P -27

P - 60

P - 02

LGC Update Program ( Initialization )

Lunar Landing Time Prediction Program

AGS Initialization Program

P - 46

P - 20

LM/ CSM Separation Monitor Program

Rendezvous Navigation Program

( Pre-DOI RR Cheek-out }

B) Aborts to Return to Earth Trajectory (SPS Backup)

P - 47

P - 27

P-31

P - 40

Thrust Monitor Program

( Manual Re -docking )

LGC Update Program

Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Program

(TEI and cislunar MCC for SPS backup

with RTCC targeting)

DPS Thrust Program
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II

Lunar Orbit Phase Prior to LM Descent Orbit

Injection (cont)

C) Service Programs for Nominal and Abort Cases

P - 05

P - 50

P - 52

R - 05

P-21

R - 30

P - 00

P-51

PGNCS Start Up

Docked IMU Coarse Alignment

IMU Realignment Program

S-Ban(I Antenna I_outine

Ground Track Program

Orbit Parameter Display Routine

LGC Idling Program

IMU Orientation Determination Program

Descent Orbit Injection (DOI) and LM Descent Coast

Phase

A ) Nominal

P-61 Descent Orbit Injection Program

(Pre-Thrust and Thrust Modes)

P - 25

R 31

R 30

P -63

P - 02

Preferred Tracking Attitude Program

( Descent Monitoring )

Rendezvous Parameter Display Routine

Orbit Parameter Display Routine

Landing Maneuver Braking Maneuver

Program (Prc-Ignition Mode )

AGS Initialization Program
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II Descent Orbit Injection (DOI) and LM Descent Coast

Phase (eont)

B) Aborts to Rendezvous Condition

I. LM Active Vehicle

P - 20 Rendezvous Navigation Program

P - 32

P -33

P - 34

P-35

P- 17

P - 38

P-39

P - 40

P -41

P - 42

(or)

P -25

(or)

P - 27

P - 30

(or)

P-31

( LGC navigation )

CSI Pre-Thrust Program

CDH Pre-Thrust Program

TPI Pre-Thrust Program

TPM Pre-Thrust Program

TPI Search Program

Stable Orbit Rendezvous Program

Stable Orbit Rendezvous Midcourse

Program

DPS, RCS or APS Thrust Programs

Preferred Tracking Attitude Program

(CMC navigation )

LGC Update Program

(RTCC navigation )

External AV Pre-Thrust Program

(CMC or RTCC targeted)

Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Pro-

gram (RTCC targeted)
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II Descent Orbit Injection (l)OI) anti I,M I)escent Coast

l'hase (cont)

B) Aborts to Rendezvous Condition

2. CSM Active Itctrieval

I' - 20

1/ -32

1' - 72

P - 73

I _ - 74

1:' - 75

P - 78

1) - 79

(or)

P - 25

Rendezvous Navigation Program

( LGC navigation )

Target AV Itoutinc

CSM CSI Pre-Thrust Program

CSM CDII l_re-Thrust Program

CSM TPI Pro-Thrust i'rogram

CSM TI)I ,' Pre-Thrust I'rogram

CSM Stable Orbit I{cnch'zvous I_ro_ram

CSM Stable Orbit Rendezvous Midcourse

Program

Preferred Tracking Attitude Program

(CMC navigation)

c) Service Programs for Nominal and Abort Cases

P - 52

R - 30

R - 31

P - 21

R 05

1_ - 00

IMU Realignment Program

Orbit Parameter l)isplay Routine

Rendezvous Parameter Display Routine

Ground Track Program

S-l_anct Alltcllna Iloutilt_'

I_GC Idling Program
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III Powered Landing Maneuver and Post Landing Phase

A) Nominal

P-63

P-64

P-65

(or)

P-66

(or)

P-67

P-57

P-02

R-05

Landing Braking Phase

Landing Approach Phase

Automatic Landing Phase Guidance

Rate of Descent Landing Guidance

Manual Landing Phase Guidance

Lunar Surface Alignment Program

AGS Initialization Program

S-Band Antenna Routine

B) Abort to Orbit

I. Aborts During Powered Landing Maneuver

P-70

P-71

2.

DPS Abort Guidance Program

APS Abort Guidance Program

Aborts from the Lunar Surface (Anytime

P-05

P-57

P-27

P-12

Launch Case)

PGNCS Start Up

Lunar Surface Alignment

(Fast Al£gnment Mode)

LGC Update Program

Powered Ascent Guidance Program
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IV Lunar Pre-Launch Phase (Final 3 CSM Orbits before

LM Launch )

A ) Nominal

P - 27

(or)

P - 22

P- 10

(or)

P-11

P - 02

LGC Update Program

RR Lunar Surface Navigation Program

Predicted Launch Time (CFP) Program

Predicted Launch Time (DT) Program

AGS Initialization Program

B) Service Programs

P - 05

P - 04

P - 57

R - 05

P - 00

PGNCS Start Up

PGNCS Lunar Surface Check-out

Program

Lunar Surface Alignment Program

S-Band Antenna Routine

LGC Idling Program
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V LM Powered Ascent Phase

A) Nominal

P - 12 Powered Ascent Guidance

B ) Aborts

None

VI Rendezvous Phase

A ) Nominal

P - 20

P - 32

P - 33

P - 34

P - 35

P- 17

P - 38

P - 39

P-41 t
P 42

P - 02

Rendezvous Navigation Program

CSI Pre-Thrust Program

CDH Pre-Thrust Program

TPI Pre:Thrust Program

TPM Pre-Thrust Program

TPI Search Program

Stable Orbit Rendezvous Program

Stable Orbit Rendezvous Midcourse

Program

RCS or APS Thrust Programs

AGS Initialization Program
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VI Rendezvous Phase (cont)

B) Aborts to Rendezvous

1. LM Active (ltH Failure)

P - 27 LGC Update Program

l" - 25 Preferred Tracking Attitude Program

( CSM navigation )

P - 30 External AV l>re-Thrust Program

(CSM or RTCC targeted)

P 41

RCS or APS Thrust Programs

P - 42 )

2. CSM Active Retrieval

P - 20 Rendezvous Navigation Program

R - 32

P - 72

P - 73

P - 74

P-75

P - 78

P -79

(or)

P -25

( LGC navigation )

Target AV Routine

CSM CSI Pre-Thrust Program

CSM CDH Pre-Thrust Program

CSM TPI Pre-Thrust Program

CSM TPF Pre-Thrust Program

CSM Stable Orbit Rendezvous Program

CSM Stable Orbit Rendezvous Midcourse

Program

Preferred Tracking Attitude Program

( CMC navigation)
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VI Rendezvous Phase ( cont )

C ) Service Programs for Nominal and Abort Cases

P - 52

R -05

R -30

R -31

P-21

P - 00

IMU Realignment Program

S-Band Antenna Routine

Orbit Parameter Display Routine

Rendezvous Parameter Display

Routine

Ground Track Program

LGC Idling Program
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5. 1. 4 COORDINATE SYSTEMS

There are five major coordinate systems used in the
navigation and guidance programs. These five coordinate systems
are defined individually in the following descriptions. Any addi-
tional coordinate systems used in particular LGC programs are
defined in the individual section describing that program.

5. 1.4. 1 Basic Reference Coordinate System

The Basic Reference Coordinate System is an orthogonal

inertial coordinate system whose origin is centered at either the

moon or the earth. The orientation of this coordinate system is

de_ned by the line of intersection of the mean earth equatorial

plane and the mean orbit of the earth (the ecliptic) at the beginning

of the Besselianyear which starts January 0.525, 1969. The

X-axis (Uxi) is along this intersection with the positive sense in

the direction of the ascending node of the ecliptic on the equator

(the equinox), the Z-axis (Uzi) is along the mean earth north pole,

and tile Y-axis (uyi) completes the right-handed triad. In the

lunar landing mission this coordinate system is normally moon-

centered for the LGC. In some non-nominal or abort cases re-

quiring LGC operation in cislunar space, the Basic Reference

Coordinate System is shifted from moon-centered to earth-centered

when the estimated vehicle position from the moon first exceeds

a specified value rsp H. This procedure _s described Ln ._ection

5. 2.2. 6 and Fig. 2.2-3. During alternate earth-orbit missions in

which the LM is active near the earth, the Basic Reference Coor-

dinate System will be earth-centered. All navigation stars and

lunar-solar ephemerides are referenced to this coordinate system.

All vehicle state vectors are referenced to this system during

coasting or free fall phases of the mission.
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5. i. 4. 2 IMU Stable Member or Platform Coordinates

The orthogonal inertial coordinate system defined by

the PGNCS inertial measurement unit (IMU) is dependent upon

the current IMU alignment. There are many possible alignments

during a mission, but the primary IMU alignment orientations

described in Section 5.6.3.4 are summarized below and designa-

ted by the subscript SM:

I. Preferred Alignment

UXS M = UNIT (x B)

_<r) (5.1. 1)Uys M = UNIT (uXSM

Uzs M = _Uxs M × Uys M

where :

UXSM

UySM }

UzsMJ

IMU stable member coordinate unit vec-

tors referenced to the Basic Reference

Coordinate System

x B = vehicle or body X-axis

r = current position vector in the Basic Re-

ference Coordinate System

. Nominal Alignment (Local Vertical)

UXS M = UNIT (r) at talig n

Uys M = UNIT (v x r)

UZS M = UXSM x Uys M

(5. I. 2}
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whcr_jZ arldv rcprcscnt tll_ vehicle state vector at the

a[ignment time, talig n.

3. Lunar L an d in_a_____Alignm e n t

Uxs M = UNIT (r_i_.S} at t L

UZSM = UNIT[(__.C x __C) x Uxs_ (5. 1.3}

Uys M = U_ZSM x UXS M

wl_cre rl, S is the lunar [akllling site v(,ctor at the prc-

.dicicd [anding tinlc, t I , and t_'t_: a_ld _-C are, the CSM

position and velocity vectors.

4. Lunar Launch Alignment

The same as that defined in Eq. (5. 1.3) except

that r_i S is the landing or launch site at the

predicted launch time t L.

The IMU coordinate system is assumed to be centered

at the same point that the Basic Reference Coordinate System is

currently centered at.

5. I.4.3 Vehicle or Body Coordinate System

The vehicle or body coordinates (subscript B) are the

general LM coordinates. The origin of this coordinate frame is

at the PGNCS Navigation Base. The X-axis (_uXB) is along the

nominal spacecraft DPS-APS thrust axis, the Z-axis (uZB) is

normal to uXB and directed forward from the design eye. The

Y-axis is orthogonal to the X and Z axes so as to form a right-

handed system.
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5. i. 4. 4 Earth-Fixed Coordinate System

The Earth-fixed Coordinate System is an orthogonal

rotating coordinate system centered at the earth. The Z-axis

is along the true polar axis of the earth, the X-axis is along the

intersection of the meridian of Greenwich and the equatorial

plane of the earth, and the Y-axis is in the equatorial plane and

completes the right-handed triad.

5. i. 4. 5 Moon-Fixed Coordinate System

The Moon-fixed Coordinate Syste-m is an orthogonal

rotating coordinate system centered at the moon. The Z-axis is

along the true polar axis of the moon, the X-axis is along the in-

tersection of the meridian of 0 ° longitude and the equatorial plane

of the moon, and the Y-axis is in the equatorial plane and com-

pletes the right-handed triad.
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5. 2 COASTING FLIGHT NAVIGATION

5.2.1 GENERAL COMMENTS

The LGC Coasting Flight Navigation Routines which are

presented in Sections 5. 2.2 through 5. 2. 5 are used during non-thrusting

phases of the Apollo mission. The basic objective of the navigation

routines is to maintain estimates of the position and velocity vectors

of both the CSM and the LM. Let r and v be the estimates of a ve-

hicle's position and velocity vectors, respectively. Then, the six-

dimensional state vector, x, of the spacecraft is defined by

x/)
Coasting Flight Navigation is accomplished by extrapolating the state

vector, x, by means of the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5.2.2),

and updating or modifying this estimated state using Rendezvous Radar

(RR) tracking data by the recursive method of navigation (Sections

5.2.3 - 5.2.5).

The Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5.2. 2) is used

by other navigation and targeting routines to extrapolate the following:

1) Present estimated LM state vector

2) Present estimated CSM state vector

3) An arbitrary specified state vector, such as the

predicted result of a maneuver
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The LGC idling program (Section 5.6. ii ) periodically

uses the Coasting Integration Routine to advance the estimated CSM

state vector (and the estimated LM state vector when the LM is not

on the surface of the moon) to approximately current time. This

procedure has the lowest priority of all programs, and is performed

only when no other program is active. This periodic state vector

extrapolation is not necessary from a theoretical point of view, but

does have two practical purposes. First, it is advisable to maintain

current (or at least nearly current) state vector estimates in case

an emergency situation arises. Second, a significant amount of

computation time is transferred from a period of high computer ac-

tivity (navigation measurement processing, targeting, etc. ) to a

period of low activity.

State vector extrapolation is accomplished by means of

Encke's method of differential accelerations. The motion of a space-

craft is dominated by the conic orbit which would result if the space-

craft were in a central force field. In Encke's method the differential

equations for the deviations from conic motion are integrated numeri-

cally. This technique is in contrast to a numerical integration of the

differential equations for the total motion, and it provides a more ac-

curate orbit extrapolation. The numerical integration is accomplished

by means of Nystrom's method which gives fourth-order accuracy

while requiring only three computations of the derivatives per time

step. The usual fourth-order Runga-Kutta integration methods re-

quire four derivative computations per time step.

Regardless of the accuracy of the state vector extrapolation,

errors in the initial conditions will propagate and soon grow to intol-

erable size. Thus, it is necessary periodically to obtain additional

data in the form of either new state vector estimates or modifications

to the current state vector estimates. These state vector modifica-

tions are computed from navigation data obtained by means of naviga-

tion measurements.
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The LM PGNCS uses RR tracking data to compute state
vector changes, while the CSM GNCS uses optical angle data. Nav-

igation measurement data are used to update state vector estimates

during rendezvous and lunar surface navigation procedures. These two

navigation procedures will be used normally during all LM-CSM

lunar-orbit rendezvous phases and the LM lunar surface prelaunch

phase, respectively, in the lunar landing mission. However, in

order to provide for alternate mission capability, the rendezvous

navigation procedure can be used near the moon or the earth.

Although the state vector of the LM is six-dimensional,it

is not necessary that the quantities estimated during a particular nav-

ikation procedure be the position and velocity vectors of the LM.

A variety of "estimated state vectors", not necessarily of six-di -

mensions, are used.

In order to achieve desired rendezvous objectives, it is

necessary to expand the rendezvous navigation procedure to nine

dimensions, and to include m the estimation the constant RR angle

biases. The estimated state vector that is used in rendezvous nav-

igation is given by

r

x -- v

bias

where r and v are the estimated position and velocity vectors of

either the LM or the CSM, and bias is a vector whose components

are the estimates of the RR angle biases. The selection of the vehicle
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update mode is an astronaut option and will be based primarily upon

which vehicle's state vector is most accurately known initially, and

which vehicle is controlling the rendezvous maneuvers.

In order to estimate the RR angle biases, it is necessary

to restrict the LM attitude during RR tracking. This attitude restric-

tion involves controlling the LM +Z-axis to be within 30 ° of the

tracking line-of-sight and is described in Section 5.2.4. i.

During the LM lunar surface prelaunc_ phase of the lunar

landing mission RR tracking is used for navigation. In this mode,

however, the previously mentioned LM attitude restriction obviously

cannot be met, and only the RR range and range rate data are used.

Also, since it is assumed that the landing site is _ell known, the es-

timated state vector that is used in lunar surface navigation is the

standard six-dimensional CSM state vector.

Navigation data is incorporated into the state vector esti-

mates by means of the Measurement Incorporation Routine (Section

5. 2.3) which has both six- and nine-dimensional modes. The Mea-

surement Incorporation Routine is a subroutine of the following nav-

igation routines :

i) Rendezvous Navigation Routine (Section 5.2.4. 2)

2) Lunar Surface Navigation Routine (Section 5.2. 5. 2)

Simplified functional diagrams of the navigation programs which use

these routines are given in Figs. 2. i-I and 2. I-2, respectively.

In rendezvous navigation,estimated LM and CSM position

and velocity vectors are obtained at required times by means of the
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Coasting Integration Routine /Section 5.2.2). The Measurement In-

corporation Routine (Section 5. 2. 3} is used to incorporate the mea-

surement data into the state vector estimates. In lunar surface nav-

igation, the same process i_ performed except that the estimated

LM state vector is obtained by means of the Planetary Inertial Orien-

tation Subroutine (Section 5.5. 2).

The updating procedure, which is illustrated in simplified

form in Figs. 2. 1-1 and 2. 1-2, involves computing an estimated
^

tracking measurement, Q, based on the current state vector esti-

mates. This estimated measurement is then compared with the actual

tracking measurement Q (RR tracking data in the LGC) to form a

measured deviation 5Q. A statistical weighting vector, co, is com-

puted from statistical knowledge of state vector uncertainties and

tracking performance,/a .plus a geometry voctor, b, determined by

the type of measurement being made. The weighting vector, _, is

defined such that a statistically optimum linear estimate of the de-

viation, 5x, from the estimated state vector is obtained when the

weighting vector is multiplied by the measured deviation 5Q. The

vectors _, b and 5x are of six or nine dimensions depending upon

the dimension of the state vector being estimated.

In an attempt to prevent unacceptabty large incorrect state

vector changes, certain validity tests have been included in the [,GC

navigation routines.

In the Rendezvous and Lunar Surface Navigation Routines

(Sections 5.2.4.2 and 5. 2. 5. 2) n_easul'cn_ent data is processed

periodically (once or twice per minute), and it is desirable that

the CSM be tracked during the entire rendezvous phase up to the

manual terminal maneuver. If the magnitudes of the changes in the

estimated position and velocity vectors, 5r and 5v, respectively, are

both less than preset tracking alarm levels, then the selected ve-

hicle's state vector is automatically updated by the computed devia-

tion, 6x, and no special display is presented, except that the tracking
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measurement counter is incremented by one. If either 6r or 8v
exceeds its alarm level, then the state vector is not updated, and

the astronaut is alerted to this condition by a special display of _r
and 5v.

In this case the astronaut should place the RR under
manual control and make the necessary radar operating and side
lobe checks to verify main lobe lock-on and tracking conditions.

After the tracking has been verified, and navigation data has again
been acquired, the astronaut has the option of commanding a state
vector update if the tracking alarm is again exceeded, or of re-
peating further RR checks before incorporating the measurement
data. If the astronaut cannot verify the tracking, then he can ter-
minate the program and try to achieve tracking conditions at a later
time.

The tracking alarm criterion is incorporated in the naviga-
tion routines to alert the astronaut to the fact that the state vector

update is larger than normally expected, and to prevent the estima-

ted state vector from automatically being updated in such cases. The

update occurs only by specific command of the astronaut. The track-

ing alarm level beyond which updating is suspended is primarily

chosen to avoid false acquisition and tracking conditions. There is

a low probability that the alarm level will be exceeded in the LGC

if tile estimated state vectors are essentially correct, since the RR

Designation and Data Read Routines have partial internal checks for

side-lobe acquisition before tracking data are incorporated in the

navigation routines. The most probable condition for the state

vector update alarm level being exceeded in the I_GC is, therefore,

initial acquisition and tracking in the case where a poor estimate

of either the CSM or LM state vector exists. In this case the as-

tronaut would have to command the initial state vector update, after which
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the tracking alarm level would seldom be exceeded during the re-

mainder of the navigation phase. It should be noted that this state-
ment is true only if the estimated state vector of the active vehicle
performing a powered rendezvous maneuver is updated by the
Average-G Routine in the case of the LM being the active vehicle,

or by a DSKY entry (R-32) of the maneuver AV if tile CSM is the

active vehicle.

The displayed values of _r and ,Sv which have not passed

the tracking alarm test will depend upon the statistical parameters

stored in the LGC and upon the following types of errors:

Type 1: Errors in the current state vector estimates

Type 2: Errors in alignment of the IMU

Type 3: Reasonable RR tracking performance errors

Type 4: A PGNCS or RR failure resulting in false acquisition

The existence of Type 1 errors is precisely the reason that the RR

tracking is being done. It is the function of the navigation to de-

crease Type 1 errors in the presence of noise in the form of errors

of Types 2 and 3. Since the RR tracking should not be performed

unless the IMU is well aligned and the PGNCS and RR are function-

ing properly, it follows that the purpose of the state vector change

validity check is to discover a Type 4 error. As previously men-

tioned, there is a low probability of this type of error occuring.

Based upon the last time that the state vector was updated

and when the IMU last was realigned, very crude reasonable values

for 5r and _v can be generated by the astronaut. The LGC will pro-

vide no information to assist the astronaut in his estimates of rea-

sonable values for 5r and 5v.
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The parameters required to initialize the navigation

routines (Sections 5. 2.4.2 and 5.2. 5. 2) are the initial estimated

CSM state vector, plus the initial estimated LM state vector for

the Rendezvous Navigation Routine or the estimated landing site

for the Lunar Surface Navigation Routine, initial state vector esti-

mation error covariance matrices in the form of prestored diagonal

error transition matrices (as defined in Section 5. 2. 2. 4), and a

priori measurement error variances. The basic input to the navi-

gation routines is RR tracking data which is automatically acquired

by the Data Read Routine. The primary results of the navigation

routines are the estimated LM and CSM state vectors. The various

guidance targeting modes outlined in Section 5. 4 are based on the

state vector estimates which result from these navigation routines.
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5.2.2 COASTINt; IN'I'E(_RATION I_OU'I'INI':

5.2.2.1 General Co,nn,ents

During all coasting phase navigation procedures, an extrapola-

tion of position and velocity by numerical integration of the equations of

motion is required. The basic equation may be written in the form

d 2 Up

dr---2 r(t)+ r--_ r(t)= _d(t)
(2.2. l)

where p.p is the gravitational constant of the primary body,and _ad(t) is

the vector acceleration which prevents the motion of the vehicle (CSM or

LM) from being precisely a conic with focus at the center of the primary

body. The Coasting Integration Routine is a precision integration routine

in which all significant perturbation effects are included. The form of

the disturbing acceleration _a_d(t) depends on the phase of the mission.

An approximate extrapolation of a vehicle state vector in which

the disturbing acceleration, __:l(t) of Eq. (2. 2. 1), is set to zero may be

accomplished by means of the Kepler subroutine (Section 5. 5. 5 ).

5.2.2.2 Encke's Method

If -_d is small compared with the central force field, direct in-

tegration of Eq. (2. 2. l) is inefficient. Therefore, the extrapolation will

be accomplished using the technique of differential accelerations attribu-

ted to Encke.

In the remainder of Section 5 2 the subscripts P and Qwill denote

primary and secondary body, respectively. When the body is known,

then the subscripts E, M, and S will be used for earth, moon, and

sun, respectively. The vehicle will be indicated by the subscripts
C for CSM and L for LM.
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At time t O the position and velocity vectors,_q 0 and Zo,define

an osculating conic orbit. The position and velocity vectors in the

conic orbit, ron(t) and Yon(t), respectively, will deviate by a small

amount from the actual position and velocity vectors.

The conic position and velocity at time t are computed as

shown in Section 5.5.5. Required in this calculation is the variable x

which is the root of Kepler's equation. In order" to minimize the num-

ber of iterations required in solving Kepler's equation, an estimate of

the correct solution for x is obtained as follows:

Let

-r=t-t 0

During the previous computation cycle the values

(2.2.2)

At

-- --con

v' = V_con (7-_) (2. 2.3)

x' = x(z-_-!)

were computed. A trial value of x(7) is obtained from

xt:x,+s t1-_ s(l-2vs)-_(_, -4) s21 (2.2.4)

w he re

S -

r' " V'

3' - (2.2. 5)

2r'_-Yp-p

2

2 v0

r 0 _p
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After specification of _), Y-0" xt and % the Kepler subroutine

(Section 5. 5. 5 ) is used to compute_rconlr;, _Vcon(7), anax(7).Bcaause of the

excellent initial approximation provided by Eq. (2. 2. 4), it has not been

found necessary to iterate foz _ x more than once (and frequently it is

not necessary at all) in order to obtain a value of x for which 7 - 7(x) is

less than the given tolerance level,

The true position and velocity vectors will deviate fromthe

conic position and velocity since _ is not zero. Let

r(t) = 5_(t)+ _rcon(t)

v_(t)= _v(t)+ _V_con(t)

(2. 2.6)

where 5(t) and v(t) are the position and velocity deviations from the

conic. The deviation vector 5(t) satisfies the differential equation

6(t) = rco:(t ) f(q) r(t)+ 5_(t) + ad(t)
(2. 2.7)

subject to the initial conditions

6_(tO) = O, u(t O) = O_ (2. 2. 8)

where

(5 - 2r). 5

q - 2 (2. 2.9)
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2
f(q) = q 3 + 3q + q (2. 2.10)

1 + (1 + q}3/2

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2. 2.7) must re-

main small, i.e., of the same order as _%d(t), if the method is to be

efficient. As the deviation vector 6(t) grows in magnitude, this term

will eventually increase in size. Therefore, in order to maintain the

_fftctencyof the method, a new osculating conic orbit should be defined

by the total position and velocity vectors r(t) and v(t). The process of

selecting a new conic orbit from which to calculate deviations is called

rectification. When rectification occurs, the initial conditions for the

differential equation for 6(t), as well as the variables 7 and x, are

again zero.

5. 2. 2. 3 Djst}Lrbtng Acceleration

The form of the disturbing acceleration _ad(t) that is used in

Eq, (2.2. 1} depends on the phase of the mission. In earth or lunar

orbit,only the gravitational anomalies arising from the non-spherical
y

shape of the primary body need be considered. Let _a<tp be the accel-

eration due to the non-spherical gravitational anomalies of the primary

body. Then, for the earth

PE _ ' PI-_dE = -'-2- JiE Pi+l (cos ¢) -rU - _ (cos ¢) u

r i=2

(2. 2. 11)

where
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P2 (cos _) = 3 cos

P3 (cos ¢) = _ (15 cos 2 ¢ - 3)

t _ t !P4 (cos _) = (7 cos _ P3 - 4 P2 )

(2.2. 12)

P5' (cos _) = (9 cos _ P4 5 P3 )

are the derivatives of Legendre polynominals,

cos _b = u • u (2. 2.13)
--r --z

and J2' J3 ° J4 are the coefficients of the second, third, and fourth

harmonics of the earth's potential function. The vectors u and u
--r --_

are unit vectors in the direction of r and the polar axis of the earth,

respectively, and r E is the equatorial radius of the earth.

In the case of the moon

_lM= r-_ JiM/'_'-) 1(c°s _) U--r -Pi (cos _b)

+ 3 J22M
XM -YM 2

XMYM (Ur×Uz)+xM2+ 2 ((5cos _b-3)u rXM 2+ YM 2 - - YM -2 cos u I/
)

(2.2.14)
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where r M is the mean lunar radius, J22M is the coefficient of the term
in the moon's gravitational potential function which describes the as-

symmetry of the moon about its polar axis, and xM and YM m-ethe X
and Y components of r expressed in moon-fixed coordinates. The other
terms in Eq. (2. 2. 14} have definitions analogous to those in Eq. (2. 2. 11).

The variables x M, YM' and -zU are computed by means of the Planetary

Inertial Orientation Subroutine (Section 5. 5.2).

During cislunar-midcourse flight (translunar and transearth)

the gravitational attraction of the sun and the secondary body Q (earth

or moon} are relevant forces. The accelerations due to the secondary

body and the sun are

-a-dq = - -3r--- f(qQ) rpQ +

rQC

(2.2. 15)

-_IS = - -3-- f(qs ) r-ps + r (2.2. 16)

rSC

where rpQ and rps are the position vectors of the secondary body and

the sun with respect to the primary body, rQc, and rSC are the dis-

tances of the CsM from the secondary body and the sun, and the argu-

ments qQ and qs are computed from

(r - 2 r_pQ) • r_

qQ = 2 (2.2.17)

r pQ

(r_ - 2r_p S). r_

qs = 2 (2.2. 18)
r

PS

The functions f(qQ) and f(cl S) are calculated from Eq.(2. 2. 10).
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_j

The position vectors of the moon relative to the earth,r_EM0

and the sun relative to the earth,rEs,are computed as described in

Section (5. 5.4). Then,

rEM if P = E= (2. 2.19)

r_pQ /-rEM if P M

and

Finally,

rps

rES if P = E
rES-rEM if P M

(2.2.20)

-r-QC = r - r.pQ

(2.2.21)

-r-sc = r - rps

5. 2. 2. 4 Error Transition Matrix

The position and velocity vectors as maintained in the com-

puter are only estimates of the true values. As part of the navigation

technique it is necessary also to maintain statistical data in the com-

puter to aid in the processing of navigation measurements.

If c(t) and 0(t) are the errors in the estimates of the position

and velocity vectors, respectively, then the six-dimensional correla-

tion matrix E(t) is defined by
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E6(t) =

/
(:(t) c(t) T

o(t) c(t) T

(2. 2. 22)

In certain applications it becomes necessary to expand the

state vector and the correlation matrix to more than six dimensions

so as to include estimation of landmark to_atLons in the CMC dur-

ing orbit navigation,and rendezvous radar tracking biases in the LGC

during the rendezvous navigation procedure. For this purpose a nine-

dimensional correlation matrix is defined as follows :

E(t) =

/
E6(t)

/3 e(t) T /3 o(t) T

\--

£(t) _T

2(t) 3-T

3T

(2.2.23)

where the components of the three-dimensional vector 3_ are the errors

in the estimates of three variables which are estimated in addition to the

components of the spacecraft state vector.

In order to take full advantage of the operations provided by

the interpreter in the computer, the correlation matrix will be re-

stricted to either six or nine dimensions. If, in some navigation pro-

cedure, only one or two additional items are to be estimated,then a sufficient

number of dummy variables will be added to the desired seven- or

eight-dimensional state vector to make it nine-dimensional.
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Rather than use the correlation matrix in the navigation pro-

cedure, it is more convenient to utilize a matrix W(t)0 called the error

transition matrix,and defined by

E(t) = W(t) W(t) T (2.2.24)

Extrapolation of the nine-dimensional matrix W(t) is made by

direct numerical integration of the differential equation

0 I 0

d W(t) = G(t) O W(t) (2. 2.25)
dt

O O

where G(t) is the three-dimensional gravity gradient matrix, and I and

O are the three-dimensional identity and zero matrices, respectively.

If the W matrix is partitioned as

_wo _wI • . . w 8

W w 9 _wl0 • . . w_17

_w18 w19 • . w2_/

(2. 2. 26)
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then,

d wi(t } = wi+9(t )

d
}_- wi+9(t) = G(t) wi(t)

i]T-dwi+18tt x,, = _0

i = 0, 1 ..... ,8 (2. 2.27)

The extrapolation may be accomplished by successively integrating the

vector differential equations

d 2

wi(t) = G(t) wi(t)
i = 0, I ..... 8 (2. 2.28)

The gravity gradient matrix G(t) for earth or lunar orbit is

given by

_P _ _ - I1G(t) = r-_ I3 r(t) r(t) T r2lt)
(2. 2.29)

During cislunar-midcourse flight

Up

G(t)= r_ E3r(t) r_(t)T - r2(t) II

UQ

+ r5Qc(t) 13-_QC(t)-_c(t)T-r2Qc(t)II

(2.2.30)
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Thus, if D is the dimension of the matrix W(t) for the given

navigation procedure, the differential equations for the w_i(t) vectors

are

(t)w(t i(tI
wi(t) = r_(t) I L-r --_ J ur(t) --w

+M 3 i be -

i=0, 1..... D-I

(2.2.31)

where -rU(t) and UQc(t) are unit vectors in the directions of _r(t)and

rQc(t), respectively, and

I for cislunar_nidcourse flight

M = (2. 2.32)

for earth or lunar orbit

5. 2. 2. 5 Numerical Integration Method

The extrapolation of navigational data requires the solution of

a number of second-order vector differential equations, specifically

Eqs. (2. 2.7) and (2. 2.31). These are all special cases of the form

(2.2.33)
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Nystrom's method is particularly well suited to this form and

gives an integration method of fourth-order accuracy. The second-order

system is written

d
z = f (y, t)

(2. 2.34)

and the formulae are summarized below.

_I = _+ q_(_n)_t

= z + _(7_n) At5n+l --n --

__(_n ) = 5n + _ (kl + 2k2) At

__(_n) = _ (k_1+ 4k_2 + _)

(2. 2.3 5)

k-l = f-(_n' tn)

k__2 = f_(__n-¢- _Z_n At+ _ k-1 (At)2' tn+ ½ At)

_-3 = --f (_n + --nZ At+ ½k 2 (&t) 2, tn+At)

For efficient use of computer storage as well as computing

time the computations are performed in the following order:
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"Eq.(2.2. 35). It is necessary to preserve the values oI the

vector r at times tn0 t n + At/2, t n + At for use in the solution

of Eqs. (2.2. 31).

2) Equations (2.2.31) are solved one-at-a-time using Eqs.

(2.2.35) together with the values of r which resulted from

the first step.

The variable At is the integration time step and should not be

confused with % the time since rectification. The maximum value for

At which can be used for precision integration, Atma x, is given by the

empirically determined formula

At = minimum
max At(i m,

b: r 31 2

,,/'_-pp

(2. 2.3 6)

wheel; the calculation is truncated to the nearest two centiseconds and

Att_im = 4000 sec.

K =0.3

(2. 2.37}

Because of the form of Eq. (2.2.36), it is possible for the

Coasting Integration Routine to use an excessive amount of time to

extrapolate a state vector if the resulting trajectory passes too close

to the target planet. Furthermore, the capability of extrapolating a

state vector to a desired radial distance may be a useful function.

For these reasons, the desired final time and the desired final radius

must be specified by the calling routine.

5.2. 2. 6 Coasting Integration Logic

Estimates of the state vectors of two vehicles (CSM and LM)

will be maintained in the computer. In various phases of the mission

it will be required to extrapolate a state vector either alone or with an

associated W matrix of dimension six or nine.
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To accomplish all of these possible procedures, as well as
to solve the computer restart problem, three state vectors will be

maintained in the computer. Let _ and xL be the estimated CSM

and LM state vectors, respectively, and let x be a temporary state

vector. The state vector x is a symbolic representation of the follow-

ing set of variables:

_r_0 = rectification position vector

-_0 = rectification velocity vector

r = conic position vector
---con

v = conic velocity w_ctor
-con

5 = position deviation vector

(2. 2.38)

= velocity deviation vector

t = time associated with _r_con,

T = time since rectification

Von, 6 and b'

x = root of Kepler's equation

p .:

[

body' = l+ 1 for earthprimary

2 for moon

where the positive sign indicates cislunar-midcourse

flight and the negative sign near-earth or near-lunar

orbit.

The state vectors _ and x L represent an analogous set of variables.

The Coasting Integration Routine is controlled by the calling

program by means of the two indicators D and V. The variable D

indicates the dimension of the W matrix with

D : 0 (2.2.39)

denoting that the state vector only is to be extrapolated. The vari-

ble V indicates the appropriate vehicle as follows:
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V _

I for CSM

0 for LM

-1 for state vector specified by calling program

(2.2. 4O)

In addition, the calling program must set the desired final time tF;the

des/redfinalradiusrF; and, for V equal to -1. the desired state vector" x.

A simplified functional diagram of the CoastinI4 Integration

Routine is shown in Fig. 2.2-1. In the figure the indicated state

vector is being integrated to time t F. The value of At for each time

step is At (Eq. (2. 2. 36)) or the total time-to-go whichever ismax

smaller. The integration is terminated when the computed value

of At is less than e t, or the magnitude of the posit_on vector is less than

r F •
Figures 2. 2-2, 2. 2-3 and 2.2-4 illustrate in more detail the

logic flow of this routine. In these figures certain items which have

not been discussed fully in the text are explicitly illustrated. The

following is a list of these items together with the number of the

figure in which each occurs.

1) Saving of r values for W matrix integration:Fig. 2. 2-2.

2) Change in origin of coordinates: Fig. 2, 2-3,

3) Rectification procedure: Fig. 2. 2-3.

4) Selection of disturbing acceleration: Fig. 2. 2-4.

The logic flow shown in these figures is controlled by the three

switches or flags A, B, and F. Switch A is used in the determination
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ENTER

! = I

I

_No Yes

No

At = minimum [(t F - t), + Atma x ]

A

!

Yes

Integrate State Vector x (t)

One Time Step to Time t +At

Yes

0

Yes

_-_ EXIT

XL=X

I Xc:X

1 ,
!

Integrate D-Dimensional W Matrix I

lOne Time Step to Time t +At

Figure 2.2-i Simplified Coasting Integration

Routine Logic Diagram
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f-" _-_ (-5' r_)
Fq. (2.2.31)

Compulw • d

Compule z, Eeoc. yea _

Sec, S.S.S

,l
Compute x t

Eq. (2.:)_

I

No

j.j*t

o,*_*h([* _(._)

Ye*

_ov* _(k I .4 k2 +lt3) At

l tot÷ *_

Figure 2.2-2 Coasting Integration Routine

Logic Diagram



ENTER

I i

Yes

Yeo

Yes _ Yes _Yell

No

EXIT A

_ Compute Vl_Sec. 5.5.4

RECTIFICATION

r 0 - rco n + 6_

v 0 • Vco n + V

Econ " E 0

Vco n - v_.0

6-0

v = 0

x- 0

T- 0

£con " Econ " £I_

V_con- V_con- V__pQ
P=3-P

Figure 2.2-3 Rectification andCoordinate System

Origin Change Logic Diagram
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EN T I'; I,I

s

No

Yes

Eq. (2.2. 14)

'!

No

Compute rpQ, rQC, adQ, adS

Secs. 5.5.4 and 5.2.2.3

i
B=O 1a d = a d P + a d Q + a d S

Figure 2.2-4 Disturbing Acceleration Selection

Logic Diagram
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of whether or not the acceleration due to the non-spherical grav-

_tat_onal anomalies of the primary planet,_adp,Should be included

in the disturbing acceleration. The acceleration -_dP is relevant

during earth and lunar orbit, and during that part of cislunar-mid-

course flight in which the vehicle is both departing from the pri-

mary planet and is within the pregcribed radius rdp ' Switch B

inhibits the test for a change in the origin of the Basic Reference

Coordinate System until the vector r_pQ is available. Switch F is

used to distinguish between state vector integration (F = i) and W

matrix integration (F = 0).

The definitions of the various control constants which appear

in Figs. 2.2-1 to 2.2-4 are as follows:

_t = integration time step criterion

5
= rectification criterion

rSPH

rdE

rdM

= radius of lunar sphere of influence

= radius of relevance for earth non-spherical gravi-

tational anomalies

= radius of relevance for moon non-spherical gravi-

tational anomalies
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5. 2. 3 MEASUREMENT INCORPORATION ROUTINE
. - ...................................

Periodically it is necessary to update the estimated posi-

tion and velocity vectors of the vehicle (CSM or LM) by means of

navigation measurements. At the time a measurement is made,

the best estimate of the state vector of the spacecraft is the extrap-

olated estimate denoted by x t. The first six components of x' are

the components of the estimated position and velocity vectors. In

certain situations it becomes necessary to estimate more than six

quantities. Then, the state vector will be of nine dimensions. From

this state vector estimate it is possible to determine an estimate of

the quantity measured. When the predicted value of this measure-

ment is compared with the actual measured quantity, the difference

is used to update the indicated state vector as welI as its associated

error transition matrix as described in Section 5.2.1. The error transi-

tion matrix, W, is defined in Section 5.2.2.4.

This routine is used to compute deviations to be added

to the components of the estimated state vector, and to update the

estimated state vector by these deviations provided the deviations

pass a state vector update vaIidity test as described in Section 5.2. 1.

Let D be the dimension (six or nine) of the estimated

state vector. Associated with each measurement are the following

parameters which are to be specified by the program calling this

routine :

b

!

2

= Geometry vector of D dimensions

= A priori measurement error variance

6Q = Measured deviation, the difference between the

quantity actually measured and the expected value

based on the original value of the estimated state

vector x'.
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The procedure for incorporating a measurement into the estimated

state vector is as follows:

Compute a D-dimensional z vector from

z = W 'T b (2. 3.1)

where W' is the error transition matrix associatedwithx'o

Compute the D-dimensional weighting vector, _, from

T 1 T T
¢o - z W' (2. 3.2)

2 2

Compute the state vector deviation estimates frorn

5x = _ 5Q (2.3.3)

g the data pass the validity test, update the state

vector and the W matrix by

x = x'+ 6x (2.3.4)

T

W-- W' - -- (2.3.5}

=-7
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In order to take full advantage of the three-dimensional

vector and matrix operations provided by the interpreter in the com-

puter, the nine-dimensional W matrix will be stored sequentially in

the computer as follows

w_0, w 1..... _w26

Refer to Section 5.2.2.4 for the definition of the W matrix. Define

the three-dimensional matrices

W0= wlT W 1 = J:/_w4 W 8 -'_

T

/

(2.3. 6)

so that

W0 T TW 1
/

W = ( W3 T W4 T

/

We T W7 T

Let the nine-dimensional vectors 5x, b,

follows :

6X =

r6_o

6x 1 b =
n

f

b,

b_2 _2

w2T\

w5T /
w8T

(2.3.7)

_, and z be partitioned as

Z _
m 'z°1Zl

i z8

_o

z_]

z 2

(2.3.8)
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Then, the computations shown in Eqs. (2.3. 1) through (2.3.3) are

performed as follows, using three-dimensional operations :

D

z i = W'i+3j bj
j=0

a

D
-1

y -= Z." Z.+Ot 2

-j -j
j=0

D

T=I_ z.Tw,_-i a -J 3i+j

j=0

(2.3.9)

D6x_L= 6Q_t_" i = 0, 1..... _-- 1)

Equation (2.3.5) is written

(2.3.1 O)

wi+9j = w'-- i+9j
1, ..., D-1

D
1 ..... _-1
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The Measurement Incorporation Routine is divided into

two subroutines, INCORPI and INCORP2. The subroutine INCORPI

consists of Eqs. (2.3.9), while INCORP2 is composed of F,qs. (2. 3.4)

and _2.3. i0). The method of using these subroutines is illustrated

in Fig. 2.3-1.

Since the estimated position and velocity vectors are

maintained in two pieces, conic and deviation from the conic, Eq.

(2.3. 4) cannot be applied directly. The estimated position and

velocity deviations resulting from the measurement,Sx 0 and 6Xl; are

added to the vectors 6 and _, the position and velocity deviations from

the conics, respectively. Since 6 and v are maintained to much

higher accuracy than the conic position and velocity vectors, a pos-

sible computation overflow situation exists whenever Eq. (2.3.4) is

applied. If overflow does occur, then it is necessary to reinitialize

the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5. 2.2) by the process of

rectification as described in Section 5. 2. 2 2. The logic flow of the

subroutine INCORP2 is illustrated in detail in Fig. 2. 3-2.
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CALLING PI_O(;RA M

I-
C_m_pute Geometry Vector b and

Measurement Deviation 6Q.
2

Set Dimension D and Apriori Variance _ .

lCai::NCORP'_1

CCNTINUE

Go To

Alternate

Procedure

INCORP1

Compute State Vector

Deviation Estimate 5x

Ects (2.39 I

RETURN

INCORP2

Update State Vector x

and W Matrix

Eos (23 d) ond (23.10)

RETURN

Fig. 2.3-1 Measurement Incorporation Procedure
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ENTER

I

t __-- 6_ + 650

Yes

es

l

Update W Matrix ___Eqs. (2.3.10)

Ye__ x L = x_

r = r + 5x-- con -- con 0

-Ycon = v + 6-- con X1

Rectification

Fig, 2,2-3

Fig. 2.3-2 INCORP2 Subroutine Logic Diagram
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5.2.4 RENDEZVOUS NAVIGATION PROGRAM

5.2.4. 1 Target Acquisition Routine

One of the first functions performed by the Rendezvous

Navigation Program is to use the Target Acquisition Routine to

establish lock-on of the LM Rendezvous Radar (RR) with the

transponder on the CSM. Since the problem of acquiring the

CSM with the RR is essentially the same for both the Rendezvous

and Lunar Surface Navigation Programs ( P - 20 and P - 22, re-

spectively), the same Acquisition Routine is used for both except

for minor differences in operation. As seen in Fig. 2.4-1, a

different path is taken at various points in the routine if program

P-22 is being used. For the moment, however, most of the

operational details presented are for the case when the Rendezvous

Navigation Program is being used. In Section 5.2. 5. I an explan-

ation is given for the different paths taken by the routine when

P-22 is being used. In either case it is assumed at the start of

the routine that the RR is on and has been permitted to warm-up

for at least 30 seconds.

Three modes are indicated at the top of Fig. 2.4-1

for controlling the RR in target acquisition. Normally the RR

LGC Mode is used to control the RR for target acquisition. How-

ever, the astronaut may elect to use the RR Manual Mode by a

verb-noun entry when calling either navigation program. The

RR Search Mode, which is also indicated at the top of Fig. 2.4-1,

is not used at the beginning of either navigation program, but

can be called by the astronaut when an Alarm is issued by the

corresponding Designate Routine.
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5.2.4. l.l Target Acquisition With the RR LGC Mode

LGC control of the RR is shown in the middle column

of Fig. 2.4-i where the first step is the determination of the

line-of-sight (LOS) to the CSM. This is accomplished by taking

the vector difference of the LM and CSM position vectors propa-

gated to that time. If the range between the LM and CSM is

greater than 400 nm, an alarm is issued since the RR is unable

to provide correct range information to the LGC because of the

ranging technique used in the radar. After" successfully com-

pleting the range check, the LIVI Preferred Tracking Attitude

Routine is used to align the l_M+Z-axiswiththc IX)S. The Preferred

Tracking Attitude Routine automatically recomlmtes the LOS and

then calls the KALCMANU Routine of Section :{ to align the LM

+ Z-axis along the LOS. At this point, if the astronaut should

decide to manually change the attitude, such as to roll about the

Z-axis, it is essential that he recall the Preferred Tracking

Attitude Routine to insure that the Z-axis is aligned with the LOS

before proceeding with the next step. This is done to insure a

sufficient period of data taking for estimation of the RR angle

biases before the angle between the RR antenna and the LM

Z-axis reaches 30 degrees. During the RR data taking process

the LM is controlled to hold an approximate inertially fixed at-

titude by use of the 5 ° limit cycle. The RR Data Read Routine,

which is described in Section 5.2.4.2, is used to detect when

the RR antenna is more than 30 degrees from the + Z-axis and

causes the + Z-axis to be re-aligned with the LOS using the Pre-

ferred Tracking Attitude Routine. In addition to meeting the

requirements for estimating RR angle biases, it is also essential

that the above attitude constraints be used because of the limited

radiation coverage of the LM optical beacon which must be directed

towards the CSM so as to enable the astronaut in the CSM to

optically sight upon it. The beacon is centered with respect to

the LM + Z-axis and has a beamwidth of approximately 60 degrees.
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Having completed the Preferred Tracking Attitude

Routine in Fig. 2.4-1, the LGC checks to see if the RR Auto

Mode discrete is being received from the RR. This discrete
signifies that the RR is on and has been placed under LGC
control by a switch associated with the radar. Afterwards, a
check is made to insure that the RR CDU's are not being zeroed.

These CDU's are zeroed by the RR Monitor Routine (R-25) of
Section 5.2.4.3 whenever the RR is placed under LGC control.
Next, a check is made to see if either the Manual or Search

flag is present, signifying that the manual or search mode of

acquisition is being used. Since the present mode is assumed
to be the RR LGC Mode, these flags should not be present.

During rendezvous, the Rendezvous Designate Routine
of Fig. 2.4-2 is used to designate the RR along the LOS to the

CSM. Initially, the routine removes the RR Track Enable
discrete, if it is present, to insure that the RR will respond to
its designate commands. Next, a check is made to see if the
target LOS is in the present RR antenna coverage mode, of which
there are two as shown in Fig. 2.4-3. In the present case,
the LOS should be in the Mode 1 coverage region since the Pre-

ferred Tracking Attitude Routine previously aligned the LM

Z-axis along the LOS. If the RR antenna is not in this desired
coverage mode (Mode i), action is taken to place it there.

Afterwards, the designate routine starts designating
the RR towards the LOS as shown in Fig. 2.4-2. The LOS is

determined every two seconds by extrapolation of the CSM and
LM state vectors. Every half second new rate commands, pro-
portional to the angular difference between the RR and LOS, are
issued to the gyros of the RR Antenna Servos. When the RR is
within 0.5 degrees of the LOS, the RR Track Enable discrete is
issued to the RR, enabling its angle tracking servos to track the
target if its range and range-rate tracking networks have already

acquired the target. The routine then terminates if the RR Data
Good discrete, signifying RR lock-on, is received. However, if
this discrete is not present, the routine will continue generating
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commands and checking for this discrete until the alloted time

(approx. 30 seconds) has expired, at which time an Alarm is

issued. At this point it is seen in Fig. 2.4-1 that the astronaut

can either repeat the LGC designate process or proceed to the

RR Search Mode.

Once lock-on is achieved, a 2.5- second delay is

introduced before going to the RR Data Read Routine. This delay

permits any transients in the RR angle tracking servos to settle

out before data is taken.

5.2.4. 1.2 Target Acquisition With the RR Manual Mode

If the astronaut indicates when calling the Rendezvous

Navigation Program that he wishes to manually acquire the CSM,

the logic is that given in the left column of F:ig. 2.4-1. The Manual

and the No Angle Monitor flags are set and the attitude is established

in the same manner as previously given for the RR LGC Mode. The

No Angle Monitor flag is set during the RR Manual Mode so as to

disable the angle monitor function of the RR Monitor Routine (see

Section 5.2.4.3). Afterwards, the LGC issues the Track Enabledis-

crete to the RR and requests the astronaut to manually acquire the

target. AlthoughthcRRTrackEnablc discrete has no effect on manual

control of the RR, it is issued at this time so that there will be no

loss of RR tracking after the target has been manually acquired and

the RR has been placed under LGC control.

After achieving lock-on manually, the astronaut keys in

"ENTER" and the RR is checked to see if it is within the limits of the

present coverage mode. If not, an alarm is displayed and the astronaut

can either terminate the program or wait and recycle the limit check

until the RR moves within the limits. After it has been established that

the RR is within the mode limits, the No Angle Monitor flag is reset and

the astronaut may then place the RR under LGC control. As seen in

Fig. 2.4-1, the remaining steps are the same as for theRR LGCMode

except that the Designate Poutines are by-pas,_e(l.
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5.2.4. 1.3 Use of the RR Search Mode

In Fig. 2.4-1 it is seen that the RR Search Mode

may be instigated by the astro_Jaut if an Alarm has been is-

sued by the Rendezvous or Lunar Surface Designate Routines.

This mode causes the RR antenna to move in a hexagonal search

pattern about the estimated LOS. The search pattern is a box

with six sides where the side to side dimensions are 5.6 ° as

shown in Fig. 2.4-4. At the beginning of this mode the RR is

designated for six seconds along the estimated LOS to the target

defined by the unit vector uLO S in Fig. 2.4-4. Afterwards, the

LGC sequentially designates the RR to each corner of the hexa-

gon for a period of six seconds. Having completed the designate

to each corner, the LGC repeats the above process starting with

a designate along uLO S for six seconds. The time required to

generate this search pattern is approximately 42 seconds.

The logic flow used to generate the search pattern is

shown in Fig. 2.4-5 and, for the moment, consideration will be

given only to those logic steps taken during operation of the Ren-

dezvous Navigation Program ( P - 20 ). Note that the LOS is up-

dated every six seconds so as to keep the search pattern moving

with the estimated target position. A more frequent update of

the LOS is not considered necessary during rendezvous since the

LOS angular rate seldom exceeds one milliradian per second.

However, when the LOS is updated, it is determined three seconds

into the future so as to minimize the LOS error. During the

search operation, the Track Enable discrete is issued to the RR

so that it may acquire the target. As seen in Fig. 2.4-5 a check

is made every 6 seconds to see if the RR is within 30 ° of the

LM + Z-axis. If this angle exceeds 30 °, the LM Preferred Track-

ing Attitude Routine is used to re-establish the preferred attitude

before commencing with the search pattern. A check is also made
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every six seconds to see if the LGC is receiving the RR Data
Good discrete, signifying that the RR has acquired the target.
If this discrete is present, the search pattern is stopped and
the astronaut is notified. The astronaut then checks to see if

acquisition was obtained with the main radiation lobe of the RR.

By manually positioning the RR and observing the RR signal
strength meter, he shoulfl be able to distinguish the main lobe
from any side lobes. Having verified and achieved lock-on with
the main radiation lobe, the astronaut places the RR under LGC
control and enters a "PROCEED". The remaining steps are in-

dicated in Fig. 2.4-i.

5.2.4.2 Rendezvous Navigation Routine

5.2.4.2.1 RR Data Read Routine

During operation of the Rendezvous Navigation Routine

use is made of the RR Data Read Routine to obtain measurement

data from the RR. The logic associated with the RR Data Read

Routine is given in Fig. 2.4-6. Like the Target Acquisition

Routine, this routine is used by both the Rendezvous and Lunar

Surface Navigation Programs, with different paths being taken at

various points in the routine depending on which program ( P - 20

or P-22) is in operation. The RR Data Read Routine periodically

obtains a complete set of data from the RR (range, range rate,

shaft angle, and trunnion angle) for purposes of navigation,

although only range and range rate data is used for update during

lunar surface navigation. The frequency of RR data requests

made by the RR Data Read Routine is about once every minute

during rendezvous navigation and about once every 30 seconds

during lunar surface navigation.
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For the moment, an explanation will be given only

for those logic steps in Fig. 2.4-6 associated with use of the

Data Read Routine during rendezvous navigation. The different

steps taken during operation with the Lunar Surface Navigation

Program (P - 22 ) are explained in Section 5.2.5.2.

In Fig. 2.4-6, the first check made by the routine,

after establishing that P-20 is being used, is to see if the Track

flag is present. This flag is removed during the preparation

and execution of a LM AV maneuver when there is no desire to

have the routine request RR data or call any other routine such

as the Rendezvous Designate and LM Preferred Tracking Attitude

Routines. Note that a new request will be made for RR data 15

seconds later if the Track flag is absent.

If the Track flag is present, the routine next checks

for issuance of the RR Track Enable discrete and reception of

the RR Auto Mode discrete. The former discrete is removed

and not re-issued by the RR Monitor Routine whenever the RR

antenna angles exceed the limits in Fig. 2.4-3_ Its absence

therefore indicates a need to go back to input_B)of Fig. 2.4-1

to re-establish the LM preferred tracking attitude and re-desig-

nate the radar Afterwards, a check is mad_ _ to insure that

RR data is not taken if the RR CDU's are bein_ zeroed.

The sequence used by the routine for reading RR data

is shown in Fig. 2.4-6 where frequent checks are made of the

RR Data Good discrete to insure that no RR tracking interruptions

have occurred during the read-out. Prior to and after reading

the data, the routine checks the status of the Range Low Scale

discrete to insure that the proper scaling will be applied to the

range data. For ranges below 50 .8 nautical miles, the RR issues the

Range Low Scale discrete indicating to the LGC that the low

scale factor should be used. If the status of this discrete should

change during the data reading process, it is seen in Fig. 2.4-6

that a new data request is immediately made by the routine.
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In order that a given set of RR data be usable for

navigation update purposes, the data must all be referenced

to one instant of time. Therefore, the time tm when the CDU

angles were recorded is used as the time tag for a complete

set of RR data.

After the RR data is read, the LOS is determined

for time t and compared with that indicated by the RR CDU's.
m

This is done to insure against RR side-lobe lock-on. If the

difference is more than 3 degrees, an alarm is issued to the

astronaut who must then decide to go to the Rendezvous Desig-

nate Routine or request the LGC to proceed with the data.

Following the side-lobe check, the LGC checks to

see if the Update flag is present. This flag is removed when

there is no desire to use the RR data to update the navigation

equations such as during the terminal phase of rendezvous. It

is removed by the LGC during a LM AV maneuver, and by the

Target Delta V Routine (R-32) when the CSM is performing a

AV maneuver. The flag differs from the Track flag in that the

presence of only the Track flag still permits the LGC to moni-

tor RR tracking and read RR data for purposes other than

navigation updates.

After the Update flag cl_eck,the LGC checks the LM

attitude control mode to see if the 5 ° limit cycle is being used

and that the attitude is not under manual control. This insures

that the RR data will be satisfactory for update purpose_.

The last check made by this routine is to determine

if the RR antenna is less than 30 degrees from the LM + Z-axis.

As mentioned previously, this is required in order for the LGC

to perform a satisfactory determination of RR angle biases, and

to also enable the LM Optical Beacon to be seen by the CSM.
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The range obtained from the RR by the RR Data Read

Routine is that measuredby the RR between the LM and the CSM.

This data is sent to the LGC from the RR as a binary data word

RRR. In the LGC the range rRR in feet is obtained as follows:

rRR = k R RRR

where k R is the bit weight.

The range rate data obtained from the RR by the RR

Data Read Routine is in the form of a binary data word SRR

which represents the count in the RR of a frequency comprising

both the doppler frequency and a bias frequency (fBRR) over a

time interval _ At present, 7RR is given as 80.000RR"

milliseconds. To obtain the range rate (rRR) in feet per sec-

ond, the following computation is made:

rRR = kRR (SRR - fBRR _RR )

where kRR is the scale factor required to obtai_l the range rate in

feet per second and is of such a polarity as to make rRR positive

in the above equation for increasing range.

A summary of the processh_g consta_its required by

the LGC for I%R operation is given as follows:
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fBRR

_RR

kRR

kR 1

kR2

Range rate bias frequency

Counting interval in RR for range rate measurements

Scale factor to convert the range rate count obtained

from the RR to feet per second for the counting inter-

val _RR" The scale factor polarity is such as to make

the converted result positive for increasing range.

Bit weight in feet for long range scale.

Bit weight in feet for short range scale.
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5.2.4.2.2 Rendezvous Navigation Computations

During rendezvous phases RR navigation data are

obtained by means of automatic rendezvous radar tracking of

the CSM from the LM. These data are used to update the esti-

mated six-dimensional state vector of either the LM or the

CSM. The option of which state vector is to be updated by the

RR tracking data is controlled by the astronaut as described in

Section 5.2. 1 and illustrated in Fig. 2. i-i. This decision will

be based upon which vehicle's state vector is most accurately known,

and upon which vehicle is performing the rendezvous. This pro-

cess requires that the constant RR tracking angle biases be com-

pensated for by estimating these biases along with the selected

vehicle's state vector such that subsequent F_R tracking angle

data can be modified as shown in simplified form Fig. 2. 1-1.

This routine is used to process the CSM-tracking

measurement data, and is used normally during lunar-orbit

rendezvous in the lunar landing mission. The routine also can

be used in earth orbit during alternate missions.

After the preferred LM attitude is achieved and RR

tracking acquisition and lock-on is established (Section 5.2.4. I ),

the followingtrackin_ data are automatically acquired by the RR

Data Read Routine (Section 5.2.4.2. i ) at app_'oximately one

minute intervals :

Measured range, R M

Measured range rate,
M

Measured shaft angle, _M

Measured trunnion angle, M
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where the subscript M indicates the RR measured value. In

addition to the above four measured quantities the time of the
measurement and the three IMU gimbal angles are also recorded.

Although eight variables are estimated in the navigation

procedure (six vehicle state-vector components and two RR angle

biases ), it is convenient to use the following nine-dimensional

state vector:

r
x : 5_ (2.4.1)

where r and v are the estimated position and velocity vectors,

respectively, of the selected vehicle ( LM or CSM ) which is

being updated, 5_ and 58 are the estimates of the biases in the

RR shaft and trunnion angles, respectively, and the ninth co-

ordinate is a dummy variable. This type of RR tracking angle

bias is referred to as a boresight bias and is one of two types

which may be defined. With the LM attitude restriction men-

tioned in Section 5.2. I, either type of angle bias (tilt or bore-

sight) can be used, and the boresight type indicated in Eq. (2.4. 1 )

is most convenient.

Let rL, v L, _ and -_C be the estimated position and

velocity vectors of the LM and CSM, respectively, at the time

of the measurement. Then, the measurement error variances,

_2 the nine-dimensional geometry vectors, b, and the measured

deviations, 5Q, for the range and range rate measurements are

computed as follows:
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Measured range, R M

rLC = -_C rL

uLC = UNIT (rLC)

2
a2 = maximum (rLC var R, varRmin)

(2.4.2)

b_.0 = + uLC

bi : 0_

b_2 :o

5Q : R M rLC

where var R is the RR range error variance corresponding to a

percentage error, and varRmin is the minimum RR range error

variance

Measured range rate, RM

rLC : -KC rL

uLC = UNIT (rLC)

vLC : _ - v L

r : vLC uLC

• 2
a 2 = maximum (r

(2.4.3)

var V, varvmin )
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Measured range rate, t_ M (Continued)

b__0 =T 1
rLC ( uLC

bl = ¥ ELC

b 2 = O

6Q --RM- r

x vLC ) × uLC

(2.4.3 Continued)

where var V is the RR range-rate error variance corresponding

to a percentage error, and varvmin is the minimum RR range-

rate variance.

In Eqs. (2.4.2) and (2.4.3) the negative signs are

selected if it is the LM state vector that is being updated, and

the positive signs if it is the CSM state vector.

In order to process the RR angle data (_M and 8M.),

it is necessary to consider the relative orientations of the

various coordinate systems. If _uX, Uy and u Z are unit vectors

along the X-, Y- and Z-axes, respectively, of the RR Measure-

ment Coordinate System, then the measured shaft angle, _M"

and the measured trunnion angle, 0 M, are defined as shown in

Fig. 2.4-7. In the figure, the vector rXZ is the projection of

the measured LM-to-CSM line-of-sight vector on the XZ-plane.

It is assumed that the RR Measurement Coordinate

System is coincident with the Navigation Base Coordinate System

since all RR performance specifications are referenced to the

PGNCS navigation base. The unit vectors u X, Uy and u zare

then given in the Basic Reference Coordinate System by
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uxW

uy [SMNB] REFSMMAT] (2.4.4)

who e[S   ]and
as defined in Section 5.6.3, and the angles from which SMNB

is determined are the values oftile IMU gimbal angles which

were recorded at the measurement time.

are transformation matrices

m

The measurement error variances, _2, the nine-

dimensional geometry vectors, b, and the measured deviations,

5Q, for the shaft and trunnion angle measurements are com-

puted as follows:

Measured shaft angle, _M

r-LC = -_C - r-L

uLC = UNIT (rLC)

S = -uLC

rXZ

a2

b o

b_1

b 2

6Q

= rLC

= var_

-- 1

rXZ

= 0

= _M -

Uy

V1 -S 2

+ variM U

UNIT ( Uy × uLC )

A,
tan- I[---X

\_-z

(2.4.5)
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where var_ is the RR shaft-angle error variance and variM U

one-half the IMU angular error variance.

Measured trunnion angle, 0 M

is

rLC = _C - rL

uLC = UNIT (r_L C)

S

rXZ

_2

bo

= -KLC uy

= rLC _/ 1- S2'

= var 0 + variM U

: ¥ 1
rXZ

b = 0

0
= 1

0

b 2

(Uy x uLC)X uLC

-i
6Q : 0M - sin (S) - 60

(2.4.6)

where var 0 is the RR trunnion-angle error" variance.

In Eqs. (2.4.5) and (2.4.6) the negative signs are

used if it is the LM state vector that is being updated, and the

positive signs if it is the CSM state vector.

The data are incorporated into the state vector esti-

mates by means of four calls to the Measurement Incorporation

Routine (Section 5.2.3). The updated components of the nine-

dimensional state vector resulting from each incorporation are

used as initial conditions for the next update in the sequence.
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Included in each use of the Measurement Incorporation Routine

is the state vector update validity check, as described in Sec-

tion 5.2.1 and illustrated in Fig. 2.4-8.

The results of the processing of the RR measurement

data are updated values of the estimated position and velocity

vectors of the CSM or the LM and estimates of the RR angle

biases. The two estimated vehicle state vectors are used to

compute required rendezvous targeting parameters as described

in Section 5.4.4.

For convenience of calculation in the LGC, Eqs. (2.4.5)

and (2.4.6) are reformulated and regrouped as follows:

Preliminary Radar Angle Calculation

rLC = _C - rL

uLC = UNIT (rLC)

S : -uLC Uy

rXZ = rLC V i- S 2'

(2.4.7)

Measured shaft angle, _M

-7 2
= rxz (var_ + variM U)

_0 = -_ UNIT (Uy × U_L C)

bl = 0

(rxz 1
b 2 = 0

° /
6Q : rxz I_ M -

L
-I

tan
u X uLCu Z uLC

(2.4.8)
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Figure 2.4-8 Rendezvous Navigation Measurement Incorporation Procedure
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Measured trunnion angle, 0 M

2 2
a = rXZ (var 8 + varlM U)

_-0 = -_ (Uy × uLC) × uLC

b_l =O

(o)% = rXZ

0 ..-
!

5Q = rXZ [0 M

L

(2.4.9)

The procedure for performing the rendezvous naviga-

tion computations is illustrated in Figs. 2.4-9 and 2.4-10. It

is assumed that the following items are stored in erasable mem-

ory at the start of the computation shown in Fig. 2.4-9:

Estimated CSM state vector as

defined in Section 5.2.2.6.

x L =

W =

Estimated LM state vector.

Six-dimensional error transition

matrix associated with 3-(2 or x L

as defined in Section 5.2.2.4.
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Fig. 2.4-9 Rendezvous Navigation Computation Logic Diagram
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R ENDW F LG

R EFSMMAT] =

N

tF =

RM' R _,'I' _M' eM =

Wrr, Wrv, w/_, w 0 =

1 for valid W matrix

0 for invalid W matrix

Thls flag or switch is maintained

by programs external to the Ren-

dezvous Navigation Routine. It

indicates whether or not the existing

W matrix is valid for use in pro-

cessing RR tracking data. The

flax is set _ zero after each of

the following p_'ocedures:

i) l_owcrcd _Ja_tcuvcr

2 ) State vector update from ground

3) Orbit navigation

4) Astronaut command

Transformation Matrix: Basic

Reference Coordinate System to

IMU Stable Member Coordinate

System.

Number of sets of rendezvous

navigation data already processed.

Measurement time.

RR measurement data

Preselected W matrix initial

diagonal elements
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Three IMU gimbal angles

Vehicle update mode

NOANGFLG =

1 indicates RR angle measurements

(_M and eM) are not to be used

! 0 indicates RR angle measurements

t (_M and OM) are to be used

The variables D and V are indicators which control

the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5.2.2 ) as described

in Section 5.2.2.6, and I and O are the three-dimensional iden-

tity and zero matrices, respectively.

The RR -measurement-data incorporation procedure out

lined above is repeated at approximately one-minute i,nt_rvals thFoughout

the rendezvous phase except during powereu maneuvers. If the LM

is the passive vehicle, the CSM rendezvous maneuvers are

voice-linked to the LM as an ignition time and three velocity

components in a CSM local vertical coordinate system, and then

entered as updates to the estimated CSM state vector in the

LGC. Upon receipt of these data, RR tracking and data proces-

sing should be suspended until after the maneuver. The update

is accomplished by means of the Target AV Routine, R-32. If

the LM is the active vehicle, the estimated LM state vector is

updated by means of the Average-G Routine (Section 5.3.2 )

during the maneuver.
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5.2.4. 3 RR Monitor Routine

The logic associated with the RR Monitor Routine

(R-25) is given in Fig. 2.4-i i. This routine is initiated every

0.48 seconds by T4RUPT and monitors various items such as

the Auto Mode discrete, the RR CDU Fail discretes, and the

angular excursions of the RR antenna. In addition, it zeros

the RR CDU's and determines the present RR antenna mode

whenever the Auto Mode discrete appears. If there is an RR

CDU failure when the Auto Mode discrete is present and P-20

or P-22 is in use, the Tracker Fail Alarm is turned on.

After checking for RR CDU failure, it is seen in

Fig. 2.4-11 that a number of conditions must be met before

the routine will check to see if the RR antenna angles are within

the present mode limits (see Fig. 2.4-3). For example, the

angles are not checked if the No Angle Monitor flag is present,

signifying that the RR Manual Mode of target acquisition is being

used. If all the conditions are met and the RR antenna is not

within the present mode limits, the routine will issue an alarm,

remove the RR Track Enable discrete from the RR, and cause

the RR to be repositioned to the reference position (see Fig. 2.4-3)

for the present mode.
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RR LUNAR SURFACE NAVIGATION PROGRAM

Target Acquisition Routine

Since acquisition of the CSM with the LM rendezvous

radar (RR) during lunar surface navigation is essentially the

same as during rendezvous navigation, the same Acquisition

Routine (see Fig. 2.4-1) is used for both except for minor dif-

ferences in operation. When the Lunar Surface Navigation Pro-

gram (P-22) is in operation, it is seen in Fig. 2.4-1 that the RR

LGC Mode does not make a 400 nm check ol- use the Preferred

Tracking Attitude Routine. Also, the Lunar Surface Designate

Routine is used in place of the Rendezvous D_signate Routine

while on the lunar surface in order to minimize the lag errors

which could occur while designating the RH through the relatively

large line-of-sight (LOS) angular rates experienced at that time.

If the in-orbit technique of designation were used while on the

lunar surface, the lag error could sometimes be twice as large

as the LOS angular rate. This is primarily due to the fact that

the present control system existing between the RR and the LGC

is essentially a Type 1 servo control system. Although this type

of control system is considered to be accurate enough for designat-

ing the RR during rendezvous where the LOS angular rate seldom

exceeds one milliradian per second, it is not considered satisfactory

for use on the lunar surface.

In order to compensate for lag errors when designating

the RR on the lunar surface, the Lunar Surface Designate Routine

shown in Fig. 2.5-1 is used. Initially, checks are made to insure

that the RR Track Enable discrete is not being issued to the RR,

the RR antenna is in Mode 2, and the target LOS is within the oper-

ating limits {see Fig. 2.4-3) of Mode 2. If the LOS is not within the

above limits, an alarm code is displayed to the astronaut and he either

repeats the limit check or terminates the program. Afterwards,the rou-

tine starts designating the RH to the CSM by issuing rate commands

every half second to the RR gyros which are proportional to the
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Figure 2. 5-i Lunar Surface Designate Routine
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angular difference between the RR and

!

r--LOS = rLOS + Y-C (2.5.1)

where rLO S is the present range vector to the CSM, -V-c is

the CSM velocity vector, and r_o S is essentially rLO S advanced

one second into the future. This correction keeps the RR pointed

along the estimated LOS to the CSM.

Note that the present range vector (r_LOS) is deter-

mined by using the position vectors of the CSM and the landing

site (-_C and r_L S) only once every two seconds. However,

during the intermediate half seconds, it is updated by the following

appr oxim ation:

}'-LOS : r-LOS + Y-C /2 (2.5.2)

since it is less time consuming in GGC opecation.

During the designate operation the routine checks

every 0.5 seconds to see if the RR is within 0.5 degrees of the

present estimated range vector (rLO S). Once the RR is within

0.5 degrees of r_LOS, the RR Track Enable discrete is issued to

the RR, enabling its angle tracking servos to track the target. A

check is also made every 0.5 seconds to see if the RR Data Good

discrete is being received from the RR. This discrete signifies

that the RR range and range-rate tracking networks have acquired

the target and that the RR Track Enable discrete has been re-

ceived from the LGC. If the RR fails to achieve lock-on after 30

seconds of designation, an alarm is displayed, whereupon, the

a_stronaut either repeats the designate process or proceeds with the

RR Search Mode as indicated in Fig. 2.4-1. In Fig. 2.4-5 it is

seen that a slightly different technique is used to generate the RR

search pattern when program P-22 is being used. This is done in

program P-22 primarily to compensate for the large lag errors
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which could occur if the search pattern were generated on the

lunar surface with the technique used with program P-20. The

technique used to compensate for lag error is the same as that

used in the Lunar Surface Designate Routine.

The logic given in Fig. 2.4-I for the RR Manual Mode

of acquisition when using program P-22 is fairly self-explanatory.

It is seen that the Preferred Tracking Attitude Routine is bypassed

and steps are taken after manual acquisition to insure that the RR

antenna is within the operating limits of Mode 2.
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5.2.5.2 Lunar Surface Navigation Routine

While the LM is on the surface of the moon, RR navi-

gation data is used to update the estimated CSM state vector as

described in Section 5.2. I.

After target acquisition has been accomplished (Sec-

tion 5.2.5. I), data is obtained approximately every '30sees. by means of the

RR Data Read Routine (Section 5.2.4.2.1). In addition to reading

RR data more often during this portion of the mission, the RR

Data Read Routine omits the checks made on the Track Flag, the

vehicle attitude control mode, and angular excursion of the RR

with respect to the vehicle +Z-axis ('30° limit check ).

Although the RR Data Read Routine reads the RR angles

along with the range and range rate, the angle data is not used for

update purposes because of the uncertainties associated with the

magnitude and nature of the RR angle biases which may be present

during the large angular excursions of the RR with respect to the

vehicle at this time. Thus, the estimated state vector in the

Lunar Surface Navigation Routine is the six-dimensional CSM

state vector, and only the range and range rate data (R M and R M,

respectively) are used in the navigation computations.

The computation logic for the Lunar Surface Navigation

Routine is similar to the rendezvous navigation logic (Section 5.2.4.2 )

and is illustrated in Fig. 2.5-2. It is assumed that the following

items are stored in erasable memory at the start of the procedure

shown in the figure:

5C Estimated CSM state vector as defined in

Section 5.2.2.6

Six-dimensional error transition matrix

associated with -_C as defined in Section 5.2.2.4
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Do RR Data ReadRoutin,._Ap-
proximately Every 30seconds
to obtain

tM, RM and RM

Fig. 2.4-6

[ Initialize W Matrix '[

D=O

V=I

D=6

F = tM

Process RR Data

Fig. 2.4-10 I
Call Planetary Inertial Orientation l

Subroutine to Transform rLS to rE[

!

and (0, 0, 1) to u Z ]

Call Coasting Integration Routine

to Extrapolate -_C to Time t F

Fig. 2.5-2

Lunar Surface Navigation Routine Logic Diagram
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rL S

N

Estimated landing site or LM position vector

on the surface of the moon in m, oon-fixed co -

ordinate s.

Number of measurement data points already

processed.

The variables D and V are indicators which control the

Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5.2.2 ) as described in

Section 5.2.2.6, _-Z is a unit vector along the rotational axis of

the moon, and _NI is the lunar angular velocity.
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5. 3 POWERED FLIGHT NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE

1)

2)

5.3. 1 GENERAL COMMENTS

The objective of the powered flight guidance and navigation

routines is to maintain an estimate of the LM state vector duri_

thrusting maneuvers, and to control the thrust direction and dura-

tion such that the desired velocity cut-off conditions specified by

the targeting routines of Section 5. 4 are achieved. The powered

flight navigation routim:, used to maintain an estimate of tile ve-

hicle state vector during all thrusting conditions, is referred to as

the Average-G Routine, and is presented in Section 5. 3.2.

There are three, basic powered flight guidance concepts

used in the LGC. The first is a velocity-to-be-gained concept with

cross product steering ( Section 5.3.3. 3 ) that is used in each of the

three following programs:

Descent Orbit Injection Guidance (Section 5.3.3)

Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Guidance (Section 5. 3. 6)

External AV Maneuver Guidance (Section 5. 3. 7)

These three program% based on the cross product steering concept_

differ only in the unique generation of the desired velocity vector, v R.

The second basic guidance concept is the quadratic explicit

guidance of Section 5. 3.4 which is used for the powered lunar land-

ing maneuver. This concept is used to control the throttleable LM

Descent Propulsion System (DPS) such that specified target or aim

point conditions are achieved during the various phases of the land-

ing maneuver. The landing maneuver target conditions for each

phase are chosen to satisfy various DPS throttle and visibility con-

straints.

The third LGC guidance concept is the linear explicit

guidance of Section 5.3. 5 used to control powered ascent maneuvers

from the lunar surface to desired ascent injection conditions. This

guidance concept is also used to control abort maneuvers initiated

during the powered landing maneuver as described in Section 5.4. 5.
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5. :3.2 POWERED FLIGHT NAVIGATION - - AVERAGE -G ROUTINE

During a powered flight maneuver, the state vector es-

timate will be maintained by numerical integration of the equations

of motion using Average-G equations.

The information about the thrust acceleration comes

from the IMU Pulsed Integrating Pendulous Accelerometers (PIPA)

in the form of velocity increments (Av) over the time interval

(At) corresponding to the time of repetitive computations (generally

two seconds). The computations are, therefore, in terms of

discrete increments of velocity rather than i_lstantaneous accelera-

tions.

If_nr _1 and Vn-1 are the position and velocity estimates

at the beginning of the nth computational cycie,th(_n r and v are
--n --n

computed from

r = r _ + At (v + _--n-_ l&tJ 2/ +Av/2) (3.2. 1)--n --n 1 --n- 1

v = v + 5At (gn 1 + gn ) + Av (:3.2 2)--n --n - i " -- - -- "

where_gn is the gravitational acceleration. The gravitational accel-

erati_,i_ outsi_ic t}m, lunar sphct'e of influ_mcc is _ivcn by:

t"

LI e

g-n : - ---2- <-U-r
r n

n
!

2
2 I3

4-
J2 1 - 5 cos 6)u + cos 6u '?

2 -r i

, n:' n l

(3.2.3)
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where

cos$ : u u (3.2.4)
--r n --z

The vectors u and u are unit vectors in the direction of r
-r -z -n

n

and the polar axis of the earth, respectively, L_e is the gravita-

tional constant of the earth, r is the equatorial radius of the
eq

earth, and J2 is the second-harmonic coefficient of the earth's

potential function.

The gravitational acceleration within the lunar sphere

of influence is a determined by a simplification of Eq. (3.2.a6as

follow s : ;_

where u M

"M
gn = - --_2 Ur (3.2.5)

r n
n

is the gravitational constant of the moon.

The _%v is COml)cnsatcd for instrument era'ors as

described in Section 5._;. 1:_. Further, the Avis transformed

into the Basic Reference Coordinate System since the naviga-

tion calculations are nqade in reference coordinates.
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5.3.3 DESCENT ORBIT INJECTION GUIDANCE

5.3.3. i General Objectives

The objective of the LGC Descent Orbit Injection program

is to establish a 180 degree central angle transfer orbit from the

CSM orbit to a desirecl powered landing maneuver ignition point. In

the nominal lunar landing mission the descent orbit is between a

near circular CSM orbit of 80 nm altitude and a landing maneuver

ignition point (a radius vector of 50,000 feet altitude above the land-

ing site with a specified central angle or ground range to the landing

site ).

The nominal mission calls for zero flight path angle rel-

ative to the local horizontal at the landing maneuver ignition point.

This means that perilune of the descent orbit is at lhe landing man-

euver ignition point and the apolune is on the CSM orbit. Further-

more, no plane change is made during this descent orbit injection.

5.3.3.2 Required Targeting Parameters

The targeting parameters required for the descent orbit

injection guidance are:

1) tDI = Desired injection cutoff time

2) hp = Desired perilune altitud(, magnitude

These two parameters will nominally be determined by the Lunar

Landing Time Prediction Routine of Section 5.4.2 which is also re-

ferred to as the DOI targeting routine. The descent orbit guidance

will steer for a conic trajectory that will achieve the desired perilune.

Since the perturbation on this conic due to the lunar non spherical

gravity effects can decrease this perilune by as much as 10,000 feet, the

value of hpwillbeoffsetinthetargetingroutineto c_mpcnsate for

this effect.
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5.3.3.3 Cross Product Steering Concept

The cross product steering concept is used to control

the following maneuvers:

\/ 1. DOI (Descent Orbit Injection)

2. CSI ( Coelliptic Sequence Initiation )

3. CDH (Constant Differential Altitude)

4. TPI (Transfer Phase Initiation, CFP and Stable
Orbit Rendezvous )

5. MCC (Rendezvous Midcourse Corrections, CFP
and Stable Orbit Rendezvous )

6. TEI ( Transcarth Injection SPS backup)

7. External AV

The objective of the cross product steering concept in the LM is

to control the thrust direction aiong the velocity to be gained vec-

tor. The velocity to be gained vector (_y_G) is defined as

IG--VR -v (3.3.1)

where v R

velocity.

is the required velocity and v is the current vehicle

The desired thrust direction aT D is defined such that

0 (3.3.2)
__rD x _VG ---

If the actual thrust acceleration a T is along a__TD,

the equation

0 (3.3.3)r = _
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will be satisfied. In general, there is a directional error and

the control system will rotate the vehicle so that the equation

is satisfied.

To align the vehicle such that Eq. (3.3.3) is satis-

fied, a thrust axis command is generated as follows:

UTD = uVG
(3.3.4)

where

uVG = UNIT (y43) (3.3.5)

UTD = unit vector in desired thrust direction

The mechanization of this cross product steering concept is il-

lustrated in Fig. :5.3-1. In the figure

Av = velocity increment measured by the PIPA's

At = computing interval

As illustrated in Fig. 3.3-1, the velocity to be gained is

normally computed by Eq. (3.3. 1). If anew value of requiredvel-

ocityv R generated by the Lambert or DOI Rout:imps is not available

on any computation cycle, the velocity to be gained is computed as

VG = XG + _b_At A_v (3.3.6)

where bat is the equivalent velocity defined in Fig. 3. 3-1 as

zx__R fiat.

Note that this pointing logic differs from that for the Command
Module. This is because of differences in the LM and CSM
digital autopilot s.
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An angular command for the digital autopilot is generated

in the form of desired gimbal angles (CDUD} frorn the thrust axis

command according to the following

CDUD : CDU + MSM ' G(_T × UTD) (3.3.7)

where

CDU =

CDUD :

Present gimbalangles read bythe CDU's

CDUX}cDuzCDUY= outer gimbalangle

inner gimbal angle

middle gimbal angle

desired gimbal angles

u
-T

thrust X-axis generated by a filter (in stable

member coordinates)

MSM, G non-orthogonal matrix relating body rates to

gimbal rates

/

cos(CDUY)/cos(CDUZ)

-cos(CDUY) tan(CDUZ)

0 -sin(CDUY)/cos(CDUZ

1 sin(CDUY) tan(CDUZ)

sin (CDUY) 0 cos(CDUY)

{3.3.8)
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The rotation about the X-axis is held to zero by making
a different comnland for the first component of CDIJD - CDU : ACI)I1X

nan l c ]..y

L_I)UX _ -sin (CI)[]Z) LXCI)IIY (3. 3.9)

where z31_IIIIY = second component of CDUD - CI)II

CDIID

The digital autopilot then nulls the dil'fcrcncc between

and CI)U issuini_ c.,nmands at a ratc ,,1' II1 i_,t • st'c,_tul.

5.3.3.4 Initial Thrust Attitude Calculation

The initial thrust attitude is in the dirccti(_n of the velocity-

to be lgaincd. Th(, initial value of UTl) is therefore found t'rt)m

Eq. (3.3.4).

5.3.3.5

the Eq.

Engine -off Criterion

The en_inc-ol'f time t
go

is ¢'stimatt,d continuously from

: At + (3 3. 10)

tg o K 1 L--AY- Attail-off

where

1
K = 1 - -

1
2

r

iV(; _Xv
T---

,,I t.a,v'-' SI'
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Isp

g

= specific impulse of selected engine

2
= :52. 17405 fps

&trail-off =

When t
go

seconds, the engine-off signal is set to be issued t
go

and no new attitude commands, u arc issued.
--TD'

a negative number representing _tlc duration of [)urn

at full or maximum thrust e(tuivalent to the tail -off

impulse after engine -off signal is issued_and compu-

tation delays.
falls, for the first time, below a value of 4.0

seconds later

5.3.3.6 Guidance Equations for Descent Orbit Injection

The following guidance equations arc ascot in the l)escent

Orbit Injectio_ i'ro_ram P-bl of Section 4.

Input Variables

1. r, v, t:

Outputs

.

1

Vehicle state vector at time t from the

Orbit Navigalion llc)Liti_.

Landing Site radius magnitude

Descent injection cut-off time from tar-

geting parameters

hp : Desired perilune altitude from targeting

parameters

DPS Throttle profile controlled by the DPS ON

ROUTINE a,_d a pre-storcd ttn'ust profile

1. UTD Desired thrust vector in stable member coordinates.

2. Engine-off signal
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Hecluired Velocity for Orbital Descent Maneuver

'l'l_c velocity vector, vR, requircd for the descent orbit is

computed from

1/2

I;;_ rp "] (3. 3. 1 1 )-- (u_R x u z) 2+r ri,

where

rp = hp + rLS = perilune target altitude plus landing

site radius

u R - Unit vector along r

u Z = Unit (u v X u__R) = unit vector normal to orbitalplanc

U = Gravitational constant

Initial Thrust Attitude Calculation

In order to align the vehicle thrvst axis along the desired

acceleration vector, aTD, during the Pre- DOI. phase (Program til

of Section 4) the following computations are made:

a) Vehicle state vector is integrated forward to the descent

injection cut-off time, t DI" by means of the Coasting4

Integration Routine (Section 5.2.2 ).

b) The velocity-to-be-gained, -v-G" is computed from Eqs.

3.3.1) and (:_.3.11).
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c) The maneuver thrust time, t T' in seconds is com-
puted by the following expression

- (28.9)

t T = (26) + (3. 3. 12)
(9.43)

The above expression is based on the thrust profile in

which the initial DPS thrust of 10% is held for" 26 seconds result-

ing in a velocity change of about 28.9 fps includin_ ullage effects.

The 9.43 factor is the acceleration for maximum DPS thrust.

from

d) The first DPS ignition time, t iG,is then calculated

tiG = t DI - tT (3.3.13)

e) The vehicle state vector is next integrated to time

t IG by means of the Coasting Integration Routine.

f) TLle velocity-to-be-gained wilich corresponds to the

state at time tiG is computed as shown in Section 5.3.3.3.

g) The initial thrust attitude is then set by

U_TD = UNIT (__G)
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5.3.4 LUNAR LANDING GUIDANCE

5.3.4.1 GENEHAL COMMENTS

The basic function of the LM powered-landing guidance-

and-navigation system is to control the LM from an initial altitude

of 50, 000 feet and velocity of about 5600 ft/see., to a safe landing

at a selected site on the moon with essentially zero velocity. The

above-mentioned objective must be accomplished under the follow-

ing conditions :

(i) DPS propellant must be utilized in an efficient manner.

(2) The selected landing site must be visible to the astro-

naut for at least 75 seconds.

(3) The DPS must either operate at a fixed throttle setting

corresponding to 92. 5 percent of maximum thrust, or

it can be operated as a continuously-throttleable engine

between 10 and 58 percent of maximum thrust.

(4) The astronaut must have the capability of manually re-

designating the landing site during the interval when the

site is visible.

The powered-landing maneuver is most conveniently divi-

ded into seven distinct phases, as shown in Table 3.4. I-1. The pri-

mary deceleration (i.e. braking) of the LM is accomplished during

the braking phase, which is typically about 450 seconds in duration.

The emphasis in the design of this phase is efficient utilization of

fuel, i.e. minimum AV. The DPS is typically operated at the 92. 5

percent throttle setting for the major part of the phase. The visibil-

ity phase is designed to satisfy the landing-maneuver visibility re-

quirements and trajectory terminal constraints. During this phase,

which is typically about 135 seconds in duration, the thrust vector

(X-axis of vehicle) is typically elevated at least 45 degrees above the
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Table 3.4. i-I Powered Landing Maneuver Phases

Phase Number Phase Name

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

Pre-ignition

DPS Ullage and Trim

Braking

Transition-I

Visibility

Transition-II

Final Descent
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local horizontal plane. At the end of the phase the thrust-vector

orientation is essentially parallel to the local-vertical direction.

Throughout the visibility phase the DPS is operated in the commuously-

throttleable (10-58 percent) region. Landing-site redesignations

are permitted up to the last 20 seconds of the phase.

The pre-ignition phase is used to compute the appropriate

ignition time and ignition orientation for the DPS. Prior to the start

of the braking phase, there is an ullage maneuver followed by a trim

phase during which the DPS is operated at 10 percent of maximum

thrust for 26 seconds. A short transition phase (4 seconds

long) is used between the braking and visibility phases, and also

between the visibility and final descent phases in order to limit ve-

hicle attitude rates between the phases. The final descent phase

takes the vehicle from an altitude of about 100 feet down to the lunar

surface with an essentially constant rate of descent.

The navigation of the LM is based solely on data from the

IMU, i.e. PIPA output data, until the estimated LM altitude has decreased to

25, 000 feet. At this time LR altitude measurements are taken, and

are used to update the LM state estimates at 2-second intervals

thereafter. After the estimated altitude is below 15000 ft, Ell velocity-com-

ponent measurements are used to update the state in addition to the

altitude measurements. At each updating time an altitude measure-

ment and a velocity-component measurement are processed in se-

quence, with the altitude measurement being processed first. The

LR updatings of the state vector always take place immediately after

the PIPA outputs have been processed, regardless of when the actual LR

measurements are taken.

The present section of this document (Section 5.3.4) pro-

vides a detailed description of the various operations performed

throughout the powered-landing maneuver for guidance and naviga-

tion of the LM. A description of the various coordinatesyatems used
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in the powered-landing guidance m_.dnavigation system is given in
Section 5.3.4. 2. A general description of the overall system follows
in Section 5.3.4.3. Then, in Section 5. 3. 4.4 the various operations

involved in the landing maneuver are described in detail. For con-
venience the important operations or groups of operations have been
subdivided into routines (or subroutines). Information-flow diagrams

for the various routines are presented in Section 5.3. 4. 4. Finally,
in Section 5.3.4. 5 the major operations are traced out for the dif-

ferent phases of the landing maneuver.
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5.3.4.2 COORDINATE SYSTEMS

5.3.4.2. i General Information

There are five different coordinate systems used in the

guidance and navigation of the LM during the powered landing man-

euver. These coordinate systems and the unit vectors along their

X, Y, Z axes are as follows:

(1.) Inertial Coordinates --- uxi, Uyi, Uzi

(2.) IMU or Platform Coordinates --- Uxp, Uyp, Uzp

(3.) Vehicle-Body Coordinates --- uXB, uyB, uZB

(4.) Guidance Coordinates --- uXG, uyG, uZG

(5) LR Antenna Coordinates --- uXA, uyA, uZA

Each of these coordinate systems is a rectilinear system with the

individual axes defined so as to form a right-handed system.

Quantities referred to in the various coordinate systems

will be subscripted in the following manner:

I - inertial coordinates

P - platform (IMU) coordinates

B - vehicle-body (Nay. Base) coordinates
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G - guidance coordinates

A - antenna coordinates

For convenience the subscript referring to the coordinate frame will
always be placed last, when more than one subscript is used. As an
example, the components of vehicle position in inertial coordinates

would be referred to as rXl, ryl, and rZl.

For conciseness of notation in this section all rotational

transformation matrices will be indicated by the symbol C. Two
subscripts will always be used on C: the first indicates the coordinate

frame that the quantity of interest is currently expressed in, the second
indicates the coordinate frame into which the quantity is to be trans-
formed. For example, the rotational matrix used to transform a

quantity in platform coordinates (P) to inertial coordinates (I) will be

represented as Cpi.

5.3.4.2.2 Inertial Coordinates

The inertial-coordinate system (subscript I) is the Basic Refer-

ence Coordinate system for the LGC computations. The origin of this system

coincides with the center of the moon. The orientation of this coordinate

system is defined by the line of intersection of the mean equatorial

plane and the mean orbit of the earth (the ecliptic} at the nearest be-

ginning of the Besselian year in which the mission takes place. The

X-axis (U_XI) is along the ascending node of the ecliptic on the equator

(the equinox),the Z-axis (u_Z I) is along the earth's mean north pole,

and the Y-axis (Uyi) completes a right-handed triad. All navigation

stars and vehicle state vectors are referenced to this system.
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5. 3.4.2.3 IMU or Platform Coordinates

The IMU or platform coordinates (subscript P) are the

IMU landing aligmnent orientation coordinates described in Section 5. 1.4.2.

The origin of this system is at the center of the moon. The X-axis

(Uxp) pierces the nominal site at the nominal landing time, the

Z-axis (Uzp) is in the CSM orbit plane and points forward at the

nominal landing time, and the Y-axis (Uyp) completes a right-

handed triad. The IMU coordinates are also referred to as stable

member coordinates (subscript SM) in other sections of the document.

5.3.4.2.4 Vehicle-Body or Navigation-Base Coordinates

Vehicle-body or navigation-base coordinates (subscript B)

arc the generally accepted LM coordinates. The origin of the coor-

dinate frame is at the PGNCS Navigation Base. The X-axis (uXB} is in

the direction of the nominal thrust vector, the Z-axis (uZB) is in the

direction forward from the design eye, and the Y-axis (uyB) is ortho-

gonal to the X and Z axes so as to form a right-handed system.

5.3.4.2.5 Guidance Coordinates

The guidance coordinate frame (subscript G) is a lunar-

fixed frame whose origin is at the current landing site. The com-

mand acceleration computations for the guidance system are per-

formed in the guidance coordinate frame.

The guidance-system X-axis (UxG) is along the direction

from the center of the moon to the current landing site. The

Y-axis (uyG) and Z-axis (uZG), which are orthogonal to each other

and to Ux G, are oriented such that the LM velocity (__G)' accelera-

tion (_G)' and jerk (J-G) will all be coplanar (in the X-Z plane) at

the time that the vehicle arrives at the current aim point. To ac-

complish this, the guidance frame is rotated about its X-axis (uXG)

such that:
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uyG P = UNIT (__spX _rp + (Vp-_p x rp) tGO_) (3.4._. 1)

where uyG P is a unit vector along the guidance-frame Y-axis, ex-

pressed as components in the platform (IMU)coor_iinate frame. The

quantities -_SP' rp, and Vp represent respectively the current site

position, the LM position, and the LM velocity in the platform frame.

The quantity ±p is the lunar rotational angular velocity, and tGO is

the estimated time-to-go to the current a_m point. In effect, uyG P

is set up to be normal to the trajectory p]ane at the time of arrival

at the aim point. The guidance frame Z-axis (uz G) is oriented

perpendicular to the X and Y axes so as to form a right-handed

system.

It is important to note that the position, velocity, and ac-

celeration aim conditic_.ns (rDG, VDG, and aid G) are invariant in

guidance coordinates for a given aim point. These aim conditions

viewed in'platform coordinates, however, will change during the

powered maneuver. It should also be noted that the guidance-frame

orientation and origin will change whenever the current landing site

(_rsp) is changed. The orientation and location of the guidance frame

are recomputed at 2-second intervals throughout the braking and

visibility phases until the phase time-to-go is less than 20 seconds.

In concluding this section it should be mentioned that the

relation of Eq. (3.4.2.1) is predicated on the assumption that the

LM's acceleration trajectory follows a quadratic function of time-

to-go from the present state to the current aim point. This condi-

tion will be only approximately realized in the actual physical situ-

ation.
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)

The LR antenna coordinate system (subscript A) is the

coordinate system in which the velocity-component data used to up-

date the LM navigation system are obtained. The antenna axes

(uXA , uyA , and uZA) are fixed with respect to the velocity beams,

as shown in Fig. 3.4. 2-1.

The X-axis (uXA) is oriented along the axis of symmetry

of the radar beams, as in Fig. 3.4. 2-i. The Z-axis (UzA) is nor-

real to the X-axis and directed forward, symmetrically oriented

with respect to the rear velocity beams (see Fig. 3. 4. 2-i). The

Y-axis is perpendicular to the X and Z axes, and directed so as

to form a right-handed system. LIR range data are referenced to

the LR antenna coordinate system by the angle _ as shown in Fig. 3.4.2-i.

The relationships between the five coordinates frames dis-

cussed in this section are shown below as a straight line diagram.

The interpretation of this figure is as follows. In order to go from

one coordinate frame to another, all the coordinate frames located

between the two frames must be passed through. For example, to

transform a quantity from the guidance frame (G) to the inertial

frame (1) only a single transformation is required. However, if it

is desired to go from the guidance frame to the antenna coordinate

frame (A), then transformations must be made through the inertial

frame (1), the platform frame (P) and the vehicle-body frame (B),

in that order.

(guidance) (inertial) (platform) (vehicle -body) (antenna)

G I P B A

X X X X X

CGI CIp CpB CBA

(REFSMMAT) (SMNB}
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LR Antenna Coordinate System

ZA

Y
A

I
I

I
I

1 I
I

Range Beam: 4

Velocity Beams:

3

rectangle

.

.

3.

Range Beam 4 is in the X A - Z A plane at an angle ¢ from the

- X A axis

LR velocity data to LGC is in Ant. Coord. System

LR Ant. Coord. System is related to the PGNCS Nav.

Base by a specified set of Euler angles for each of the

two LR antenna positions

Fig. 3.4.2- 1 LR Antenna Coordinate System and Beam Configuration
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5.3.4.3 DESCRIPTION OF OVERALL GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION

SYSTEM

5.3.4.3.1 General Information

The primary objectives for the guidance-and-navigation

system during the powered landing maneuver are the computation of

the following quantities:

( 1 ) Time of ignition of the descent propulsion syst_,m (DPS)

(2) Required vehicle attitude commands (thrust direction and

vehicle - orientation yaw angle about the thrust direc-

tion)

( 3 } Required DPS throttle commands.

(4 } Time-to-go to the end of the current phase

(5 } Current LM state vector with LR updatings

(6 } Landing-point designation (LPD} function

To accomplish these objectives, a large number of different

operations must be performed in the LM guidance computer. For the

purpose of describing these operations, it is most convenient to subdi-

vide the various operations into routines, organiz'ed in terms of the

particular operations being performed. The most important routines

are the following:

( 1 ) Ignition-Computations Routine

( 2 ) State-Vector Update Routine

( 3 ) Guidance-Frame Computation

( 4 ) Guidance-and-Control Routine

{ 5 ) Attitude-Command Routine

{ 6 ) Throttle-Command Routine

In the present section, the operation of the overall system

will be described in general terms, referring primarily to the

above-mentioned major routines. The relevant system functional
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diagram is shown in Fig. 3. 4. 3-i. In the following section (5.3.4.4)

all the various routines will be considered in some detail. Finally,

in Section 5.3.4.5 the s.equence of operations for the powered maneuver

is traced throughout its successive phases

5.3.4. 3. 2 Phases of Powered Landing Maneuver

The powered landing maneuver is most conveniently divided

into seven different phases, as indicated in Table 3.4. i-I. This sec-

tion will briefly review the important characteristics of these phases

and the operations performed during them.

(i)

(2)

The pre-ignition phase begins about 30 minutes before

the nominal DPS ignition time. At this time the pro-

cedure for computing the proper DPS ignition time is

begun, using the Ignition-Computations Routine. This

routine in effect determines the time at which the ul-

lage maneuver should be started, based on the down-

range component of vehicle position relative to the

landing site. The details of the routine are given in

Section 5.3.4.4.2. During the pre-ignition phase the

vehicle travels in free-fall (unpowered) flight. Under

normal conditions the proper ignition time will be de-

termined several minutes before the nominal ignition

time.

The DPS ullage-and-trim phase consists of a 7. 5-

second interval during which 200 ibs. of thrust (RCS)

are applied to the LM, followed by a 26-second in-

terval at a thrust of 1050 pounds (l_P_). The thrust-

vector orientation during this period is held at the

value predicted for the start of the braking phase

from the Ignition-Computations Routine.
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(3)

(4)

(5)

The braking phase starts with the LM at an altitude

of about 50, 000 feet travelling towards the landing

site with a velocity of about 5600 ft/sec. The dura-

tion of this phase is approximately 450 seconds.

During this period the LM velocity and altitude are

reduced to the High-Gate aim-condition values (e. g.

620 ft/sec, and 9500 feet respectively). The com-

mand thrust acceleration for the vehicle is computed

so the actual vehicle acceleration program will be a

quadratic function of the time-to-go to the current

aim point. The detailed procedure for computing the

thrust acceleration is given in the Guidance-and-Control

Routine referred to in Fig. 3.4. 3-I and described in

Section 5. 3. 4. 4. ii. During the initial part of the brak-

ing phase,the DPS throttle is set so as to provide about

92. 5 percent of nominal rated thrust. Then, at about

120 Seconds before the end of the phase, the engine is

throttled down and operated thereafter in the contin-

uously throttleable region (I0-58 percent of nominal

thrust).

The first transition phase, which is of 4 seconds dura-

tion, serves primarily to reorient the LM acceleration

vector from its value at the end of the braking phase to

the desired value at the start of the visibility phase.

The LM acceleration is varied as a linear function of

time during this interval.

The visibility phase starts with the vehicle at an alti-

tude of about 9000 feet and travelling toward the selec-

ted site with a velocity of about 600 ft/sec. During

the visibility phase, the vehicle is maintained in an

orientation such that its X-axis is sufficiently close
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(6)

(7)

(8)

to the vertical so that the selected site is visible to

the astronaut for at least 75 seconds. It is possible

for the astronaut to redesignate the landing site dur-

ing this phase up to the last 20 seconds of the phase.

Under nominal conditions with no site redesignations

the visibility phase is about 135 seconds in duratio1_.

At the end of the visibility phase the vehicle is at th_

Low-Gate aim conditions (e. g. an altitude of about

i00 feet and _moving toward the selected site with

a velocity of about 5 ft/sec. )

The second transition phase, which is of 4 seconds

duration, serves primarily to reorient the LM ac-

celeration vector from its value at the end of the

visibility phase to the desired value at the start of

the final-descent phase. The LM acceleration is

varied as a linear function of time during this interval.

The final-descent phase takes the vehicle from an

initial altitude of about 100 feet down to touchdown on

the surface. The thrust acceleration of the LM is

controlled to provide an essentially constant-velocity

vertical descent at a rate of 5 ft/sec, until the esti-

mated altitude is 50 feet, and at 3 ft/sec, thereafter

to touchdown.

A semi-manual mode referred to as the Rate of Descent

(ROD) mode is available in which the LGC controls the

DPS throttle to maintain the vertical velocity that ex-

isted when the mode was selected. The astronaut con-

trols the attitude manually and can incrementally change

the LGC controlled vertical velocity by discrete signal

inputs.
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(9) A complete manual landing mode can also be selected
in which the astronaut controls both vehicle attitude

and DPS throttle. The LGC is used to update the ve-

hicle state vector in this mode and provide various

display functions.

5.3.4. 3. 3 Overall Guidance-and-Navigation System Operation

The major operations involved in the powered landing

maneuver and the sequence in which they occur are shown in Fig.

3.4. 3-1. This section will describe these operations in general

terms. The details of the various routines used here will be given

in Section 5.3. 4. 4.

First of all the DPS ignition time and thrust direction are

computed, as described in detail in Section 5, 3. 4. 4.2 for the Ignition-

Computations Routine. In essence the ignition time (start of the ullage

maneuver) is computed as the time when the vehicle is a presetected

down-range distance from the landing site. The distance that the site

is out of the descent-orbit plane, and deviations in descent-orbit

starting altitude are accounted for in the ignition time test. The ig-

nition attitude is computed by extrapolating the state estimate forward

(from its value at the start of the ullage maneuver) over a time in-

terval equivalent to the ullage-and-trim maneuver duration. The

command specific force is then computed at this extrapolated state,

using the Guidance-and-Control Routine, to obtain the desired igni-

tion attitude.

After the DPS has been ignited, using; the time determined

from the Ignition-Computations Routine, the LM attitude and throttle

commands are determined according to the procedure shown by the

last five items on Fig 3. 4 3-1. The required guidance and naviga-

tion system outputs are the orientation of the thrust vector and the
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magnitude of the required thrust. Up-to-date values for these quan-
tities are computed at 2-second intervals throughout the powered

landing maneuver.

The first step in the guidance-and-navigation computa-

tions cycle, as indicated in Fig. 3. 4. 3-1, is the updating of the
LM state vector. The detailed procedure is described in Section
5.3.4. 4 for the State-Vector Update Routine. A brief description

of the procedure will next be given. The state vector is updated
at 2-second intervals throughout the powered landing maneuver
at precisely the times that the PIPA outputs are obtained. In the
absence of LR measurements, the LM state vector is updated

solely on the basis of PIPA data from the IMU, using anAverage-G
computation procedure. The state-vector updating is performed

in the platform coordinate frame throughout the powered landing
maneuver.

State-vector updating by LR measurements is begun when

the estimated vehicie altitude has decreased beIow 25, 000 feet. At

this time altitude (range) updatings are started and are taken there-

after at 2-second intervals throughout the powered landing maneuver

(except duringthe transition phases when no LR data are taken). Velo-

city component updating of the state vector is started as soon as

the estimated LM altitude is less than 15000 ft. The velocity-

component measurements (3 components) are processed as individual

components with a 2-second interval between different components,

and a 6-second interval between successive processings of the same

velocity components. The state-vector corrections derived from the

LR data are incorporated immediately after the. • PIPA outputs

are processed. When both altitude and velocity-component data are

processed, the altitude dataareincorporated before the velocity data.
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The state-vector updating by LR measurements is ac-

complished by computing a correction to the state based on the

weighted difference between the current raw measurement (q) and

its extrapolated estimate (q'). This correction is used to update

the state vector along the direction of the measurement (in state

space). The LR altitude-measurement weighting function is a pre-

computed linear function of altitude; the velocity-component weight-

ing functions are precomputed linear functions of speed. In general,

the LR measurements will not be taken at the exact time that the

PIPA outputs are processed. To circumvent this problem the LM

state-vector estimates for the two previous updating times are stored

in the computer and used to obtain the measurement-quantity esti-

mate (q') for the same time that the measurement (q) was made. The

difference(_ - q')is then used to update the LM state at the next PIPA-

processing time.

The next step in the guidance-and-navigation computation

cycle after the state-vector updating, as indicated in Fig. 3.4. 3-1,

is the updating of the site-position vector in platform coordinates

(r_sp). This updating is required to account for lunar-rotation ef-

fects and site redesignations commanded by the astronaut. The

necessary computations are performed in the Site-Location Updating

Routine.

Next, using the up-to-date values of the LM state estimate

(r_p, Vp) and the site location, computations are made to determine
the location and orientation of the guidance coordinate frame. These

computations are performed in the Guidance-to-Platform Transfor-

mation Routine.

The next operation in the computation cycle is the com-

mand thrust-acceleration computation, which is performed by the

Guidance-and-Control Routine. The detailed procedure is described

in Section 5. 3. 4. 4. 11. Some of the important characteristics of

the thrust-acceleration computation will next be described.
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The thrust-acceleration command computation is basically

performed in the guidance coordinate frame. For this reason the

LM state vector, which is updated and extrapolated in platform

coordinates, must first be transformed to the guidance frame_

Then, depending on the particular phase of the landing{ maneuvec

and the time-to-go to the end of the phase, the appropriate com-

mand acceleration relation is selected.

If the vehicle is in the final-descent phase (Phase = 4),

the required acceleration is directed so as to obtain a preselected

vehicle descent velocity. If the vehicle is in one of the transition

phases (Phase = l, 3), the last 20 seconds of the braking phase

(Phase = 0), or the last I0 seconds of the visibility phase (Phase

= 2), then the command acceleration is computed so that the vehicle's

acceleration is a linear function of the time-to-go to the end of the

phase of interest.

At all other times during the powered landing-maneuver

the command acceleration is computed so that the vehicle's accel-

eration profile is a quadratic function of the time-to-go to the end of

the phase of interest. When the quadratic guidance law is used, the

time-to-go is computed to provide a pre-selected value of jerk along

the guidance-frame Z-axis (JDzG) at the terminus of the phase of in-

terest. The details of the time-to-go computation are given in Section

5.3.4.4. 12. During the visibility phase (up to the last 20 seconds)

it is permissible to redesignate the landing site, i.e. change the

aim position (r_D G) used in the quadratic guidance equation. The

magnitude of the allowable site redesignation displacement decreases

as the end of the visibility phase is approached.

After the command specific force has been computed, the

vehicle attitude commands are next determined. The detailed pro-

cedure for determining these commands is given in Section 5. 3.4. 4. _3.
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In regard to vehicle roll and pitch commands, the preferred orienta-

tion is simply the one that places the thrust vector along the direc-

tion of the command thrust acceleration, as computed in the Guidance-

and-Control Routine. The yaw attitude command, on the other hand,

will vary depending upon the particular phase of the landing that the

vehicle is in. During all initial phases throughout the braking phase

to altitudes greater than 30, 000 feet, the yaw attitude is held at its

previous position, or the astronaut can change the yaw attitude with

the X-axis override DAP mode. For altitudes below 30, 000 feet in

the braking phase the window-up orientation is commanded for LR

operation, and X-axis override is inhibited. During the visibility

phase the yaw command will vary depending upon the location of the

LOS to the site relative to the LM window. If it is determined that

the site will be visible to the astronaut, then the LM will be yawed

so that the LOS lies in the vehicle X-Z plane. If it is determined

that the LOS is not near the window edge (i. c. the site cannot be

seen), then a window-up orientation is commanded° If the LOS is

near the LM window edge, an intermediate yaw attitude is commanded.

During the final descent (phase 4), the X-axis override option is again

activated.

The final step in the guidance-and-navigation computation

cycle, as indicated in Fig. 3. 4.3-i, is the computation of the LM

throttle commands. Because of DPS erosion problems,the DPS must

either be operated at a fixed throttle-setting corresponding to 92. 5

percent of nominal maximum thrust, or it can be operated as a con-

tinuously throttleablc engine between i0 and 58 percent of nominal

maximum thrust. The logic for determining the proper throttle

command is discussed in Section 5.3.4.4. 14.

In effect, the throttle command is 92. 5 percent of nom-

inal maximum thrust (i. e. it is set at 9710 pounds) until the com-

mand thrust from t_ guidance equations is less than 50 percent of

the maximum thrust (5250). At this time the throttle command is

switched to operate the DPS in the continuously throttleable mode

between l0 and 58 percent of maximum thrust (where the throttle

command is equal to the computed command thrust). If the com-

mand thrusl exceeds the 58-percent value at some later time, the
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throttle command will switch back to the 92.5-percent value until

the subsequent command thrust is less than 50 percent of the maxi-

mum value. The different throttle-command switching levels (58

and 50 percent) are used to minimize the number of switchings of

the throttle between the 10-58 percent region and the 92. 5 percent

fixed setting.

The guidance-and-navigation cycle,as described here, is

repeated at 2-second intervals throughout the powered landing man-

euver until the LM finally touches down on the lunar surface.
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5.3.4. 4 POWERED LANDING ROUTINES

5.3.4.4. I General Information

The powered-landing guidance-and-navigation system

operation, as mentioned earlier, is most conveniently described if

first subdivided into a series of so-called Powered-Landing Routines.

Each of these routines in a sense corresponds to a particular opera-

tion or function relating to the landing maneuver. The present section

will describe these routines in detail and provide information-flow

diagrams for them. Four other routines referred to in Section 5.3.4.4

are the Coasting-lntegration, Planetary-Inertial Orientation, REFSMMAT,

and SMNB Routines; ti_ese routines are described in Sections 5.2. 2,

5. 5.2, 5. 6. 3.4, and 5. 6. 3.2 respectively.

5. 3.4.4.2 Ignition-Computations Routine

The primary function of the Ignition-Computations

Routine is to determine the time at which the DPS is to be

ignited, and the preferred vehicle attitude during the ullage

and DPS trim maneuvers. These computations are completed

several minutes before the actual ignition time occurs. The

information-flow diagram for this routine is shown on

Fig. 3.4.4-i.

The first step in the Ignition-Computations Routine,

as indicated in Fig. 3.4.4-i, is to extrapolate the LM state

estimate (rp, Vp) forward to a time about 180 seconds before

the nominal ignition time t B of Section 5, 4.2.4. This time is for

convenience referred to as the ignition-computatiol_s starting

time. The state extrapolation is carried out by means of the

Coasting Integration Routine, which is described in Section 5.2.2.

Next, the site position vector is computed in platform

coordinates (_Sp }' using the Planetary-Inertial-Orientation

(PIO) and Inertial-to-Platform-Transformation Routines. The

PIO Routine provides the site position in inertial coordinates

at the starting time (-_SI)" The Inertial-to-Platform Transfor-

mation Routine transforms the position vector to the platform

frame.
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At this time the ignition-computations cycle is begun,

with the time used for the computations being incremented by
two seconds on each cycle. The time used in the computation

rather than t, since it is actually severalcycle is denoted by t c
minutes ahead of real time.

The first operation in the ignition-computations

cycle, as shown in Fig. 3.4.4-i, is to store the estimated

values of LM position (rp), velocity (Vp), and acceleration

due to lunar gravitational force (gp) from the preceding com-

putation cycle. The LM state vector estimates are next ex-

trapolated forward one time step (At), as indicated in Fig.

3.4.4-1. The stored values of estimated IJM position, velocity,

and lunar gravitational acceleration from the preceding com-

putation cycle (rp , Vp , gp ) are used in these com-
n-I n-I n-i

putations.

Next, the site position vector estimate in platform

coordinates (__Sp) is updated to account for lunar-rotation ef-

fects, using the Site-Location Updating Routine. Using the

up-to-date values of vehicle position (r_p), vehicle velocity

(Vp), and site position (__Sp) in the Guidance-to -Platform

Routine, a computation is now made of the orientation and lo-

cation of the guidance-coordinate frame axes (uXG P, uyG P,

and uZG P) An estimate of the time-to-go from the estimated

state (rp, Vp) to the High-Gate trajectory conditions, assum-

ing a quadratic acceleration trajectory, is required in the

guidance-frame computations.

The required LM command thrust acceleration at the

estimated state (rp, Vp) is next computed, assuming again

that a quadratic acceleration trajectory is followed to the High-

Gate point. This acceleration is computed in the Guidance-and-

Control Routine.
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At this time ill th_ routine, tbc i/nition lest qu:_ntit.y

(qn } is conlputc.d. (The. fta/ FI,I has a zero v:_lue at Ibis tin_c. )

The major part of the test quantity (qn } is the co_nponcnt of

vehicle position {rp ) alonf4 the down-range guitJanc(,-framc

Z-axis (Uzc, i_ ). I('rms arc included in qll to account for" the

vFh_wt:t.'_-oui-t_}-plane distaHcc in the _uidancc f'ramc (uy(;),

and deviations in vehicle altitude (6h e ) al the start of the free-

fall trajectory from the CSM orbit. The quantitic's k(i and k 1

arc fix('d coefficients wtlose valu(_s arc d[,termincd from [and-

in_ man_mver simulation runs.

Th(' various opcl'ations in the ignition-computation

_'.y_'[c dcs(_ribud thus far are rcpeate(t with the col_putation time

(t) incrcn_(_nted in '2-s(:c()_ld steps unlil lhc! test (lualltil_ (qll }

cX(:t't!tls _{ I)l'{'s('[t_ct(_d value.... (qD)" At this poinl in the FOulln(',

'{}i\n-ti}{{_i to start the u[la_(' mancuv('r (tu¢) is conl})ut('d, using

a linear intcrI)ol_titm :is indicat(_d in Vig. 3. 4. 4-1. The. tim('

to start lhc l_'im phase (t t) and lhc brakinf_ pllasc (It) arc also

det_'rmincd at this time, using the prcdct(,.rmincd ulla/t' and

fir']Ill i]flallCUVt2t' iilt(.FvaJs (_u_ and vt). Finally, ih_, t:st[rnat('d

values of the vehicle state on the }'II%\-prot:cssing tim() prior

, V ) al't_ l_('xl
to tlne start of the ullage maneuver (r]{__l, ['tl--!

stored for future use as initial conditions _h the Staf_-Vcctor

I!pdating Routine.

The ignition-attitude computation is next begx_n by

s(_ttin_ the ignition flaa (Fl,I) at a unity value. Th(_ estimated

I,M state is then cxtrapo[at(_d forward from th(' prcs_,nt; lira("

(to:) by th(, ulla_e-and-iriH_ intt_rval (-rut _ v I ) t(, th( !i_, lt.i_,

) Iat which the attitude computations arc slt.})p,.u. ,.\t (,ac}_ cont-

putation time step the command thrust a_:cclcrati(m (_t"!

r_(:omf)uted, as indicated by the procedur(, shown in ElK. _ '.

When the computation time ( t c ) finally c×eccds th(' fina! h_c

(tfi n ), the ignition attitude computations aF(: st,,p[,(.,' a_ ,1 : :'

current attitude is stor(_d for list' in the t_llag¢_--a_(] _r[_ _,_:_.,_
:'j

(uFt , ). The II4nition-C_t)utation It outinc is left at ti_is tin_ c.
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5.3.4.4.3 Inertial-to- Platform Transformation Routine

The transformations between the inertial (subscript I)

and platform (subscript P) coordinate frames are accomplished

by the Inertial-to-Platform Transformation Routine, as indicated

in Fig. 3. 4.4-2. The platform (IMU) coordinate-frame unit

vectors are obtained in inertial coordinates (Uxp I,u_YPI , U_zpi )

by means of the HEFSMMAT Routine (Section 5.6.3.4). These

vectors are the column-vectors of the IMU-to-inertial frame

transformation matrix Cpi.

Figure 3.4.4- 2

Transformation betwe_m Inertial and Platform Frames

1
Inertial-and-IMU Frames Trans. Matrix

T
UxPI

T
U--yp I

T

Cpl =

: [REFSMMAT]

[ ' , ]' '_u ZUXPI ',UyPI ', PI

T
Cip = Cpi

(REFSMMAT Routine)

EXIT
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5.3.4.4.4 State-Vector Update Routine

The State-Vector Update Routine computes the current

state of the vehicle (rp,_Vi_ using output data from the IMU and

the landing radar (LR). The state-vector updatings occur at 2-

second intervals during the landing maneuver at the times that

the PIPA outputs are processed. The state-vector updatings are

performed in the platform frame (subscript P).

During the early part of the landing maneuver only the

PIPA outputs are used to update the LM state vector. When the

estimated LM altitude has dropped below 25, 000 feet, range mea-

surements (altitude) from the LR are used to update the state at

2-second intervals. When the estimated I,M altitude has dropped

below 15, 000feet, velocity -component measurements are used in

addition to the range measurements. The three velocity-component

measurements are processed individually at 2-second intervals

immediately after the altitude measurements. The time between

consecutive processings of the same velocity component is 6 sec-

onds. It is important to note that the LR range and velocity mea-

surements, in general, will not be taken at precisely the times

that the PIPA outputs are processed. The state-vector updating,

however, is done only at the PIPA-processing times. This requires

that the difference between the raw measurement (_) and its ex-

trapolated estimate (c_')at the messurement time be carried over

to the next PIPA-processing time for use in the state-vector up-

dating procedure.

The information-flow diagram for the State-Vector

Update Routine is given in Fig. 3, 4. 4-:_. The sequence of op, ra-

tions involved in the procedure will next be described.

The first step in the updating cycle, as shown in Fig. 3.4.4-3,

is to store the state-vector estimates in platform coordina'_,,:_;for the t_ _

previous cycles through the State Vector Update Routine (-nr _i, Vn-l'

_' 2' Vn-2 ) These stored values are used to obtain estimates of
--n- "
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the LII measurement quantities (q') at the times the measure-

ments are actually taken between the PIPA processing times.

Next the state of the LM from the previous cycle (r--n-1

and Vn_ 1 ) is extrapolated forward to the present time using
,-j

the PIPA output data (AVp) and the previous-cycle estimate of

the LM acceleration due to the lunar gravitational field (g_n_l)

The extrapolation interval (which is 2 seconds) is denoted by

At. Extrapolated values of LM altitude ( 1{ ) and speed (v') are

next obtained, using the value of radius of the moon at the

initially-selected site (r M ) in the h' computations.

Using the PIPA output data, an up-to-date estimate of

LM mass (m) is next obtained as shown in Fig. 3. 4. 4-3. Tile

change in estimated mass, as can be seen, is a function of the

vehicle mass (m! the measured PIPA velt)eity changeIAypl,present
i --

and the prestored exhaust velocity (vE) for the DPS.

After the state extrapolation has been completed, the

decision is made whether to update with LR measurements or not.

The criteria are shown in Fig. 3. 4.4-3. If the LM is in either of

the two transition phases (Phase = 1, 3) or if its altitude is

greater than 25,000 feet, then no I_R updati:_s are attempted.

To simplify notation the subscripts n, n-l, and n-2 are omitted

wherever possible, if there is no ambiguity.
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On thc other hand, iftheestimated LM altitude is less than 25,000

feet, then altitude data are used to update the state estimates.

_hen the LM estimated altitude is less than 15, 000 feet and the [,M

is in either the braking (Phase =0}, visibility (Phase =2), or final-

descent (Phase =4) phases,then both altitude and velocity-component

updatings are made.

At this point in the computation cycle the LR Data--

Read Routine is entered for the first time. A detailed description

of this routine is given in the following section (Section 5.3. 4. 4.5 ).

Various tests are performed here to check the operation of the radar.

The command to change the orientation of the LH antenna at the start

of the visibility phase is also generated here. Finally, the velocity-

measurement flag (FLV), which determines the LR velocity compo-

nent to be processed on the current computation cycle is set at its

proper value.

After the LR Data-Read Routine operations have been

completed, the altitude-updating procedure is begun. A description

of the altitude-updating procedure follows for the general case where

the range (altitude) measurement is taken at time t u (subscript u),

which lies between the successive PIPA-output processing times

tn_ 1 and t n. The interval between successive readings of the PIPA

output data (At) is 2 seconds. The first step in the altitude 1_p-

dating procedure, as shown on Fig. 3.4.4- 3, is to obtain an esti-

mate of the position of the LM at the time of the range measurement

(ru). This is based on the position estimates for the two preceding

updating cycles (r n 1 and r n 2 ) . Next, an estimate of LM altitude_

the measurement time (qu here) is obtained by subtracting the lunar
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radius at the initial site (r M) from the magnitude of the LM

position vector (r). The actual raw measurement from the
u

radar (e_u) is the slant range to the ground along the direction

of the range beam (URB B). In order to obtain a meaningful
I

comparison between'_u and qu (as previously defined) itis nec-
e_

essary to use the component of qu projected along the local

vertical (i.e. measured altitude) rather than the measured

slant range along the beam. This first requires that the orien-

tation of the range beam at the measurement time in the platform

frame (URB P ) be determined from the known range-beam

orientation inUehicle (Nav. Base. ) coordinates (URB B), using the

vehicle-to-platform transformation matrix (CBP.u). It should

be noted that the orientation of the range beam (URB B) is changed

at the start of the visibility phase (to U_B B). The altitude

measurement used in the updating procedure (_ u ) is obtained

bvv scaling-down the racy range measurenlent I_5 th_ projection

of the range beam (uRBPu) along the computed local vertical at

the measurement time (_Uhpu).

The Data-Reasonableness-Test Routine is next entered

to determine if the raw altitude measurement data appear to be

satisfactory. The tests are described in detail in Section 5.3. 4.4. 6.

If the altitude-data tests indicate the data are satisfactory, then

the position estimate (rp} is next updated using the weighted mea-

surement difference ( - qu ). If the data are not satisfactory, or

the astronaut inhibits LR altitude updatiI_g, this operation is by-

passed.

The difference between the altitude measurement at the

measurement time (_u) and its extrapolated estimate (q_) is used

to update the LM position vector at the next PIPA-output proces-

sing time after the measurement. As can be seen in Fig. 3.4.4-3,
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the weighted measurement difference is used to update the position

component of the state vector (r_p) along the direction estimated

for the altitude measurement (uhp). The altitude-measurement

weighting function (w), as can be seen, is stored as a linear function

of the estimated LM altitude (h'). An updated computation of the

vehicle acceleration due to the lunar gravitational field (_gp) is

made at this time.

At this point in the routine the velocity-measurement

flag ( FLV ) is checked to determine whether a velocity-component

updating is to be made. If the flag (FLV) is set at zero, no

velocity measurement updatings are made on the current com-

putation cycle. If, on the other hand, the velocity-measurement

flag (FLV) is not zero, then the computations reqmred for

velocity-component updating are begun.

First of all, the constant used in the linear velocity-

component weighting-function relations (c) is defined for the

velocity component of interest. Next, the unit vector along the

direction of the velocity component being processed (U_AB) is de-

termined in the vehicle coordinate frame. The unit vectors for

the different velocity components, as shown in Fig. 3. 4. 4-3, are

referred to as uXA B, uyA B, and uZA B.

Now, the LR Data-Read Routine is entered for the

second time during the computation cycle. Additional checks

on the operation of the LR are made in the LR Data-Read Routine

at this time, as described in Section 5.3.4. 4. 5. The raw veloci b -

component data are also smoothed at this time before incorpora-

tion into the state estimate.

If the tests performed in the LR Data-Read Rom:ne

are satisfied, then an estimate of vehicle velocity at the mea-

surement time (V_u)is now obtained, based on the updated veloci!/

estimates from the two previous computation cycles (Y-n-l and Vn_2).
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Also, the orientation of the antenna axis for the velocity component

being processed (UAPu) is obtained in platform coordinates from

UAB and the transformation matrix CBp u. Using -uV and UAPu,

an estimate is now obtained of the magnitude of the velocity

!
component being processed (qu). The difference between the raw

measurement and the estimate (6qu) is computed at this time.

The Data-Reasonableness-Test Routine is next entered

to check the velocity measurement data. If the LR fails this test or

LR velocity updating is inhibited by the astronaut, no velocity-com-

ponent updatings are made and the computation cycle through the

State-Vector Update Routine is completed. If, on the other hand,

the data appear to be satisfactory or the astronaut overrides the

velocity reasonableness test the velocity-updating procedure is

continued.

The updated estimate of vehicle velocity (v_ is obtained,

as shown in Fig. 3. 4. 4-_, by first computing the weighted dif-

ference between q' and the raw measurement _u" The weighting
U

function (w), as can be seen, is taken as a linear function of the

estimated vehicle speed (v'). The weighted difference w (qu - q'u )

is then used to update the LM velocity vector at the next PIPA-

output processing time along the direction of the measured velocity

component (UA_).

It should be noted that the LR range weighting factor (w)

and the velocity weighting factors (c) of Fig. 3.4, 4-3 are pre-

liminary values based on assumed LR performance and lunar

terrain models. These weighting factors will be revised on the

basis of more detailed LR performance and terrain specifications

when they are available.

A check is now made to see whether either of the two

terminal landing modes P66 or P67 are in current use. If

these modes are not in use, then the State-Vector-Update Routine

computation cycle is completed. If landing modes P66 or P67
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are in current use, then the astronaut has the option of updating

the velocity estimate (V_p) to a zero value relative to the moon.

This is accomplished upon command by the astronaut by setting

Vp equal to the lunar rotational velocity (_Wp _<_rp). The State-

Vector-Update Routine computation cycle is now complete.
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5. 3.4. 4. 5 LR Data Read Routine

The logic associated with the LR Data Read Routine is

given in Fig. 3. 4. 4-4a The dotted-line portions of this figure are

those parts of the State Vector Update Routine (Fig. 3. 4. 4-3) which

are associated with the LR Data Read Routine.

Requests for LR data are issued to this routine by the

State Vector Update Routine once every two seconds during certain

phases of the powered landing maneuver. These data request are

maaoat ©
Input @

During the braking phase when the estimated altitude is

less than 25, 000 feet but more than 15, 000 feet, LR data request

made at input (A) and only range is obtained from the LR.are

If the time-to-go (tGO) is less than 6 seconds, the LR Position Com-

mand Routine is called to drive the LR antenna from position One to

Two. Since the time required to change antenna positions can be as

much as 10 seconds, this routine is called in advance so as to pro-

vide sufficient time for the antenna to reach position Two before

initiation of the visibility phase. After checking tGO, a check is

made to insure that the LR Range Low Scale discrete is not being re-

ceived from the LR since this discrete should not appear until the

range is below 2, 500 feet.

After the range scale check, the routine checks to see if

the LR Position One discrete is being received from the LR, signi-

fying that the antenna is in position One. Since it is assumed that

the antenna has already been placed in position On_ prior to the
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powered landing maneuver, this check is just a precautionary mea-

sure. Next, the routine checks to see if the velocity selection flag

(FLV) is zero, which insures that only range data will be obtained

from the LR. FLV is initially set to zero and remains at this value

throughout the time that LR data requests are made at input (_) .

The logic shown in Fig. 3.4.4-4aforobtaining range from

the LR is fairly self-explanatory. Checks are made just before and

after reading LR range to insure that the LR Range Data Good dis-

crete is being received from the LR. Thi_ discrete signifies that

the radar tracking loops associated with the I,R range beam and the

two rear LR velocity beams are locked-on and tracking satisfactorily.

Absence of this discrete causes the Tracker Fail Alarm to be turned

on, and no position update is made with LR data. If the alarm has

been on since the previous request for LR data, it is turned off if

the discrete is received during the present request. If the status of

the LR Range Low Scale discrete has changed since the last range

data request, the present range reading is not _sc-d, since a delay of

at least one second is required after the LR range scale change to

allow a counter in the LR to stabilize.

In Fig. 3. 4. 4-4sit is seen that after reading the LR range

and updating the vehicle altitude, the State Vector Update Routine

(dotted portion) bypasses the LR velocity reading portion of the LR

Data Read Routine since FLV = 0.

Input @

During the latter portion of the braking phase (Phase = 0)

when the estimated altitude is below 15, 000 feet, and throughout the

visibility and final descent phases (Phase = 2 or 4), requests are made

(C'_ for both LR range and velocity data.at input
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In Fig. 3. 4. 4-4ait is seen that the velocity selection flag
FLV is set at 3 the first time a data request is made at input QC)

during the braking phase. This enables the velocity selection flag
FLV to be cycled. During this time both range and velocity data is
obtained from the LR with its antenna remaining in position One.
Note that FLV can now have only one of three values (1, 2, or 3),

depending on which LR velocity component (XA, YA' or ZA) is to
be used during a single request for LR data. After the routine reaa:;
the LR range for update of altitude as previously explained, one of

the three components of LR velocity is read as indicated in Fig. 3.4.4-4a

Note that the LR velocity reading used by the LGC for update purposc_s

is actually the average of k successive readings (samples) of a given

component of LR velocity,. Each sample represents an 80 millisecond

duration count in the LR of certain doppler frequencies. The total

time required to obtain one sample from the LR is about 100 milli-

seconds. In reading out each velocity sample from the LR the routine

checks before and after each sample to insure that the LRVelocity

Data Good discrete is being received from the LR. This discrete

signifies that all three velocity tracking loops are locked-on and

tracking satisfactorily. The time tag t u assigned to the averaged

velocity reading corresponds to the midpoint of the k samples minus

0.08 seconds to account for lag in the LR velocity tracking loops.

Although k + 1 samples of LR velocity are read during an LR data

request, only the first k samples are averaged for the final result.

As yet, the actual value of k which will be used during the mission

is not known and will be specified later after certain LR performance

test results have been obtained from Earth flight tests.

When LR data request are made at input [C_ duril_g
th<,

visibility and final descent phases (Phase = 2 or 4) it is seen in

Fig. 3. 4. 4-4a that a check is initially made to see if the LR P( ,ition

Command discrete is set signifying that the LR Position Comic, arid
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Routine of Fig_. 3.4.4-5 is still commanding the I,R antenna from position
Oneto Two. If the LR Position Command discrete is not set, the routine then

checks to see if the LR Position Two discrete is pr'esent signifying that the LR

antenna is in position Two. Absence of the discrete either indicates
a possible malfunction or that the astronaut has terminated LGC con-

/T' =trol of the braking phase prior to _O 6 seconds and had not finished

placing the antenna in position Two with his separate manual slew con-

trols. In either case a program alarm is issued before calling the

LR Position Command Routine.

Assuming the LR antenna is in position Two, the vectors

defining the new orientations of the range and velocity beams for

position Two are established the first time through. Afterwards,

the LR Data Read Routine reads the LR range and velocity data just

as previously described for the latter portion of the braking phase

(i. e. below 15, 000 feet).

LR Velocity and Range Measurement Data

The velocity data obtained from the LR by the LR Data

Read Routine is with respect to the LR antenna coordinate system of

Fig. 3.4.2-1 and is in a form which is described as follows along

with the various data processing steps the LGC performs to trans-

form the data into the Navigation Base Coordinate System.

The velocity data furnished at the LGC interface by the

LR comprises three binary data words of the following form:
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Sya f2' (:_. 4.1 )

SZA : _f3 f2 ) + fB] TLR

where SXA, SyA , and SZA correspond, respectively, to the

velocity components along the -XA, + YA" and +Z A antenna

axes of Fig. 3.4.2-I. The quantities fl' f2" and f3 are the beam

doppler frequencies, fB is the bias frequency used in the LR,

and TLR is the time interval used by the LH when counting the

cycles of the above frequencies so as to produce the data words

SXA, SyA, and SZA. The time tnte_'val, TLt { is 30. 001 mill/seconds.

In the LGC the velocity along _,ach antenna coordinate

axis is computed from the above data words as follows:

vXA = kXA (SxA - fB TLR )

vyA = kyA (SyA fB TI,R) (3.4.2)

vZA = kZA (SzA - fB 7L12 )

where vXA , VyA , and vZA are the LR measured velocitic aton;

tim positive antenna coordinate axes, and kXA, kyA , and KZA

are the corresponding scale factors used to obtain the a_ , ,c

velocities in feet per second.
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The velocity information expressed by vXA, vyA, and

vZA is transformed from the antenna coordinate system to the
Navigation BaseCoordinate System using the angles c_ and iJ shown

in Fig. 3.4.4-4b,

The range obtained from the LR by the LR Data Read

Routine is that measured by the LR along the range beam shown

in Fig. 3.4.2-t. This beam is in the X A - Z A plane of the

antenna coordinate system and is at an angle' E, from the -X A

axis. The range data is sent to the LGC from the LR as a binary

data word RI,R, which represents the count of a certain frequency

in the LR during the time interval TLR. Within the LGC, the

range rLR along the range beam is computed as follows:

rLR = kLR RLR (3.4.3)

where kLR is the bit weight in feet and RLR !s lhe range data word

obtained from the LR for the counting interval r
LR"

A summary of the processing constants required by

the LGC for LR operation is given as follows:

fB

"rLR

kXA

Velocity bias frequency

Counting interval of the landing radar.

Scale factor to convert (SxA - fB TLR ) to velocity

along the LR antenna coordinate X A (Fig. 3.4.2-1)

in feet per second for the counting interval 7LR.
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Figure 3. 4.4-4b Angles Defining Orientation of LR Antenna *'.>_

with Respect to the Navigation Base Coordinate S_,stem
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kyA Scale factor to convert (SyA - fB "rLR ) to velocity

along the I,R antenna coordinate YA in feet per second

for the counting interval TLR.

kZA Scale factor to convert (SzA - fB TLR) to velocity

along the LR antenna coordinate Z A in feet per second

for the counting interval 7LR.

31

Respective angles between the LR antenna coordinate

system in position One and the navigation base co-

ordinate system (Fig. 3.4.4-4b)

_2

Respective angles between the LR antenna coordinate

system in position Two and the navigation base co-
ordinate system (Fig. 3.4.4-41_)

kLR1 Bit weight in feet for long range scale

kLR2 Bit weight in feet for short range scale

Angle of range beam with respect to the -X A axis of

the LR antenna

LR Position Command Routine

The Landing Radar ( LR ) Position Command Routine

is used by the LGC to command the LR antenna from positions

One to Two during the lunar landing malleuver. The logic associated

with the operation of this routine is sho_n in Fi_. 3.4.4-5.

Initially, the routine checks to sec if the LH Position Two Discrete

is being received from the LR, signifying thal the antenna is
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Figure 3.4.4-5 LR Position Command l{outinc
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already in position Two. If the discrete is not present, the LR

Position Command Discrete is issued to the LR causing its

antenna to be driven to position Two. Seven seconds after the

start of the routine, and each second thereafter, the routine

checks to see if the LR Position Two Discrete is being received,

until a period of 22 seconds has expiredj at which time, the LR

Position Command Discrete is removed and an alarm is issued.

If the LR Position Two Discrete is received prior to the above

time, the LR Position Command Discrete is removed after a

2 second delay. Under normal conditions the LR antenna should

take no more than i0 seconds to go from positions One to Two.
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5. 3. 4.4. 6 LR Data Reasonableness Test Routine

The objective of tile LR data reasonableness test is

to detect and reject degraded LR data caused by cross-coupled

side lobe or vibrating structure frequency tracker lock-up. [n

these situations tile LR Data Good discretes to the PGNCS will be

present and the LGC would normally process the LR dala to update

the estimated state vector. The LR dala L'ca,_onab_eness test must

be applied to both range and velocity LI_ data with nppropFiate cx-

ter_lai contro] I)y the astr(maul to int_ibit or ',_vcrridethe I J{ _u)datin_

process.

The logic diagram for the LR Data Reasonableness

Test Routine is presented in Fig. 3.4. 4-6. This routine performs

separate tests on derived altitude and velocity data from the LR

as controlled by the LR Data Read Routine of Section 5.3. 4. 4. 5.

The dotted line portions of Fig. 3. 4. 4-6 are those parts of the

State Vector Update Routine (Fig. 3. 4. 4-3) and LR Data Read

Routine (Fig. :i.4.4-4a) which are associated with the LR Data

Reasonableness Test Routine.

With reference to Fig. 3.4. 4-6, the altitude difference

6qu as determined by the preliminary computation for altitude

updating by the State Vector Update Routine, is used as the basic

parameter for the LR altitude reasonableness test. The para-

meter, 6qu is the difference between the altitude as determined

from the LR range data (qu* of Fig. 3. 4.4-3) and that derived from

the estimated state vector (qu). The LR altitude reasonableness

test shown in Fig. 3.4. 4-6 is a linear function of the estimated

current altitude qu" If the altitude data test is passed, tl_e _iI_

rude Inhibit flag controlled by the astronaut must be absent be-

fore the LR range data is used to update the state vectc_ It
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should be noted that the Altitude Inhibit flag is initially set auto-

matically in the landing program so that no LR altitude updating

can start until commanded to do so by the astronaut.

If the altitude difference parameter 6 qu exceeds the

limits set by the altitude data test, the alarm logic shown in

Fig. 3.4.4-6 is designed to activate the Tracker Fail and Pro-

gram Alarm lights accompanied by an identifying DSK¥ alarm

code if two or more of the last four consecutive LR altitude

reasonableness test have failed.

If the LR Data Read Routine earls for a velocity up-

date (FLV = 1, 2, or 3), the velocity difference 6qu as deter-

mined by the preliminary computation for the velocity updating

in the State Vector Update Routine (Fig. 3.4.4-3) is used as

the basic parameter in the LR velocity reasonableness test as

was done with the altitude difference in the altitude test. In the

velocity test case, 6qu is the difference between the LR indi-

cated velocity component (qu of Fig. 3.4.4-3) and that estimated
!

from the state vector (qu)' The LR velocity data reasonableness

test is of similar form to the altitude test as shown in Fig. 3.4.4-6,

and all three LR velocity components use the same velocity data

reasonableness test. If the velocity difference passes the LR

velocity reasonableness test and the velocity update is not in-

hibited by the astronaut, the state vector is automatically up-

dated by the State Vector Update Routine. In contrast to the

LR altitude data test and operation, the Velocity Inhibit flag is

initiall.v reset when the landing progran_ is activated. Co_, -

sequently, ER velocity updating is done automatically pr,..:ided

that the Velocity Data Good discrete is present and the v, ocity

data reasonableness test is passed.
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If the LR velocity data exceeds the limits of the

velocity reasonableness test, it is seen in Fig. 3 4.4-6 that
the same type of alarm criterion is used as with the altitude
data test. If two or more of the last four LR velocity readings

obtained by the Data Read Routine fail the velocity reasonable-
ness test, the Tracker Fail and Program Alarm lights are ac-

tivated and an identifying DSI,_¥alarm code is displayed. It
should be noted that S amlmarcinitial]y set to zero in the land-

ing program. The purpose of the Override flag following the
alarm logic is to enable the astronaut to manually override the
velocity data reasonableness test and force a velocity update
with LR velocity data independent of the velocity data reason-

ableness test. Initially, the Override flag is _eset by the land-

ing program. Afterwards, whenever the flag is set by the
astronaut, the Velocity Inhibit flag is reset, and vice versa.
In other words, the astronaut is only able to set one of the two

flags, which in turn causes the other to be r_set. However, a
third mode will be available to the astronaut in the velocity
test whereby both flags are _'uset. This latter mode might be

regarded as being the normal mode of operation since it per-
mits a state vector update only if the velocity data passes the
test.

I_should also be noted that since the l_H data reason-

ableness tests follow the LR Data Good discrete checks in the
LR Data Read Routine, the data reasonableness alarm criterion
is based on the last four LR readings which had passed the Data
Good discrete check. The LR data reasonableness tests are

independent of intermittent tracking and do not account for any
data rejected because of failure to pass the LR data good tests.
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5.3.4.4.7 Site-Location Updatin_ Routine

The function of the Site-Location Updating Routine is

to provide an up-to-date value of site position in platform co-

ordinates (-_SP)" This requires that the site location be updated

to account for the rotation of the moon, and also in response to

hand-controller commands by the astronaut. The information-

flow diagram is shown in Fig. 3.4.4-7.

The first operation in the Site-Location Updating

Routine is to update the site position (rSp) by the ('_'!_._ct of

lunar-rotational velocity (__p x rsp ) over the computation-

cycle interval (At). Then, using the new value of _-SP and the

up-to-date estimate of vehicle position (rp), new values of the

line-of-sight to the current site (pp) and its unit vector (u)
-Pp

are determined.

A test is next made to see if any hand-controller

commands (n or n ) have been stored. If there are no stored
(_ a

commands, the routine is left with no further computations on

the present cycle. If stored commands are prese:_z, the desired

landing-site perturbation computation is next begun.

The site-perturbation computation essentially rotates

the line-of-sight (LOS) vector about a pair of axes that are es-

sentially perpendicular to the current LOS (u ) and to each
--9

other. The axes referred to here are the vehicle Y axis (Uyt3p),

which normally is held perpendicular to u during the visibility
-no

which is _.rpendicular to bott_phase, and the unit-vector _-_AZP

uyB P and Up . The perturbed LOS direction (u ), aa caP,
_ _ p -- .

be seen in Fig. 3.4.4-7, is cornpLlted as the sul_P_Fa1_ a::i_uth

perturbation (n a ka) along U_yBp and an e'_evation perturi-, :tio_

(n e k e) along uAZ P. The position vector from the vehL Jc to

the perturbed site (p_Np) is next computed usin_ ti_,' (om-

ponents of p__p and u along the platform-fra_,_c K :_>":' ::_,l_J

the unit vector {u PN_.,

--PNP
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At this pointin the routine the hana-cc_ tivol[er com-

mand counts n and n are reset to zero values. The nt_w site
e a

position vector is then computed, as shown in Fig. 3.4.,t-7,

using the new LOS position vector (0N P) and the current esti--

mate of vehicle position (rp). The quantity r M represents the

radius of the moon at the initially selected site.
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5.3.4.4.8 Guidance-to-Platform Transformation Routine

The command acceleration for the guidance system is com-

puted in the guidance coordinate frame (subscript G). The vehicle

state-vector estimate (rp, Vp), on the other hand, is performed in
the platform coordinate frame (subscript P). Likewise,the direction

of the command thrust applied to the vehicle (uFp) must ultimately be
computed in platfomn coordinates. The guidance-to-platform transfor-

mation routine shows how the required transformation matrices CGp
and its transpose CpG can be computed. The information-flow diagram
is given in Fig. 3. 4. 4-8.

The first step m the Guidance-to-Platform Transformation

Routine is to compute the unit vector along the guidance-frame X-axis

in platform coordinates (UXGP). This vector is directed along the

up-to-date site-position (_Sp), as obtained from the Site-Location Up-

dating Routine.

The orientation of the guidance frame Y and Z axes are next

determined by computing the vector distance d which is a function of

r__p, -r-SP' Vp, _p, tf, and t, as shown in Fig. 3. 4. 4. 8. The vector d

is computed so as to be in the plane of the LM trajectory at the end of

the current landing-maneuver phase. The unit vector uXG p is also in

this plane. By taking the cross-product of uXG P and dd, the guidance-

frame Y-axis (uyG P) is set up to be perpendicular to the vehicle-tra-

jectory plane at the end of the phase. The guidance-frame Z-axis

uZG P is made perpendicular to the X and Y axes so as to form an

orthogonal right-handed system.

The transformation matrix CGp is then obtained as a matrix

with UXGP, uyGp, and uZG P as column vectors. The matrix CpG is

the transpose of CGp, i.e. the vectors UXGP, uyGp, and u_ZGp are

its row vectors. It should be noted that the Guidance-to-Platform

Routine is bypassed whenever the computed time-to-go (tGO) for the

current phase is less than or equal to_:_seconds.
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u_XGP

d

START]
T

Compute Transformation Matrix

= UN IT (-_S P)

= 4 (rp _Sp) + (Vp - o2_P X rp) (if - t)

U_yGp = UNIT (u_XGP X d)

_uZG P = uXG P _4 UyG P

t I =C T
CGp = [u_XGp'UyGp{U-zGP I' CpG GP

I

....... t

Figure 3.4. 4-8 Guidance-to-Platform Transformation Routine
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5.3.4.4.9 Vehicle-to-Platform Transformathm l{outine

In the powered landing guidance-and-navigation system

it is necessary to transform quantities from vehicle (Nay. Base} co-

ordinates to IMU (stable member} coordinates and vice-versa. The

transformation matrices to accomplish this are CBp (vehicle to IMU}

and CpB (IMU to velficle}.

The elements of CBp, as shown ill the diat{ram of Fi_.

3. 4. 4-9, are the vehicle (Nav. Base) unit vectors expressed in the

platform coordinate frame (UxBP, uyBp, uZBp). The unit vectors

U__p, uyB P, _UzB P are obtained from the SMNV, Routine (Sec. 5. 6./. 2)

as functions of tile IMU gimbal an_les.

START

Vehicle-Platform Vrames q'rans, Matrix

UTBp [
X __ --

UyBpI
I

T I
ZBPJ

= [SMNB]

, ]F ', , UzCBp = [ _XBP ,' UyBP ,' BP

,T
CpB = CBp

(SMNB Routine)

Figure 3.4.4-9 Transformation between Vehicle and

Platform
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5.3.4.4. i0 Aim-Conditions Routine

The function of the Aim-Conditions Routine is to provide

appropriate desired terminal values of LM position, velocity, ac-

celeration, and jerk for the command acceleration relatiQns, using

a;Jle ;2. _i. ± i._ Th@ Aifn-the pre-stored aim conditions shown in "'"'

Conditions Routine also provides an initial estimate for the terminal

time of the current landing-maneuver phase.

The Aim-Conditions Routine is in effect a subroutine of

the Guidance-and-Control Routine. The Aim-Conditions Routine, as

can be seen on Fig. 3. 4. 4-11, is entered only when the aim-conditions

fla_ (FLA) has a non-zero value. The mode selector in the Aim-

Conditions Routine, as can be seen in Fig. 3. 4.4-10, is a function of

the phase of the landing maneuver and the setting of FLA. The values

of FLA throughout the landing maneuver and the times at which FLA

is reset are given in Table 3. 4. 4-2. )

The Aim-Conditions Routine as indicated in the informa-

tion flow diagram of Fig. :1.4.4-10, has basically four different modes

of operation. These will next be described in detail.

The first mode, shown on the far left-hand side of Fig.

3.4.4-10, is for the final-descent phase (Phase = 4). During this

phase the velocity-following guidance law is used (see Fig. 3.4. 4-11)

in which the command specific force is determined so that the LM

achieves a preselected desired velocity (VDG). At the start of the

final-descent phase the Aim-Conditions Routine is entered and the

velocity is set at 5 ft/sec, downward along the local vertical :tirec-

tion (U_yG). Then, at an estimated altitude of 50 feet, the 7_,im-

Conditions Routine is entered again and the desired descent velocity

is reset to 3 ft/sec. During this mode the horizontal velocity i__. con-

trolled to be zero.
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Aim Conditions for Guidance System

I) Ullage-and-Trim Phase:

Aim Condition

Specific Force

Time Duration

Ullage Ph.

S
U

TU_

Trim Ph,

s t

2) Braking[ and Visibility Phases:

I Aim Condition

Velocity (G-Frame)

AccelerLtlion

(G-Frame)

Down-Range Jerk
(G-Frame)

Initial Time -to 43o

ttigh-Gate Low -Gate
Point Point

rOF G -r2FG

ZOFG  2r'c

aOFG a2FG

JOFZG J2FZG

TOF 72 F

g) Transition Phases:

4)

Aim Condition

Acceleration (G-Frame)

Time Duration

Final Descent Phase:

Trans.

al FG

Ttrl
I

I Trans. II

_3FG

Ttr 2
I

J

Aim Condition

Rate of Descent t Alt.

> 50 ft. lt. < 50 ft.
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START

MODE SELECTOR

(i.)

Phase = 4

FLA = i, 2

(2.)

Phase = 0,

(tGO _< 20)

Phase = 2,

(tGO _<10 )

FLA = 2

FLA = 2

(3.)

Phase = 1
FLA = i

Phase = 3

FLA = 1

(4.)

Phase = -2

FLA = 1

Phase = 2
FLA = I

Define A

FLA 1 FLA:2

(h' > 0', (h' s50)

-5 -3

_3
Vel-----7Follow. gq. Comp.

7rG -2-UNIT-(r_G)

VDG = v v l_rG

lEND CLE,]

T D : tGO

Define Aim Cond.

Pha se =

--aDG= aLF G

TD= 4

1 Phase :3

a3FG

4

Linear Eq. Computation

aDG - a G

JDG - r I)

tf:t+r D

Define Aim Cond.
i -

I Phase= -2 Phase =2
FLA=I FLA=I

-DG
VDG :I

!
I_ D6--

JDZG

-rOFG

YOFG

-aOF G

JOFZG

630

=t+r D

-r2FG

-V2FG

-a2FG

J2FZG

135

[tf ]

I' END CYCLE ]

Figure 3.4.4-10 Aim Conditions Routine
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Table 3.4. 4-2 Values of FLA and Times at which

it is Reset during Powered Landing

Maneuver

Phase

-2

-2

-2

0

0

Time of Change

Initial Setting

=0

t =0
ph

Next cycle after tph

tGO _ 20

Next cycle after tGO< 20

=0

tph = 0

Next cycle after tph

t =0
ph

Next cycle after tDh = 0

tGO < 10

Next cycle after tGO <_10

=0

t =0
ph

Next cycle after tph

t =0
ph

Next cycle after tph = 0

}i'< 50

Next cycle after If'< 50

New FLA

2

0

l

0

I

0

2

0

I

0

2

0
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) "The next two modes in tile Aim-Condition:_ h< utme (second

and third from left side of Fig. 3. 4. 4-10) relate to the linear command

specific force guidance modes. The command acceleration in these

modes ('_aG) is given by:

-_3 = aDG + --JDG (t - tf) (3.4. 4. 4)

where aDG and j_DG are the desired terminal values of LM accelera-

tion and jerk for the phase of interest, expressed in the guidance

frame. The quantities t and tf represent the present and temninal

values of time for the phase of interest. The function of l l_e Aim-

Conditions Routine during these linear-guidance modes is to provide

values for aDG, d-DG' and tf.

In the case of the linear-acceleration transition phases

(Phase = 1, 3) the Aim-Conditions Routine is entered at the start of

the phase to define the desired acceleration in guidance coordinates

(aD G) and the duration of the phase (TD). The desired -t,_-r4-_inat- jerk

in guidance coordinates (_DG) is then obtained from a DG, "rD, and the

current LM command acceleration a . The terminal

time (tf) is then obtained from the current time (t) and the pha_ du-

ration (TD). In the case of the linear-acceleration periods at the ends

of the braking and visibility phases, the Aim-Conditions Routine is

entered at the start of the period} and aDG, JDG' and tf are computed

as for the transition phases. The only difference here is that the

value used for 7D is the current computed value of time-to-do (tGO).

It should be noted here that the vcdues used for aDG in these two

cases are those previously defined for the phases of interest.

The fourth mode of the Aim-Conditions Routine (it:. one _m

the right side of Fig. 3. 4. 4-10) relates to the quadratic eomn_ .nd ac-

celeration guidance modes. The command acceleration in these mode<

(aG) is given by the relation:
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12 -  _DG)

gG = aDG - - t) (tf - t) 2(tf

(3.4.4.5)

where aDG, V_DG, and r_D G represent the desired terminal accelera-

tion, veiocity, and position in the guidance frame. The quantities

-_G and v G represent the LM position and velocity expressed in the

guidance frame. The quantity tf represents the terminal time for the

phase of current interest, and t is the present time. The function of

the Aim-Conditions Routine is to provide up-to-date values for aDG,

VDG , rDG , and tf in the current landing-maneuver phase.

The fourth mode of the Aim-Conditions Routine is entered

at the start of the pre-ignition phase (Phase = -2, FLA -- 1), and finally at the

start of the visibility phase (Phase = 2, FLA = 1). The first opera-

tion performed after this mode is entered, as can be seen in Fig.

3.4.4-10, is to define the current phase position, velocity, and ac-

celeration aim-conditions (r_D G, VDG, and aDG). Then, values are

defined for the component of desired terminal jerk along the guidance-

frame Z-axis (JDZG), and the duration of the current phase (_D).

Finally, a computation is made of the terminal time for the phase of

current interest (tf).
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5.3.4.4.1 1Guidance-and-Control Routine

The Guidance-and--Control Routine computes the command

specific force vector (Sp) for the LM during the powered landing

maneuver. From the command specific force (S_p), the desired

thrust-vector orientation (uFp) and the throttle commands (fth } are

obtained. The information-flow diagram for the Guidance-and-Control

Routine is shown in Fig. 3. 4. 4-11.

The first step in the Guidance-and-Control Routine, as

indicated in Fig. 3. 4. 4-11, is to update the aim conditions for the

command-specific-force relations, and to recompute the orientation

of the guidance-frame coordinate axes. These aim conditions are

the desired values of position, velocity, acceleration, and down-range

jerk (rDG, VDG, aDG, JDZG ). The decision to update aim conditions

is controlled by the ain,.-conditions flag (FLA). It is only when FLA

has a non-zero vaJuc that the aim-condii.io_is routine (Section 5.3.4.4. i0)

is entered. The sequence of valuc.s for I.'LA during tt_e ]andii_g maneuver

is shown in Table 3.4.4-2. The updating pr(jcecturc is _lescribed in

Sccli())_ 5.3.4. 4. tO,

The vehicle command acceleration (from which the command

specific force is obtained) is computed in the guidance coordinate frame

(subscript G). The LM state vector, on the other hand, as was noted in

Sec. 5. 3.4.4.4 is updated in the platform frame (subscript P). Accor-

dingly, the next operation performed in the Guidance-and-Control

Routine is to transform the current estimated state from the platform

frame (r__p, V_p) to the guidance frame (r(_], VG ), as indicated ', Fig.

3. 4. 4-11. The transformation matrix between guidance and iqatfor<"

coordinates (CGp) , as obtained from the " - ' " _ is

_ _._used in this operation. < ....... _{<_.tl_'( i''..... ] "i/_' /_"_t' _ /"'{

<<
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l

I Command Acceleration" _ * ,1_ (t - t t)

]lL;in_;ft_rm _t:ilt" to i

(;uid,Hhq e (N)_)l'dinat_,,_ . ]

r G = Cp(; Zp

v G = CpG (vp - _p _ rp) I

ICurrent -Site Elevation ]

/l! . = _,n, I ( ,, .u ..... >)}

L _' '_..... /

Time-t_Of C_ Computation

(Ttme-to-Go Routine) ]

i Command Acceleration Mod-e--_

""" LI _".... °1 t

r 1 1
Comma.nd Acceleratmn _J

a G = all _- fi (v(;* VDG)/(t f - 1)[

-12 (r G r DG)/(t f t) 2 J

I
Command Acceleration

Co[nman_d Sl_ecfftcForce_

a p = CGp

Sp = ap - _p

uFp = UNIT (e=p)

i

END CYCLE ]

Figure 3. 4.4-Ii Guidance and Control Routine
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At this point in the Guidance-and-Control Routine, a test is

made to see if the LM is in the visibility phase of the landing maneuver.

If the LM is in this phase and time remaining for the phase (tf -t) is

greater than 20 seconds, then a computation is made of the current-site

elevation angle (_)ej_) with respect to the plane defined by the vebic!e

Y and Z axes, as shown in Fig. 3.4. 4-11. The direction of the line-

of-sight to the current landing site (Upp) is used in this computation

as obtained from the Site-Location Updating Routine. The quantity

UXB P represents a unit vector along the vehicle's X-axis.

The next operation in the routine is to compute the time-to-

go for the LM from its present location to the current aim point. This

computation is required in the commaa_d-acceleration relations for all

of the phases of the landing maneuver except the final descent phase.

The time-to-go computation is performed in the Time-to-Go Routine

(Sec. 5. 3.4. 4. 12).

At this point in the routine the command-acceleration mode

to be used in the current computation cycle is selected. Three dif-

ferent choices are possible: the acceleration (aG) may be computed

to provide LM acceleration profiles that vary either as linesar or

quadratic functions of time-to-go for the phase, or -_3 may be com-

puted to provide a constant LM velocity.

In the linear mode, the acceleration command (_3) is de-

termined so that the vehicle acceleration is a linear function of the

time-to-go to the end of the phase, as indicated in Fig. 3. 4. 4-11.

The desired aim acceleration (aDG) and jerk (_DG) are obtained from

the Aim-Conditions Routine (Sec. 5. 3.4.4.10) AThe terminal tinze (tf)

is obtained from the Time-to-Go Routine (Se_3.4.4. 12). The linea

mode is used during both transition phases (Phase = 1, 3), tt_e last 20

seconds of the braking phase (Phase = 0), and the last 10 seconds of

the visibility phase (Phase = 2).
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The command acceleration for the quadratic mode is com-

puted to provide a LM acceleration profile that is a quadratic function

of the time-to-go to the end of the phase of current interest. The re-

quired relation is shown in Fig. 3.4. 4 Ii in terms of the current ve-

hicle state (_G" Y43 ) and the desired aim conditions (r_DG, VDG, and

_aDG). The terminal time (tf) is computed in the Time-to-Go Routine

so that a specified value of jerk along the guidance-frame Z-_is at

the end of the phase (JDzG) is obtained. The quadratic guidance law

is used throughout the pre-ignition phase, during the braking phase

except for the last 20 seconds, and during the visibility phase except

for the last l0 seconds.

In the velocity-following mode, as shown in Fig. 3.4.4-ii,

the acceleration command (_) is determined so that the vehicle's

velocity (_V_G) during the descent has a desired value (VDG) determined

from the Aim-Conditions Routine. The coefficient in the command

acceleration relation (_g) controls the rate at which the desired veloci-

ty is obtained during the descent phase. The velocity-following mode

is used only in the final descent phase.

The command specific force in platform coordinates (S_p)

is obtained by first transforming the command acceleration from

guidance coordinates (a4_) to platform coordinates (a_p). The trans-

formation matrix from guidance to platform coordinates CGp is used

here. The computed acceleration of the vehicle due to the lunar gra-

vitational field (_gp) is then subtracted from (ap) to obtain the required

command specific force (Sp). The required thrust direction (uFp) is

along the direction of S_p.
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5.3.4.4.12 Time-lo-Gu ldOUt[lle

The command specific force equations, as shown in Fig.

3.4. _t_11% require that the time-to-go-to the end of the cur_-ent

phase (tf - t) be computed. The routine for accomplishin,j this is

called the Time-To-Go Routine. The information-flow diagram for

the routine is shown in Fig. 3.4. 4-I 2.

Two different methods for computing time-to-Fo (tGO)

are employed. When the quadratic-acceleration _uidanc,,: la_, is

used, tGO is computed b3, a Newton-Raphson iterative p_'ocess so

that the estimated component of jerk along the guidance-frame Z-

axis at the end of the phase has a preselcctcd value. This _r:ode,

as can be seen in Fi_. 3.4.4-12, is used du_'int_ t,,e pr_:-tFnition

phase, the brakinL_ phase except for the last 20 seconds, and durin_

the visibility phase except for the last 10 seconds. :\t all other times

during the landin_ m_euver the time-to-Fo is simply obtained by

takin_ the difference between the current estimate of terminal time

for the ptmse (if) and the present time (t). The values used here for

tf during the trmlsition phases are obtained from the aim-conditions

routine (Section 5. 3.4.4. 10). During the last 20 seconds of the brak-

ing phase andlasi 10seconds of the visibility phase, the value used

for tf is the one obtained on the last Newton-Raphson computation

cycle.

The Newton-Raphson iterative procedure for computing

tGO and if will be next described. The incremental change in time-

to-go (tGO) is computed from the ratio of the difference between

the predicted and desired down-range jerk components at the end of

the phase (JFzG - JDZG )t_ the ratc-of<:hangc of prt.dict_'(l terminal

jerk (JFZG) with respect to time-to-do (i. e. _ JFZG/_] tGO), This

quantity as shown in Fig. 3. 4. 4-12 is expressed as the rati,_ _f two

polynomial functions of tGO. The quantities VDZG, aDZ G _ld JDZG



i
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represent the desired final values of velocity, acceleration, and jerk

respectively for the phase of interest along the guidance-frame Z-axis.

The quantities rZG and VZG represent the components of present vehi-

cle position and velocity in the guidance frame along the Z-axis.

The up-to-date estimate of tGO is obtained b> adding the

incremental change (ArGo) to the previous tGO estimate. A check

is then made to see ifAtGO is less than tGO/128. If the test is not

satisfied, the iteration cycle is repeated until the test is finally sat-

isfied. Usually this test is satisfied on the first iteration cycle, ex-

cept for the first tGo-COmputation cycle for a given phase. The up-

to-date estimate of final time for the phase of interest (tf) is now

computed from t and tGO, which completes the cycle through the

Time-to-Go Routine.
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5.3.4.4. 13 Attitude Command Routine

The vehicle's orientation during the powered landing man-

euver is determined by specifying the desired directions for the thrust

vector (U__Fp d) and the vehicle's Y-axis (UyBpd). Both of these unit

vectors, as can be seen, are in the IMU coordinate system (subscript

p) By specifying the thrust direction, the X-axis orientation is

also specified within the thrust-vector displacement required to cor-

rect c.g. offsets in the vehicle.

The primary computations performed in the Attitude-Com-

mand Routine, as can be seen from the information-flow diagram of

Fig. 3. 4. 4-13, relate to the yaw-attitude command, i.e. the orienta-

tion of UyBp. d. The preferred thrust vector orientation (UFPd) is

simply along the direction of command specific force (UFp) com-

puted in the Guidance-and-Control Routine (Section 5.3.4.4. ll).

There are basically five different yaw-command modes

in the Attitude-Command Routine. These modes are most conveniently

referred to as follows:

(i) Hold attitude

(2) X-axis over-ride

(3) Line-of-sight (LOS) in XB-ZB plane

(4) Window up
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(5) Intermediate yaw angle between LOS in XB-ZB

plane and window-up orientation

The hold-attitude mode, as indicated in Fig. 3.4.4-13, is

used in the ullage-and-trim phase, the two transition phases, and

the final-descent phase (Phase =- 1, 1, 3, and 4). The present mea-

sured Y-axis orientation (_yBp) is simply held fixed here.

The X-axis over-ride option is provided to the astronaut

during the braking phase when the estimated LM altitude is greater

than 30, 000 feet. The X-axis over-ride flag (FLXOV) is used in

Fig. 3.4.4- 13 to indicate this option. The yaw command in this

mode is simply that provided by the astronaut (UyBp c ).

During the visibility phase of the landing mareuver the

vehicle may either be given a yaw command to hold the LOS in the

XB-ZB plane, to hold the window up, or to yaw to an intermediate

angle between the one for the LOS in XB-ZB plane and the window

up. The choice of yaw command is based on the orientation of the

LOS with respect to the edge of the LM window. This is determined

in the Attitude-Command Routine of Fig. 3. 4. 4-13 by first computing

the direction of the line-of-sight (Upp). A vectoi _ related to the

depression angle (nB) of the line-of-sight below the vehicle X-axis

(uXB P) is next determined.

The test for yaw-control mode during the visibility phase

is based on the projection of the depression-angle vector (i. e. np)

along the guidance-frame Y-axis (uyGp). If the test quantity q is

less than a predetermined number qmin' then it is assumed that

the LOS is not near the window edge. Under these conditions the

wind'ow-up mode is used, which means that the coefficients c 1 and

c 2 in Fig. 3. 4.4- 13 are set at 0 and 1, respectively. The resultant

yaw-angle command (UyBPd) in this case is to orient the vehicle
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Y-axis along tile direction of the Y-axis of the guidance fr:_me (UyGp),

which is essentially a window-up orientation. The same window-up

yaw command is used during the latter part of the braking phase when

the estimated altitude (h') is less than 30, 000 feet.

When the yaw-command test quantity (q) is areater than

a preselected number qmax (which is equal to the sin ,_f 25 de_rees),

it is deduced that tile LOS will be visible to the astronaut i_J the win-

dow. In this case tile coefficients c 1 a_d c 2 are set to 1 :,nd 0, re-

spectively. The resultant vehicle yaw command in this c_se orients

the vehicle Y-axis parallel to the direction of nl ,, which (,_uses the

LOS to lie in the vehicle XB-ZB plane. The ve(,t()r n , a_ can be

seen m /_'ih. 3. 4. 4- 1;_ is perpendicular to the plane of t}_e LOS and

the vehicle X-axis.

Under conditions where the test quantity (q) lie:_ between

the preselc(:ted qmax and qmin' an intermedi_te >,'a\\,' angle orienta-

tion whicl_ tie,_ l_etween the window-up and LOS in XB-Zt _, f)lane

orientati_JJ_ is [ibt_f]. "l'l_e c:()_'l'l'i('i(?_Jt c 0 in this case, i,_ _,_,{ual t_) ihe

- (I The (:oefficit'nls c 1 a_ld (:,) will bc })cdween

zero an(t onq¢. 'l'}te transition, i_ tl_is cast,' is sl_otath ami ,(_tllinuous

betw_en the' w i_do_t-klf) :ll](I IX)S j'] X[_-ZI,_ _La_m' orientati_,Jn n_o(tcs.

5.3.4.4. 14 Throttle-Command Routine

The Throttle-Command Routine determines the value of

thrust at which the throttle should be set (fth). The values used for

fth are different from those obtained from the command specific

force equations l)e_'at_::,_> of operalional rr_.--:r; 'li_;_,:< ,_ lt_ee dr'-

scent propulsion system (DPS). The restrick'ons _re that the DPS

can either be operated at a constant thrust level coz'respondin_ to

92. 5 percent of the nominal maximum thrust (i. e. at about 95 I0

pounds), or it can be continuously throttled in the range betw_en 10

and 58 percent of nominal maximum thrust.



• i _. •

The throttle command logic used to operate the DPS under

these restrictions is shown in Fig. 3.4.4- 14. The essential elements

of the throttle-command system are:

(1) Iff is greater than 6090 pounds, then fthis9710 pounds.

(2) If f is less than 1050 pounds, then fth is 1050 pounds.

(3) If f lies between 1050 and 5250 pounds, then fth = f"

(4) If f lies between 5250 and 6090 pounds, then fth can

have one of two values,depending on the throttle-

command flag (FLTH). If FLTH = 0, then fth = 9710;

if FLTH = i, then fth = f"

The throttle-setting flag (FLTH) starts with a zero value.

It is set equal to unity thereafter whenever the command thrust (f)

drops below 5250 pounds (if it is not already unity); it is reset to

zero whenever the command thrust increases above 6090 pounds.

By allowing the command thrust (f) to vary over a range of thrust

value (between 5250 and 6090 pounds) before the flag FLTH is changed

in value (i. e. reset), the number of times that fth jumps between

9710 pounds and tile permissible 10-58 percent continuously-throttleable

region is minimized

5.3.4.4.15 Rate of Descent and Manual Landing Modes

At any time during the lunar landing maneuver the as-

tronaut can select a semi-manual control mode referred to as the

Rate of Descent (ROD) Routine. This control mode is normally

considered one of three alternate final landing modes initiated

after, or near, the Low-Gate aim conditions. During the ROD

mode, the astronaut manually controls the vehicle attitude and

the LGC controls the DPS throttle such that the vertical velocity

condition existing when the mode was initiated is automatically
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maintained. The vertical velocity or rate of descent can be modified

by astronaut inputs in the form of incremental discrete signals re-

pr,esenting i ft/sec changes per signal.

The LGC information flow diagram for the ROD landing

mode is shown in Fig. 3. 4. 4- 15. The ROD mode is initiated during

the landing maneuver when the astronaut changes the attitude control

switch from Automatic to Attitude Hold, but leaves the DPS throttle

switch in the Automatic position. As shown in Fig. 3.4.4-15, the

LGC first determines the vertical velocity (R()D) when the mode

was initiated at time t0,based on the last state vector estimate from

the State Vector Update Routine of Section 5.3.4.4.4. It might be

noted that this state vector may not be current by as much as the

basic computation cycle {2 sec. ).

The initial ROD, I_0, is determined as shown and is de-

fined as negative for a downward velocity closing with the lunar

surface. On the next computation cycle of the State Vector Update

Routine the vehicle state vector is advanced to the current time

and updated by LR data if acceptable. The current ROD, I_, is

computed from this updated state vector and then compared with

the desired ROD,}_ D. The desired ROD is the sum of the initial

I_0 and the input accumulated ROD switch increments Ah controlled

by astronaut. The required commanded specific force, s, is then

computed as shown in Fig. 3.4. 4-15 where a v is the required vertical

acceleration over the controlperiod t"A. The qual_lities u]_3_a_ldu_l_repre-

sent the thrust and vehicle position unit vectors respectively

referencedtothct)la_form coorciinate system, Th_ r¢,quired DPS

thrust acceleration is then used as the input to the Throttle Command

Routine of Section 5.3. 4.4. 14. As illustrated in Fig. 3.4.4-15.

the above computation sequence is repeated until the routine is

stopped by an ENTER signal from the astronaut after lunar touch-

down.
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If the astronaut places the attitude control switch in

the Attitude Hold position, and then the DPS throttle switch in

the Manual position during the landing maneuver, the vehicle is

under complete manual control. The only LGC function during

this mode of operation is to update the vehicle state vector with

the State-Vector Update Routine and provide required display

functions described in the following section. During this manual

mode of operation, LR data are used by the State-Vector Update

Routine to update the state vector for abort and display functions.

These functions are terminated at lunar landing by an astronaut

ENTER command as in the ROD Routine.

During the ROD ( P-66 ) and Manual ( P-67 ) landing

modes a special astronaut controlled state vector update function

is available. This special update function sets all three of the

vehicle velocity components relative to the lunar surface to zero

when the astronaut achieves this condition by manual or semi-

manual control and indicates the zero velocit s, condition to the

LGC by a specific extended verb DSKY entry. This velocity

nulling process is illustrated in Fig. 3.4.4-3 of the State-Vector

Update Routine as the last computation function indicated.

It might be noted that once the ROD or manual landing

modes (P66 and P67) have been selected, the astronaut can not

return to the LGC automatic landing modes P63, P64 and P65 of

Chapter 4.
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5.3.4.4.16 lmnding Maneuver Display Computations

During the lunar landin K maneuver" the 1,GC is r'cquired

to provide digital displays on the DSKY and drive analog type ve-

hicle meters.

bSKY Display Parameters

The followin_ digital display parameters are r_,'quired

for the lunar landing programs P-_3 to P-67 as automatic c)r

callable DSKY displays as specified in Section 4.

TlVI • Time from DPS ignition.

Time from DPS ignition is nlem_']> a total of the

accumulated maneuver time.

2w t(;o: Time-to-Go

Time-to-go is the computed time remainin_ in a

tgven mission phase as determined b) 1i_e Time-to-

Go Routine of Section 5.3.4.{'1"2.
A

_° AV : Measured or accumulated AV
Ill

Measured maneuver AV makmitude in ft_ec.

4. v: Inertial Velocity

Magnitude of vehicle inertial velocity

5. h: Altitude

Altitude above the landin_ site radi,l_: r_,_a#ni ' 'de

6. 1_: Altitude Rate

Altitude rate as derived from the _ument s ,,_,,_,: w :t,_,
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7. Ah: Altitude Difference

o

The quantity -*(qu - qu ) in the Update Position function

of Fig. 3.4.4-3 where ~* is the altitude derived fromqu

' is the estimated altitude fromLR range data and q u

the state vector

LONG : Longitude

Vehicle lunar longitude computed from the Latitude

Longitude Routine of Section 5.5.3 for the current

state vector.

9. RANGE : Range to the Landing Site

Slant range from the LM to the landing site

RANGE = i_OpI

where slant range O_piS defined in Section 5. 3.4. 4. 7.

10. AV R : AV Remaining

Approximate DPS characteristic velocity remain-

ing, as computed from the following expression:

11.

AV R = AVRE F AV m (3.4.4.6)

where AVRE F = Maximum DPSAV allocated for

the lunar landing maneuver.

LPD Angle

Elevation angle of the current landing site referenced

to the Landing Point Designator. This parameter is

Oe_ of Fig. 3.4.4-ii.
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12. MARGIN - Hover Time Remaining

This parameter is displayed in P-64, anti re-

presents the approximate hover time in minutes

and seconds that would be available if the cur-

rent automatic landing maneuver were allowed to

continue to completion. This parameter is com-

puted as follows:

MARGIN = tRE F - k 1 AMAN (3.4.4. 7)

where

tHEF
= Initial nominal tahase 2 hover time

k I = 0.84

A MAN =

tti G =

t G O

(triG + tGO) - ti,, 2

current time from ltigh Gatc

time to go from Section 5. 3.4.4. 12

tp2
= nominal maneuw'r time for t_hase 2

This parameter is primarily useful iu landing site

redesignation cases using the LPD, and is displayed

for a period of four seconds after the rcdesignation.

13. vHp • HorizontalVelociiy

The horizontal velocity component of the cut _t

velocity vector as derived in Eq. 3.4. _ 9 for the

analog display parameters.
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14.

15.

Forward Velocity

The modified forward horizontal velocity component

as computed by Eq.3. 4. 4. l ] for the analog display

parameters

Lateral Velocity

The modified lateral horizontal velocity component

as computed by Eq.3. 4. 4. ] l for the analog display

parameters.

It might be noted that the above DSKY displays are updated ap-

proximately once every two seconds.

Analog Display Parameters

The LGC is required to drive four analog displays in

all landing maneuver phases if selected to do so by the astronaut.

A description of the LGC computational requirements for these

analog displays is as follows:

i. h: Altitude

This parameter is the estimated local altitude as

derived from the difference between the current position

vector (see State-Vector Update Routine of Section

5. 3. 4.4.4) and the landing site radius value. The

LGC drives a digital tape meter with this parameter

scaled at 2.34 feet per bit over a range of 0 to

60, 000 feet.
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2. h : Altitude Rate

The altitude rate is computed from the current

velocity and position state vectors (Section 5.3.4.4. 4 ).

The LGC drives a digital tape meter with thi_{ _ara-

meter scaled at 0.5 ft/sec, per [)it ov_:r a _e of

500 ft/sec.

° Forward Velocity and Lateral Velocity

The LGC drives two analog meter._ tln'<:_!:h the RR

CDU digital to analog networks to provid,: an indica-

tion of horizontal velocity conditions. The coordinates

and display requirements for this function arc defined

in ICD LIS-540-100001 Section 1.2. 3. The two dis-

play parameters essentially represent the local hori-

zontal velocity component resolved as a function of

vehicle yaw angle from the initial LM descent plane.

The LGC computations required for these displays

are as follows:

The reference horizontal coordinates of the local

vertical system are defined as:

utlYl , = I NIT (_:0P _" 4'0P)

= UNIT (t-p< _uHyp }u HZ 1'

(3.4. 4. :_)

where _r0 p and _Vop are the initial LM po_,_iti<_ a::d

velocity vectors at DPS ig;_;,;c_l'_ rc:ference(i '..o tine

IX lI5 or Platform C_),:x'_lina_' .av._tt'r,/, :_n<l . !._ iJ_

cu_'rt.nt I,M f_osition vector'
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The horizontal component of the current velocity

vector, vHp is determined from:

uHp = UNIT [(uRp × U_vp)× uRp]

(3.4.4.9)

vHp = [(Vp - __pXrp) uHp] uHp

where __p is the lunar rotation rate used in the same

manner as the LR state update computation of Section

5.3.4.4.4. The quantity Uvp is a unit vector along

the LM velocity vector.

The horizontal velocity expressed in the reference

horizontal coordinates is :

vHZ = vHp UHzp

(3.4.4.10)

vHy = vHp - uHy P

The display parameters are then computed as fol-

low s :

Forward velocity = vHzCOS AOG - vHy sinAOG

(3.4.4. 11)

Lateral Velocity = vHZsinAOG + vHycOsAOG

where AOG is the IMU outer-gimbal angle, which is

representative of the vehicle yaw angle measured

from the initial LM descent plane.

The forward and lateral velocity parameters are to be

scaled for a range of + 200 ft/ sec.
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The desired LGC update rate of the ab{_,,<:four ana]o_

display parameters is once every' two seconds in ']_e braking phase

(P63), once every second Lathe visibility phase (P6,t), and four

times every second during the three possible terminal landing

phases P65, P(16_and P67. Display rates greatc:r th:'_r_ "'_,-_,_" cvc_

two seconds will require the state vector e,x-trapolation computa-

tion of the State-Vector Update Routine. At the present time it is

not known if the LGC can update these display parameters at tile desired

rates due to computation time limits durin_ the time-critical land-

ing maneuver. The LGC display capability will be dat_'rn_ined Ln

hybrid-simulation evaluations during the landi,,_ program ve_'ific:__-

tion, and the above display update rates will be achieved if possib_'.

5.3.4.4.17 Post LandiJ_g Sequences and Procedures

The three terminal landing programs P65, }'G(i, and

P67 arc all terminaled by a [)SKY ENTER signal after lunar

touchdown. At this time all Landing maneuver proKr:_m_ a_ru

terminated. The Averag('-G t_outine is allowed to cCc!e 1o ti_e

next PIPA processing time to establish the landing condition

vehicle state vector and reference lime. This final L]VI state

vector is then reinitialized to known lunar conditions by p, reserv-

ing the position vector components as determined by the Average-G

Routine, and then settin_ the velocity components of the state

vector to ti_e lunar rotation velocity determine_d by:

Vp = _p x £p (:_o4.4. i2)

where _p is the lunar rotation rate vector _.:{cd in the t,}{ st-d(.

update computation of Section 5.3.4. _.4. Til_ rei_,_lializ,_d ia::!i-

state vector and reference time are then st,_a'ed fo:' ,__;I_\, i,,_;

prelaunch or abort programs.
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The vehicle attitude in lunar fixed coordinates is

determined by the Lunar Surface Alignment Program P-57

(Section 5.6.2.2) and stored. Before PGNCS power down, an

IMU fine alignment is made and the vehicle attitude redefined

and stored in place of the previous attitude. These vehicle at-

titude vectors are used in following nominal or emergency IMU

alignment operations. An AGS initialization operation is normally

performed prior to PGNCS power down.
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5,;'_,4°5 SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS FOR DIFt,']z:RFNT PHASES

OF LANDING MANEUVER

5.3.4.5.1 Pre -Ignition _Pt}ase

At approximately 30 minutes before the nominal DPS igniLior

time the pre-ignition computations are begun, The puz'pose of thes_'

computations is to determine the ignition time and the desired LM

ignition attitude.

The first operation performed is to extrapolate the I_M state

estimate forward to a time about 180 seconds before the nominal ig-

nition time. Then, the state estimate is extrapolated forward in 2-

second time increments until the down-ranI_e component of vehicle

distance from the site, correcied for site out-of-plane distance and

orbit ejection altitude deviations, is less than a preselected va]ue

(qD). A linear interpolation is then perform(_d to deter'mine the exact

time that ti_e down-range distance t.est is satisfied. The ullage man-

euver is started at this time.

The LM state estimate is next extrapolated for,.x ard in thnc

over an interval equivalent to the ullage-and-trim phase znterval.

The required LM command thrust acceleration corresponding to this

state is then computed, assur_ing a quadratic-acceler;_tion trajectory

to the High-Gate point. Tt_e resultant command thrust-acceleration

attitude (uFp) is then used as the DPS ignition attitude.

5.3.4.5.2 uL gg ? -and_TfLm

Durinf_ the ullage-and-trim rnar_ uver ti_( vehicle {_. he'_

a constant attitude corresponding to the dire(:ti_[_ ,)f comma d spe-

cific force at ignition time determined in the ignition-compu!aLion,._
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procedure. The ullage-and-trim maneuver consists of a 7.5-second
interval during which about 200 pounds of thrust are applied to
LM, followed by a 26-second interval at a thrust of about 1050pounds.

5.3.4.5.3 Braking Phase

During the braking phase the sequence of operations on

a typical computation cycle involves first an updating of the state

vector, then a computation of command specific force, and finally

computations of attitude and throttle commands. New commands

are computed at 2-second intervals throughout the phase, which

is typically about 450 seconds in duration.

The state-vector updatings are based solely on IMU data

until the vehicle's altitude has dropped to 25, 000 feet. At this time

LR altitude measurements are taken and used to update the vehi-

cle's state at 2-second intervals. Velocity measurements are taken

when the estimated altitude has dropped to 15000 feet.

During the major part of the braking phase the command

specific force is determined so that the vehicle's acceleration en

route to the High-Gate point is a quadratic function of the time-

to-go to this point. The quadratic in time-to-go guidance law per-

mits the specification of terminal position, velocity, and accelera-

tion.

In order to minimize engine erosion problems, it is

necessary to operate the DPS either at a fixed throttle setting cor-

responding to 92. 5 percent of nominal maximum thrust, or it can

be operated as a continuously throttleable engine in the i0-58 per-

cent region. To utilize propellant efficiently,it is desirable to
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operate the DPS at the hi,h-throttle settin_ as lonf4 as possible,

In order to permit the astronaut to hnve landinf_-sitc vi._ibilit 5' for
at least 75 seconds, it is nccessal"y, that tile braking phase aim-
conditions (position and velocity) be met with a reasonable accuracy.

Th _ requires that the DPS 1)e operated in the continuously throtll(>-

ab, c range of thrust durin/4 the final [)art of the brakm_ phase.

To accomplish the above o}>jectives,a throttle-c_mm, and

lot_£c is employed which will hold the throttle at the 92. 5 percent

position until the command specific force is less tlvm 50 i)(_rcent

of the nominal maximum value, t{y properly selecting the t)rakin,_t-

phase aim-conditions, this switching or throttling-down is made

to occur at about 120 seconds before the end of the phase on a

lu_l_inal tl'a.icct()r > .

Throughout the braking phase.attitude commands arc

generated to alikm the vehicle's thrust vector aton K the direction

of the computed command specific t'orce. During the early part

of the brakin_ pha,4e when the I_,M altitude is _reater than 30,000

feet, the astronaut may yaw the vehicle about its X-axi,_ to observe

the lunar terrain. When the attilude drops below 30, 000 feet,

however, a window-up yaw attitude is commanded in ()rder to in-

,sure proper Lt{ operation.

At approximately 20 seconds before the end of the braking

phase the last specific-force command usin_ updated state-vector

estimates is m:,de. Thereafter, the commm_d specific force is de-

termined such that the vehicle's acceler'ation is varied as a lil_ear

function of time-to-do from its present value I(_ the desired t,_Fn_iilp, '

acceleration. Tb.c state vector is updatcct wlli_ 1__1{l-lleasLiL'c,,ll],:lil5

during these last 20 seconds, but the updated ._1:_te ts not uliltz_,ti in

the computation of specific force commands.
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5.3.4.5.4 Transition-Phase-I

The first transition phase is four seconds in duration.

During this period the specific force is commanded so that the ve-

hicle's acceleration is varied as a linear function of time from its

value at the end of the braking phase to the desired initial value for

the visibility phase.

5.3.4.5.5 Visibility Phase

The initial and final state for the visibility phase along

with its time duration are chosen so that the vehicle's X-axis (i.e.

the thrust vector) is elevated sufficiently high above the local hori-

zontal plane to permit landing-site visibility for at least 75 seconds.

Typically these elevation angles are at least 45-50 degrees. The

initial and terminal states are such that nominally the DPS is opera-

ted in the continuously-throttleable region throughout the visibility

phase, which is typically135 seconds long with no sile redesignations.

The state vector of the LM is updated with both altitude

and velocity-component LR measurements at 2-second intervals

throughout the visibility phase. The updatings take place immediate-

ly after the PIPA output data are processed. An altitude measurement

and a velocity-component measurement are processed sequentially at

each updating time, with the velocity-component measurement follow-

ing after the altitude measurement. The interval between successive

processings for a given velocity component is 6 seconds. Pre-stored

LR weighting functions are used in the processing of the LR data. The

altitude weighting functions are stored as linear functions of altitude,

the velocity-component weighting functions are stored as linear func-

tions of speed.
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During the major part of the visibility phase (exc-ep_ for

the last 10 seconds) specific force commands are rennet'steal to pt'o-

vide a LM acceleration that is a quadratic function of the tbnc-to-

go to the desired terminal state. New steering specific-force com-

mands are computed at 2-second intervals. The thrust comn_,a-_ds

for this phase, as mentioned earlier, are such tha! the DIPS ,viii

normally be operated in the continuously throttleable re_ion through-

out the phase. When the time-to-go for the phase drop:: },elow ]0

seconds, a linear time-to-go aecelel'ation function is eoJnmanded

for the vehicle. Throughout the visibility phase_,[kitude commands

fire computed to orient the thrust vector along th_ dire, !,,_ <)t ti_, c(J_-

puted command specific force.

The astronaut has the option of manually re{h,signating the

landing site by _neans of LPD switch command,-_'. These com-

mands are first stored in the computerpas obtained from the controller.

Then, at 2-second inter'val._ a computation is m:_de <ff /he desired

site peL'turbation and the new site location. The depFcssJon angle

of the line-of-sight to lhe current site below the vet_icle's X-axis

is computed and displayed to the astronaut throughout the visibility

phase. Normally when the current site is visible in the wilidow,

attitude commands are generated to yaw the vehicle :J_out its X-axis

until tt_e line-of-sight to the current site is ii_ the plane of the vehicle

X and Z axes,i, c. il is :_]¢)ng tl_e landin_-pOl!_l _tc:_i_:n_ttOF (I.PD) index

line. Using the computed site depression angle on the DSKY, the

astronaut can look out the window and decide where and how to re-

designate the landing site, if he so desires,

,, Transition-Phase -If

The second transition plnase is tour .-;ecor_d>i___._!,_t:.J'.._'..',.

During this period the specific force is conl._::n(ledso tha* th. vehi-

cle's acceleration is varied as a linear function of Lingo fret,: its

value at the end of the visibility phase to the desired ]nitisk _.,_iue

for the final-descent phase.
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5.3.4.5.6 Final-Descent Phase
/

During the initial part of the descent phase the command

specific force is computed so that the vehicle will descend at a con-

stant velocity of 5 ft/sec. When the estimated LM altitude has

dropped to 50 feet, the descent velocity is reduced to 3 ft/sec.

LR updatings of the state-vector of the LM are made at 2-second

intervals throughout the phase.

"y

5.3.4.5.7 Rate of Descent Terminal Mode
/ ............ _

The astronaut has the option of initiating this semi-manual

control mode in which the vehicle attitude is manually controlled, and

the LGC automatically commands the DPS throttle to maintain the ini-

tial vertical velocity. This reference vertical velocity can be manually

incremented by the Rate of Descent Controller.

/

5.3.4.5.8 Manual Terminal Mode

This mode of operation can be selected at any time in the

landing maneuver. The primary function of the LGC during this mode

is to maintain the state vector updating with IMU and LR data, and

provide display parameters.
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5.3.5 POWERt_,,'DASCENT GUIDANCE

5.3.5.1 Guidan_e 0bjective

The objective of the Powered Asc(mt G_zidance PP_)F-n'_

(P-12) is to control the LM ascent maneuver to an in iectio_i conditio,_

such that a specified velocity vector is achievc(t _t a d_,_._ired radial

and cross range position. The specified injection a[!il[l(t<, i<

with respect to the laullCh sit(: radius vector tnaKni/ud(, , :lli(t [jl_ _ coil-

trolled injection (:t'oss rant_e or Lateral positi()n is _'<kdi,J_: _,) !lie CSM

orbital plane. In order Io control the ascent lnall(_,llVt u t,.) iI:{".<E.: t[llF{'(:)

velocity and two position injection constrahit_;, :u_ (:xlKicii Fuidance

concep[ is used which employs alinear control l oriel. Sil_ct: tl/s gui-

dance program is used with a fixed thrust or n_J,-it_._,i!i,_i,_i( ('_51'_"

configuration, the velocity slid position conditiolts ;/]_m;l the radial (I{)

and cross range (Y) directions ace explicitly (?oiltl'ol](_(i [)_ lW(_ ,_rtl_()-

gonal thru,_t :_cc_]eration conlponents vt_rying lilacs/c!,, _tlt_ t f_;_(_, while

the third or remaining con_ponent of thrust _,:celet'ation ,,s u,_ed to

achieve the desired w_locity in the down range (Z) direction b} _et'n_in-

ating th_ thrust :it the proper time. The deve[,,pment of the a,se_mt

,guidance equations is such that the best peFl'ot't_lance is a_;i_ie,,_:d _}_c_'_

the required maneuver is in th_ down ranFe (Z) directi_n_. In the

lunar launch or abort maneuvers controlled b v thzs p.v,)gr:m4 all injec-

tion position and velocity parameters are therefore controlled with

the exception of the position along tile velocity vector referred to as

the down range position.

The Powered Ascent (iuidan(:{_ Program can (:(_'..:'..,]

LM ascent maneuvers initiated froln l_oP. -cx.,].,] _:_n t" l:? _lC!_ co;'_{iii _.:_ .-

to be cot)lanar wittt the CSM orbital plane a_ i_ ,jcction, _" _,:_,_'_![e[ i¢_

the CSM orbital plane at a specified out-of-plane ,:u" cro:_ ..... _: _i_s-

tance if the astronaut does not wish to remove all ,ff tt_e [aunc_ .... _ -

of-plane distance during the ascent mnneuw_r. Tt_e pro ara_ _ a! :t
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designed to achieve ascent injection under some off nominal APS
thrust conditions (e. g. a single APS helium tank failure), and to

allow for RCS injection in cases of premature APS shut down.

The Powered Ascent Guidance Program consists of

three major phases of operations. These phases are:

1) Pre-Ignition Phase

2) Vertical Rise Phase

3) Ascent Guidance Phase

The Powered Ascent Guidance presented in this section

is also used to control abort maneuvers initiated during the powered

lunar landing maneuver. These abort maneuvers can use either the

DPS, APS, or a staged combination of the two to achieve the desired

abort injection conditions. The abort programs and targeting used to

control abort maneuvers using the Powered Ascent Guidance are pre-

sented in Section 5.4. 5.
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5. 3. 5. 2 Ascent Guidance Coordinate Systems

The ascent guidance equations are primarily based

upon the concept that the vehicle equations of motion can be expressed

as variables whose rates remain essentially fixed unless thrust ac-

celeration is applied along their respective axes. Considering the

kinematics of a vehicle in, or nearly in, orbit the radial rate and

two components of velocity in the local horizontal plane are variables

of this type. A Local Vertical Coordinate system is therefore used

to define the velocity control portion of the ascent guidance. Since

it is also required to measure vehicle position components that are

time integrals of these rates, the vehicle radius magnitude and two

arc lengths measured from two fixed planes are used. The coordinate

system in _hich vehicle position is measured is referred to as the

Target Coordinate System.

The Target and Local Vertical Coordinate systems

for the ascent gmidance program are illustrated in Fig. 3. 5-i and de-

fined as follows:

Target Coordinate System

The target coordinate system is referenced to the

CSM orbital plane and initial LM position by:

9 = UNIT (YC x _rc)

S = UNIT (_rO x Q)
(3, 5.1)

P=QXS
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Fig. 3.5-1 Powered Ascent Guidance Coordinate Systems
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where _7 and .V_care the CSM position and velocity vectors, and -_0

is the initial LM position veetor at tiG. The vehicle Z and Y position is

measured from the PQ and PS planes respectively as shown in

Fig. 3. 5-i,

Local Vertical Coordinate System

is defined by:

The local vertical coordinate system of Fig. 3. 5-1

u R = UNIT (r)

u Z = UNIT (uR x 9) (3. 5.2)

us_ : u z x u R

where r is the current LM position vector.

I_M position vector at engine cut-off.

The vector _CO
is the

5.3.5.3 Required Targeting Parameters

Besides the CSM and LM state vectors normally

stored and updated in the LGC, the following input parameters are

required by the Ascent Guidance Program.

Input Parameters

1. tiG

2. R D

Ignition time

Desired injection radius (Nominally

60, 000 ft. over the landin_[ site radius)
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. YD

4. flD

5. YD

6. ZD

Desired injection cross range distance

measured from the CSM orbital plane

Desired injection radial rate

Desired injection cross range rate

Desired injection down range rate

It should be noted that for nominal lunar launch conditions, the de-

sired ascent injection conditions listed under ltems 2 to 6 are pre-

stored values for the lunar mission under consideration. 'l'h_se

prestored desired injection parameters will control the ascent man-

euver to cut-off in the CSM orbital plane at an altitude of 60, 000 ft.

with a coplanar, horizontal velocity vector that will result in a 30 nm

apolune altitude. Tile injection and trajectory apolune altitudes are

measured with respect to the launch site radius magnitude. The as-

tronaut can change tile YD and ZD prestored target parameters prior

to lunar launch if desired.

Output Parameters

The following parameters are the basic outputs of

the Ascent Guidance Program:

1. AXISD Desired thrust attitude command to

the LM digital autopilot (DAP)

2. ACDUX Attitude command about the vehicle

thrust axis to the LM DAP during the

vertical rise phase

3. Engine-off Signal
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Pre -Ignit ion Phase

a) tiG Input ignition time initially displayed
for verification

b) AR Cross range distance from the launch

site to the CSM orbital plane that wiLl

be taken out during the ascent maneuver

c) v z

d) FDAI Yaw 1

Angle I

e) FDAI }

Pitch

Angle

Injection velocity target parameter ZD

The yaw angle that should be present

on the FDAI at the end of the vertical

rise phase prior to pitch over

The FDAI pitch angle that should be

present after pitch over has been

completed in the early portion of the

ascent guidance phase.

f) TFI Time from Ignition

Vertical Rise Phase

a} v Inertial velocity magnitude

bl h Altitude or radial position measured

from the launch site radius

c) t_ Altitude Rate

Callable Display

a) tg ° Estimated time to ascent injection

b) Vy Current cross plane velocPy _z
Ascent Guidance Phase

Same displays as Vertical Rise Phase
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5.3. 5.4 Ascent Guidance Equations

The general computation diagram for the Ascent

Guidance Program is illustrated in Fig. 3. 5-2. There are three

major phases to the nominal lunar ascent maneuver as listed in

Section 5. 3. 5. I. These three phases are described with reference

to Fig. 3. 5-2 in the following sections along with the off-nominal

condition involving RCS injection due to premature APS termination.

5.3.5.4.1 Pre-lgnition Phase

The pre-ignition phase computation sequence is

controlled in Fig. 3. 5-2 by the control flag FLPI = i. With reference

to this figure, the routine is first initialized with the following para-

meters :

2
= 10.5 fps

= _945 sec.

Initial APS thrust acceleration

Initial APS mass to mass flow

rate ratio

AV o
- 0. 0478 sec/ft

AV 1
- 0. 0476 sec/ft

AV 2
- 0. 0474 see/it

,kt
tail -off

t = 450 see.
go

Initial velocity parameters for

the thrust filter computation

(Section 5. 3. 5.4. 2)

A negative time increment used

to correct t for the APS tail-off
go

and computation delays.

Initial estimate of the powered

ascent maneuver duration to injection
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The desired injection target conditions are next called from fixed

memory. The target parameters shown in Fig. 3. 5-2 are those for

the nominal lunar launch condition resulting in the coplanar injection

trajectory described in Section 5.3. 5.3.

The LM state vector on the lunar surface is next

advanced to the ignition time rig by the Planetary Inertial Orientation

Routine. A dummy LM state vector is then generated by extrapolating

the initialr(tlG)and v(tiG)through anominal vertical rise phase as shown in

Fig. 3. 5-2. The target and local vertical coordinate systems of Section

5. 3.5.2 are generated, and the velocity vector v resolved int_ the local

vertical system.

The effective gravity is next computed from the

following expression:

H 2

geff- 3 - gn (3.5.3)
F

where H 2 = [ ]_r x vii2 and gn is the nominal gravity as computed by

the Average G Routine of Section 5.3.2.

The vehicle position R, Y and Z in thc target coor-

dinate system is computed as shown. The arcsine expressions in

this computation may be evaluated by short series expansions.

t Estimation
go

As shown in Fig. 3. 5-2, the (urrent velocity to be

gained, _V_G, is computed from the present and desired injection

velocities. The time-to-go,tg o, isthen determined from a trm,caied

):
series expansion of the exponent ialexpression /or tg° (v_t__;
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t ='r(1 -e
go

V-E--) (3.5.4)

The series expansion used to approximate the above expression is

truncated at the second order term, and the coefficient of the second

order term is replaced by a parameter, K T, which can be adjusted

to over or under estimate t in the early phases of the maneuver.
go

v G v G

tg° = "r VE (I -K T V_E)+ Attail_of f
(3.5.5)

w he re

mass
mass flow rate

V E = Exhaust velocity from the Mass Monitor

Routine

K
T

= 0.34 (typical value)

Attail_off = A negative time increment used to correct

t for the APS tai]-off and computation
go

delays.

Guidance Parameter Computations

With reference to Fig. 3. 5-2, the time t o is the time

at which the basic guidance parameters A, B, C and D are computed.
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Since the LGC attitude commands to the LM autopilot are constant

over the computation interval At, t o is made At/2 smaller so that the

output command is that which corresponds to the middle of the control

interval.

The control times t 2 and t 3 of Fig. 3. 5-2 are used to

regulate the guidance function as follows:

t2 = 2 sec: Represents the time interval before

engine cut-off during which all guidance

parameters are held at their Last com-

puted values.

t3 = i0 sec: The time interval before engine cut-off

during which the guidance parameters

B and D that control the injection posi-

tion in the R and'f directions are set

to zero. During this I0 second interval

all position control is terminated and

the guidance system attempts to achieve

the desired injection velocity conditions

until t 2.

During the pre-ignition phase neither the t 2 or t 3 control conditions

exist and the regular guidance parameter computation of A, B, C and

D is carried out as shown.

Commanded Thrust Acceleration Vector Computati_oll

The required acceleration components aTR an.i aT_ _

are computed as shown in Fig. 3. 5-2 for the R and Y injection p_r_

meters respectively. These two required acceleration comp(_L,_nts

are then combined as
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aH = aTy Uy + aTR uR (3. 5. 6)

all= laHI (3. 5. 7)

and compared with K R a T where a T is the available thrust accelera-

tion and K R is a parameter which limits the percentage of a T allowable

for the commanded aH. In some abort maneuver conditions it is de-

sirable to maintain a small component of thrust in the Z direction

making K R less than i. Under nominal lunar launch conditions K R is

set equal to unity. If a H is greater than K R aT, ti_e commanded a H

is reduced by a factor K R aT/a H and the remaining available accelera-

tion, (i - KR2) I/2 a T , is directed along Z. If the required aH is

2 2)1/2smaller than K R aT , the remainder (aT - a is directed along

Z and a H is unchanged. In the computation of the commanded thrust

acceleration vector, aT , the sense of the Z component of aT is de-

termined by the sign of the velocity to be gained in this direction

(SON AZ).

Pre-Ignition Display and Control

With reference to Fig. 3.5-2 the following two com-

manded acceleration unit vectors are next computed in the pre ignition

phase :

uyA W = The unit vector of the horizontal plane com-

ponents of the commanded acceleration aT

UTD = Unit vector along a T
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These two unit vectors are used to precompute the FDAI yaw angle at
the end of the vertical rise phase assuming that attitude control about
the thrust axis is completed in this phase, and the FDAI pitch angle
early in the ascent guidance phase after pitch over transients have

damped out. These FDAI angle display parameters are computed as
follow s :

FDAI Yaw Angle
-1

-- -cos (- YAW _uz) sGN uy)

(3.5. s)

FDAI Pitch Angle cos -1= - (UTD • u R) (3. 5.9)

In the first computation cycle it is assumed that the

ascent maneuver will be controlled to a coplanar injection (YD = 0,

"_D = 0). If the astronaut does not desire to have the entire launch

out-of-plane distance taken out during the ascent maneuver he can

specify by the AR DSKY entry how much-out-of-plane di:s_nnce should

be achieved during the powered ascent. Injection condition_ will then

be parallel, but non-eoplanar with respect to the CSM orbital plane.

The magnitude of the horizontal injection velocity, ZD' _s initially

computed and prestored for 30 nm apolune altitude above the scheduled

landing site radius. If the actual landing site radius is significantly

different from that initially selected prior to earth launch, the astro-

naut can change the desired injection velocity magnitude ZD if avail-

able from an external source.

The final operations during the pre-ignition phase

are to restore the LM state vector to itstiG-30 sec valu<{, _':'(_IG-30)

and v(tiG-30),set the vertfcal rise phase flag FLVR, _t tb.e APS fg

nition for riG, and start the Average G Routine at riG-30 m_c,
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5. 3. 5.4. 2 Vertical Rise Phase

With_APS ignition at tlG the ascent guidance computa-

tion is recycled to (A) of Fig. 3.5-2. The primary objective of the

vertical rise phase is to maintain a vertical thrust orientation until

a specified vertical velocity of 50 fps has been achieved. The LM

state vector is updated by the Average G Routine of Section 5.3.2

during all thrust phases of the ascent maneuver. The FLIC control

of Fig. 3. 5-2 (pg 2 of'_) is for the initial computation cycle offlag

lunar landing abort maneuvers of Section 5.4. 5.

Thrust Filter Computation

The measured vehicle velocity increments, AV, by

the PGNCS IMU integrating accelerometers (PIPA's) include noise

not only from the main engine but also from the RCS jets used for

attitude control. In order to estimate an accurate thrust acceleration

performance (a T and "r), several successive AV PIPA readings are

averaged. Under the assumption of a constant mass flow engine,

I[ a T is a linear function of time. The ratio of mass to mass flow

rate (-r) is then computed from four successive PIPA readings AV0,

AVI, AV 2 and AV 3 as follows

__ I 1 1 i

- _--V_0 + _-_-1 + _--_2 + _--_'3 (3.5. 10)

71=
_- V E At - 2 At (3. 5.11)

Where At is the computation interval. In Eq.(3. 5. ii) the first term

represents the estimate of 7-' at the center of the series of time in-

crements for which AV was measured, and the second term updates

the estimate to current time. Additional smoothing may be accom-

plished by averaging this new value of "r' with the previous estimate of

7, updated by At.
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1 (r' 4 r - At) (3. 5. 12)
T= 2

The exhaust velocity V E is normally computed by the Mass Monitor

Routine. In the pre-tgnition computation for lunar launch the three
1 1 1

-- , , and _-V2 are prestored initializationvelocity increments AV 0 AV 1
constants.

The vehicle thrust acceleration magnitude is then

computed by

V E
(3. 5. 13)aT- _r

Vertical Rise Phase Control

With reference to Fig. 3.5-2, the computation se-

quence uses the standard ascent guidance equations except that the

engine-off signal cannot be set during the vertical rise phase. After

the commanded acceleration vector a T has been comp,tted, the ver-

tical rise phase (FLVR = 1) sequence then determines the direction

of aT in tile horizontal plane designated as U_A W. The vehicle at-

titude is rotated (yawed) about the thrust axis until the LM body Z

axis coincides with _U_A W so that at the ascent guidance phase, the

pitch-over maneuver will be about the LM bodyY axis. The vehicle

yaw attitude control parameter about the thrust axis is ACDUX in

Fig. 3. 5-2 where uBy is the unit vector along the L,M +Y body axis.

As shown in Fig. 3. 5-2, the vertical rise phase cannot be terminated

until the yaw attitude about the thrust axis is within 5 degrees of the

desired orientation, and the vertical velocity is greater than 50 fps.

The altitude check (h > 25, 000) shown in Fig. 5, _-2 (pg 5 c:f 5) t_E -: 'd

in abort programs of Section 5.4. 5 to add an adcii'ion_] a_itude constra <c
I

on the vertical rise phase.
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5.3. 5.4. 3 Ascent Guidance Phase

During the ascent guidance phase the vehicle thrust

attitude is controlled to be along the commanded acceleration vector

a T . The vehicle attitude about the thrust axis is no longer controlled

by the ascent guidance equations, and the X-axis override DAP mode

is activated so that tile astronaut can manually control vehicle yaw at-

titude for the duration of the powered ascent maneuver. The X-axis

override is activated i0 seconds (tx0Of Fig. 3. 5-2, page 5 of 5) after

the termination of the vertical rise phase to allow for attitude stabili-

zation after pitch over.

As previously described in Section 5.3. 5.4. i, when

the time to go, tgo, falls below i0 seconds (t3) the injection position

constraints are terminated and the Ascent Guidance Program only

controls the injection velocity. When t falls below 4 seconds the
go

engine-off command is set for tg o, and the guidance parameters are

computed one more time when tg ° is less than t 2.

In the case of a single APS helium tank failure, the

thrust acceleration will decrease over the last portion of the ascent

maneuver, but no special operations in the ascent guidance equations

are made for this off nominal case.

5. 3. 5. 4. 4 RCS Ascent Injection Conditions

If the APS is prematurely shut down prior to ascent

injection, the Ascent Guidance Program can be used to aid in the

mtmual control of tile RCS to achieve the desired injection conditions.

At APS termination the AV Monitor Routine places the vehicle in the

attitude hold control mode. The astronaut can then command the

Ascent Guidance Program to continue under tile assumption of four

jet RCS injection At this time the ascent guidance equations are

re-initialized witll the nominal RCS values for aT,'r, AV0, AVI '

AV 2 and V E while the Attail_off and FLV'R are set to zero. With

reference to Fig. 3. 5-2 an RCS injection also sets FLPC = 1 which

eliminates injection position control from the guidance computations.

In this mode of operation the velocity to be gained vector, _V_G, is dis-

played in body coordinates so that the astronaut can manually compIete

the ascent injection. The coordinate transformations REFSMMAT

and SMNB used to compute _KG in body coordinates are defined in

Section 5. 6.3.
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Figure 3.5-2

Nominai Powered

Ascen i (P-12)

Initialize:

a T (APS)

-r (APS)

1 1 I

 i,ter=5'%'

Att all_off (APS) ]

tgo

Injection Target Conditions

R D = rLS÷ 60,000 ft.

YD = 0

I_D= 0

YD = 0

ZD = 5505 fps.

I Advance state vector to ]

tiG-30 and tlG and store. I

Planetary Inertia/ Orientation I

Routine of Section 5. 5. 7 _ I

Extrapolate LM State Vector

through Vertical Rise Phase

u = UNIT r (tiG)-r

Control Modes

FLPI = I Pre-lgnition

Phase

FLV'R = 1 Vertical Rise
Phase

FLPC -- I No injection

position con-
trol mode of

landing aborts

and FCS in-

jection

FLIC = 1 Initial com-

putation cycle
set for land-

in K aborts

t 2 Final Guidance
Par_,meter

Computation

t3 Termination
of injection
Position Con-

trol

RCS Premature

Injection APS Cut-off

_r = _r(tIG)--+ 250_rU

_v = v(tiG)+ 50 u r

Powered Ascent Guidance Computation Sequence

(page 1 of 5)
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Figure 3. 5-2
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Powered Ascent Guidance Computation Sequence

(page 3 of 5)
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Figure 3. 5-2
Powered Ascent Guidance Computation Sequence

(page 4 of 5)
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5.3.6 LAMBERT AIM POINT MANEUVER GUIDANCE

The objective of the Lambert Aim Point Maneuver

Guidance program is to control the cut-off velocity vector such

that the resulting trajectory intercepts a specified target posi-

tion vector at a given time. This program is based upon the

cross-product steering concept of Section 5.3.3.3 and the

Lambert Subroutine of Section 5.5.6.

The Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Guidance is

used to control the following maneuvers:

1 ) Rendezvous Intercept P34 .,_Hd M_dcourse Cor-

rection Maneuvers P-35

2) Stable Orbit Rendezvous TPI (P-38) and Midcourse (P-39).

3) TEI Backup Maneuver Guidance P-31

Either the CMC, LGC or RTCC can target Rendezvous

Intercept Maneuvers. The targeting parameters for the TEl

backup guidance maneuver must be determined by the RTCC.

5. 3.6. I Rendezvous Intercept Maneuver Guidance

This powered flight guidance routine is used to control

the rendezvous Transfer Phase Initiation (TPI) and midcourse

correction maneuvers in both the Concentric Flight Plan and the

Stable Orbit Rendezvous technique. The required maneuver

velocity is initially calculated before the ignition time using the

Initial Velocity Subroutine (Section 5.5. ii ) which in turn uses

the Lambert Subroutine (Section 5. 5.6 ). Duri_gthcmaneuverthe

Lambert Subroutine is used to update the required maneuver

velocity. This closed loop guidance concept, coupled with cross

product steering (Section 5.3.3}jcontrols maneuvers such that

the resulting trajectory intercepts a target aim point at a designated

time.
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The Rendezvous Intercept Maneuver Routine is used

in program P - 42 when the APS is chosen for the maneuver,

P-41 when the LMRCS is chosen for the maneuver, P-40

when the DPS is chosen. The required initial inputs and target-

ing for this routine are determined in prograrn_ P-34, P-35, P-38 argot

P-39 for the rendezvous maneuvers when the LM is the active

vehicle.

Input Parameters

.

2.

Ignition Time: tiG

Time of flight to intercept (tF) measured be-

tween TPI and intercept provided no terminal

rendezvous maneuvers were made.

,

°

Target aim point: r 2 (tA ) where tA

of arrival at the target point.

Engine choice: DPS, APS or RCS

is the time

Outputs

I. t_ITD = unit vector in the _tcsired thrust direc-

tion to the LhI autopilot

.

°

APS Engine-off Signal ( P - 42 )

or

DPS Engine-off Signal ( P - 40 )

Display of velocity to be gained compone,:::s in

body axes for RCS controlled maneuvers ( T_ -4_ j
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Guidance Computations

The rendezvous intercept maneuver guidance compu-

tation sequence is illustrated in Fig. 3.6-I. The velocity re-

quired to intercept the target aim point _2 at tA is determined

by the Lambert Subroutine. The associated velocity to be gained

_G" is derived as shown in Fig. 3.6-1. T|I_' velocity to be

gained is then used in the cross-product steering concept of

Section 5.3. 3. 3 to determine the required steering" command

to the flight control system and the time for engine cut-off. The

Lambert Subroutine (Section 5.5. l;) will ordinarily be cycled at

the same rate as the steering computations. I[ the computer

work l,,paclpr_vcnts completion of the Lambert Subroutine at this

rate the Lambert problem can be cycled at flail"the basic steer-

ing computation rate as illustrated in Fig. 3.(_-I.
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Yes
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Yes
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Engine on at L {
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t 2 second {
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U..TD Astronaut Controls
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Engine off
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Short Maneuver Test

The steering computations are normally performed

every two seconds; therefore a small time interval elapses be-

fore effective steering is achieved. If the APS burn time is

less than aAsecondsthere may be a requirement to set the engine-

off signal before the Av from the PIPA'S can t)e measured.

Therefore, at the start of the steering computations an estimate

of the time between the engine-on and engine-(fff signals is made

based on the engine test data shown in Fig. 3.(i-2.

If the estimate of engine-on time (t ) is less than
on

6 seconds the engine is set to stay on for tol 1 seconds and the

vehicle attitude is maintained at the pre-thrust alignment through-

out the burn. The logic for the APS shot1 nlancuver steering is

shown in Fig. 3.6-3. For APS maneuvers of t; seconds or more

the general engine-off criteria as shown in [_'i_. 3.6-4 is used.

For the case in which the RCS ts selected for a

maneuver, there is no automatic short maneuver test or engine

cutoff computation. The entire maneuver is controlled manually.

The automatic portion of the DPS engine-off logic is

shown in Fig. 3. 6-4. Before the start of a DPS maneuver an

estimate of the maneuver time is made using the input weight

and assuming a 10% thrust level throughout the maneuver. If

the estimated DPS maneuver time is less than 6 seconds, the

engine-off signal is set at tiG + tpM and the vehicle attitude is

maintained at the pre-thrust alignment throughout the maneuver.

If the predicted maneuver time, tpM , is between 26 and 120

seconds the throttle will be automatically inhibited such that the

entire maneuver is at tile 10% thrust level.

Summarizing, the DPS should no_ be selected for maneu-

vers less than 6 seconds if accurate injection conditions are de-

sired. If the initial estimated maneuver time, tpM at the lO%thrust

level is between 26and 120 seconds the throttle will be automati-

eally inhibited.
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5.3.6.2 Transearth Injection Backup Guidance

This powered flight guidance maneuver is used to

control an SPS backup maneuver in the event of an SPS failure

for transearth injection (TEI) using the DPS. The basic steering

concept is that presented in Section 5.3.3.3 with the input velocity

to be gained being determined by the Lambert Subroutine of

Section 5.5. 6.

This maneuver must be targeted by the RTCC using

the General Lambert ManeuverprethrustprogramP-31. In con-

trast to the CMC cross product steering concept, the cross product

steering constant c determined by RTCC targeting must be assumed

to be zero for LM maneuvers.

Input Parameters

1. Ignition Time (tiG)

2. Time of flight to conic target aim vector (t F)

3. Conic target aim vector r 2(t A)

where t A = t F + riG

4. Engine - DPS

Output

i°

,

UTD = unit vector in tht, rt_',_i_'ed thrust direc-

tion to the LM b'li_ht Control System

DPS engine-off signal
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Guidance Computations

The transearth backup guidance maneuver is illustrated

in Fig. 3.6-5, The velocity required to intercept the target aim

vector _-2 at tA is determined by the Lambert Subroutine and then

the associated velocity to be gained -_G is derived as shown in Fig. 3.6 -5.

Ifthe Lambert Subroutine calculation is not completed due to compt_ter

work load, Y-G is computed as shown in Fig. 3.6-5 from pre-

vious solutions. The velocity to be gained is then used in the

cross product steering concept of Section 5.3.3.3 to determine

the required command signal to the flight control system, and

the time for DPS engine cut-off. As indicated in Fig. 3.6-5

the Lambert Subroutine is cycled in the computation sequence

at the same rate as steering computations or, as mentioned

above, at half the rate.
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5.3.7 EXTERNAL AV MANEUVER GUIDANCE

External AV Maneuver Guidance is normally used

to perform orbit maneuvers such as those prescribed by the con-

centric flight plan. The guidance program accepts input data

via the DSKY or the telemetry uplink in the form of 3 components

of an impulsive AV. An approximate compensation for the finite

maneuver time is made by rotating the A_V vector and the guidance

program issues commands to the spacecraft control system so as

to apply the compensated velocity increment along an inertially

fixed direction defined at the ignition time.

Input Parameters

1) Time of ignition (tlG)

2) Spccifie(i velocity' change (AV_ S)inthejoca[

vertical coordinate system of the actiw: vchic']c

at tiw time of ignition.

3 ) Anticipated magnitude of the vehicle weight,

wt, in pounds

4) Engine choice; DPS, A;_S or RCS

Outputs

l)

2)

UTD = unit vector in the desired dlru_t di , cti_,,_

to the LM autopilot

DPS Engine-off signal ( P - 40)

or

APS Engine-off signal ( P - 42 )

Display of velocity to be gained v:omponents in

vehicle body axes for RCS controlled maneuvers

(P - 41)

p
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X

Computations

The local vertical coordinate system is defined by:

=UNIT [.ir_ (tlG)X v (tlG)} x r (tlG) _

Y

Z

= UNIT (tiG) × r (tiG)

= 4_NIT FI_"(rig )1
K

(3.7.1)

where _r (tiG) and v (riG) are the position and velocity vectors

at the time of ignition respectively.

The input column vector A_VS is first pre-multiplied

by a matrix, the columns of which are X, Y, and Z,to yield

AV_ S in the inertial coordinate system.

The input /xV S is the required impulsive velocity

change. In order to compensate for the change in position

during the maneuver, the input AVs is biased by half the esti-

mated central angle of travel during the maneuver. The inplane

velocity components of AV_s are given by:

AVp = AV_s (AV_s Up) Up

where ( 3.7.2 )

Up = UNIT Iv (tlG) X r_ (tlG)]
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The approximate central angle, 0T, traveled during the maneu-

ver is given by:

0T -_

r__x v_l AV s

l

r a T

(3.7.:_)

I

where a is the estimated constant maneuver acceleration de-
T

termined from

' F (32. 17405)
a =

T
wt

(3.7,4)

with F equal to a prestored nominal thrust in pounds based on

the astronaut engine selection, and wt is the vehicle weight in

pounds entered as a DSKY input parameter. The values of I,

are

F

F

9712. 5 pounds for tile DPS

3500 pounds for the APS

100 pounds/jet for the FICS

The corrected inplane velocity-to-be-gained is defined as:

: AVp(UNIT (AVp) cos
t?T _)+ UNIT (AVp × u t ,)sitl (_"t2_)

2 2 )

(3.7. _ i
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and is illustrated in Fig. 3.7-1. The corrected velocity-

to-be-gained during the powered flight is then given by:

A--VT: _XC + (A--Vs _--P_--P (3.7.7)

The general computational sequence for the External

AV Maneuver Guidance is illustrated in Fi R . 3.7-2 . The input

_43 to the steering equations of Section 5. 3. 3. 3 is initially set

equal to AV T of Eq. (3 7t7). During the powered maneuver,

VG is updated as shown in Fig. 3.7-2 by the accumulated Av

measured by the accelerometers.
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5.4

5.4.1

TARGETING ROUTINES

GENERAL COMMENTS

The objectives of the targeting routines presented in this

section are to provide the LGC capability to determine the required

input target parameters and set control modes for the various powered

flight guidance routines of Section 5.3. The LGC targeting capability

represented by the programs in the following subsections is sufficient

to complete the nominal LM phases of the lunar landing mission. These

LGC targeting routines are summarized in the following subsections:

5.4. 2 Lunar Landing Time Prediction Routine

5.4. 3 LM Launch Time Prediction Routine

5.4. 4 Rendezvous Targeting

These routines include the following rendezvous

maneuver phases :

1. Pre-CSI

2. Pre-CDH

3. Pre -TPI

4. Rendezvous Midcourse Corrections

5. TPI Search Program

6. Stable Orbit Rendezvous

5. 4. 5 Abort Targeting from Lunar Landing

In some abort cases such as Transearth Injection SPS Backup, RTCC

targeting is required.
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All LGC targetin_ programs use the Basic Reference

Coordinate System defined in Section 5. i. 4. i. The Rendezvous

Targeting 14_mtitl_,_ of Section 5.4. 4 can be used in either earth or

lunar orbits. The basic input parameters required by the targeting

routines of this section are the vehicle state vt,,t,)c (_slilllt_lt_ d_.tt:L'-

nlillcd by lhc ll_tVi_ttit_tl t_t'ogt'alll_ of S(.('ti(/n 5. 2
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5.4.2. LUNAR LANDING TIME PREDICTION ROUTINE

5.4.2.1 General

The main object of this program is to compute the lunar

landing time for a Hohmann descent trajectory from the CSM orbit

followed by a powered flight phase to the desired landing site. The

input parameters to the program are:

I. r_D, V_D, tD Vehicle state vector at time tD.

2. t, t E Present time and earliest permissible

deorbit time.

3. _rLS A, t A Position of the desired landing site at

time tA.

4. hDp,0 F, t F Desired ignition altitude, nominal angle

and time for the powered landing ma-

neuver (see Fig. 4. 2-1).

The program contains an iterative loop which insures

that the landing position of the LM coincides with the desired land-

ing site as specified in the LGC initialization when rotated into

the CSM plane at the nominal landing time. FLgure 4. 2-1 defines

the descent trajectory configuration and nomenclature and Fig. 4. 2-2

illustrates the program logic.

The iterative loop starts with the updating of the CSM

state vector to a new time and then advancing the LM through the

Hohmann transfer and the powered landing maneuver phases. The

landing position of the LM is then compared with the desired land-

ing site at the LM landing time to obtain a basis for selecting a

new descent orbit injection time.
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t L = t D + t H + t F

_uL : cos (O F ) UNIT (rpp)+ sin (O F ) UNIT (U_N

Propagate landing site to t L obtaining

rLS using Planetary Inertial Orienta-

tion Subroutine

>(rpp)

uLS = UNIT (r_L S u N (u N • r_LS))

t I = t D,

er = ABVAL (U_L - _uLS)

_tlYes _

tDOI = t I - 32 sec.

No

tGO = tDO I - t, t B = t I+ t H

AVDo I = ABVAL (v D - VDH), hp = rpp - rmoon

-1
A¢, = - rLS SGN (u N , _eL.S ) cos (UNIT (r_L S) , U_LS)

I

a = SGN (u N

tu= oe q_a3/_

(u L / ukS)) cos (U_L U L S)

No

Figure 4.2-2 I_unar Landing Time Prediction

Logic Diagram (page 2 of 2)



5.4.2.2 Determination of the LM Descent Trajectory to Perilune

After the descent orbit injection maneuver, the LM

should descend on a Hohmann transfer trajectory to the desired

perilune altitude. However, due to the non-spherical gravity

effects of the moon, the actual LM descent trajectory will only

approximate the conic Hohmann transfer. An offset procedure

is used to partially compensate for the non-spherical effects.

According to Fig. 4. 2-2, the conic Hohmann transfer

time t H and velocity VDH are first computed. The LM state vector

(r D, VDH) is then advanced through t H using the Coasting Integration

Routine. The perilune altitude is then offset and a new Hohmann

velocity is computed. The LM state vector is again advanced through

_H which will result in approximately attaining the desired perilune

conditions.

5.4.2.3 Determination of New Descent Orbit Injection Time

Once the LM landing time is obtained, the position

vector of the desired landing site is determined and rotated into

the LM descent orbit plane. The angle a between this vector and the

LM landing point is computed in the following manner. On the

first iteration (n = 1) a is measured from the LM to the desired

landing site in the rotational direction of the LM. On subsequent

iterations _ is defined in the region - Ir< a < _, with the positive

error indicating that the landing site is ahead of the LM. When

is sufficiently small the iteration is terminated. Otherwise, the

CSM state vector is updated through the time obtained by mul-

tiplying the mean motion of the CSM by a.
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5.4.2.4 Program Outputs

The outputs of the program are:

t I

tDOI

tGO

t B

hp

A VDO I

Nominal time for descent orbit injection

(assuming impulsive burn).

Approximate time of i,_nil[on for des cent

orbit injection (t[ - 32 sees.).

Time-to-go to ignition time for the descent

orbit injection maneuver.

Nominal time of ignition for the powered

landing maneuver.

Nominal time of landing.

Cross track distance between the descent

orbit and the landing site (plus if north of

the descent orbital plane).

Descent orbit insertion target altitude.

Required velocity for the descent orbit

injection (impulsive burn) maneuver.

The landing site position vector at the predicted landing

time, tL, is used as the basic vector direction to which the LM

IMU is aligned for the descent and landing maneuver phases. The

CSM orbital plane is used to define the other [MU or stable mem-

ber (SM) landing alignment parameters as follows:

_KSM : UNITI_rLS (tL_

YSM = UNIT (Z SMXXSh_
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_M = UNIT [(_ X y_c)X_M]

where -_Zand -V-Care the CSM position and velocity vectors.

respective_he nominal descent orbit injection time, t I, and the

perilune target altitude, hp, are the two primary input parameters
for the DOI pre-thrust program. The output parameters, tDOI

and tGO, are estimates of the DOI maneuver ignition time and
time-to-go respectively which provide the astronaut with this

major maneuver timing requirements before calling the DOf

maneuver program. The output tB is used as the nominal ignition
time for the landing maneuver pre-ignition program. The /_r

and AVDo I are primary display outputs to the astronaut to de-

termine if the landing maneuver and DOI maneuver targeted by

this routine are within nominal DPS AV limits.
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5.4. 3 LM LAUNCH TIME PREDICTION ROUTINE

5. 4. 3. i General

The objective of the LM Launch Time Prediction Routine

is to determine the lunar surface ascent ignition time. There are

two operating modes of this routine. The first involves the concen-

tric flight plan (CFP) rendezvous profile, and the second is used for

direct transfer (DT) rendezvous trajectories. Both of these rendez-

vous profiles are initiated from the standard ascent injection trajec-

tory which is normally coplanar with the CSM orbital plane with a

perilune altitude above the landing site radius of 60, 000 ft. and an

apolune altitude of 30 n.m. The CFP rendezvous profile normally

involves two intermediate parking orbits (.stalJh._i(_d by the CSI and

CDH maneuvers before a final direct transfer or intercept trajectory

is established by the TPI maneuver. In the DT rendezvous profile

the final intercept trajectory to the CSM is established as soon as

possible after the ascent injection. Since these two rendezvous pro-

files involve different vehicle phasing conditions at the intercept or

TPI maneuver, different launch time calculations are required.

The CFP mode of the LM Launch Time Prediction Routine

is controlled by program P-10 of Section 4. ]'he CFP rendezvous

profile (Sections 5. 4. 4.1 to 5.4. 4. 4) involves an initial CSI maneuver

nominally initiated about 30 minutes after ascent injection. Based on

a knowledge of the CSM orbit, the desired radius of the CDH maneuver

can be computed using a specified altitude difference between the CSM

and LM orbits at the CDH point. The CSI maneuver can then be deter-

mined under the constraints that the CSI maneuver must be applied

horizontally and that the apolune of the resulting trajectory must equal

the CDH radius vector. The LM state vector is then advancc(t to this

apolune point and the required CDH maneuver determined. The LM

state is then again advanced alongthe resulting trajectory after the
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CDH maneuver to the desired LM position at the TPI time. This
position is found by integrating the CSM state vector to the specified
TPI time and then using the line-of-sight constraint and altitude

difference (at the CDH maneuver) to compute the desired LM posi-
tion. The time that the LM arrives at this desired position is forced

to the TPI time in this routine by iterating on the lunar launch time
assuming a standard powered ascent trajectory.

The direct transfer (DT) rendezvous mode of this routine

is controlled by program P-11 of Section 4. The DT rendezvous pro-
file is initiated with the TPI maneuver as soon as possible (e. g. 10

minutes) after ascent injection with a specified central transfer angle
and time of flight between the TPI maneuver and intercept point. The
terminal rendezvous or intercept point is, therefore, fixed relative
to the launch site for these conditions. The arrival times of the LM

and CSM at the intercept point are equated in this routine by iterating
on the LM launch time assuming a standard ascent trajectory and
fixed time interval between ascent injection and the TPI maneuver.

The general targeting parameters used in the LM Launch

Time Prediction Routine are illustrated in Fig. 4. 3-I.

follow s :

The required input parameters for this routine are as

1) r, v, t

2) rLS, t A

3) t 1, 01, h I

CSM state vector at time t

LM launch position vector at time tA

Nominal as_'nt injt'ction maneuver tinlt',

transfer angle and injection altttude for

the LM

f
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4)
vLV, VLH LM vertical and horizontal target ve-

locity at ascent maneuver injection

5) t 2 Time from the end of powered ascent to

the first rendezvous maneuver. (CSI

for the CFP mode, and TPI for the DT

mode represented by the angle 0 2 of Fig. 4.3-1 ).

6) t L Initial estimate of the LM launch time

7) s Switch (0 for concentric flight plan ren-

dezvous, and 1 for direct transfer ren-

de zvous ).

In the CFP mode ( s = 0) the following input parameters are also

re quire d:

8) Ah Altitude difference for the CDH maneuver

(plus if LM is to be below the CSM at

CDH).

9) E Desired line-of-sight angle relative to

the local horizontal at the TPI time

(_ 26. 5° if LM is below the CSM, other-

wise = -153. 5° )

10) tTp I
Desired time of the TPI maneuver

li) t F The CFP transfer trajectory time-of-

flight between TPI and the intercept

point or TPF
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In the DT mode (s = I) the following input parameters are required

in addition to numbers l - 7 above:

12) 04, t 4 Central angle and time required for the

direct transfer rendezvous trajectory

between the TPI maneuver and intercept

point.

The CSM state vector (Item i above) is obtained in one of three ways

prior to calling this routine. These three possible CSM update tech-

niques are:

a) MSFN-RTCC CSM orbit determination and telemetry

uplink to the LGC by program P-27

b) CMC determination of the CSM orbit by the Orbit

Navigation Routine P-22 (Section 5. 2. 4 of Vol. 1) and

voice link transfer of this data to the LM

c) LGC updating of the CSM orbit by the Rendezvous Radar

(RR) Lunar Surface Navigation Routine, P-22 (Section

5. 2. 5 of Vol. 2) during the CSM overpass prior to LM

launch.

The LM landing or launch position vector (Item 2) has been stored

in the LGC since the LM state vector reinitialization after LM land-

ing (Section 5.3. 4.4. 17). The powered ascent trajectory parameters

listed in Items 3 and 4 are prestored values of the standard ascent

maneuver. Items greater than and including number 5 in the above

input list must be provided by astronaut inputs It should be

noted that in the CFP mode of this routine the launch time and ren-

dezvous targeting are based upon the assumption that the CDH man-

euver will be performed at the first apsidal crossing after the CSI

maneuver.
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The primary output of the LM Launch Time Prediction

Routine is the ascent ignition time. This is one of the major input

parameters to the Powered Ascent Guidance Routine (Section 5. 3.5),

and also determines the LM IMU launch alignment with the CSM or-

bital parameters. It might be noted that the LM Launch Time Pre-

diction Routine does not include the computation of a launch window

for either the CFP or DT modes. Ill additioll to the launch ignition

time tile following parameters arc disl_la.ycd as outputs oI' this

routine.

CFP Mode (s = O)

i. AVcs I

2. AVcD H

3. AVTp I

4. AVTp F

5. tCS I

6. tCD H

7. tTp I

8. tTp F

9. A r Out of plane distance in nautical miles to be

corrected during the powered ascent maneuver for

a coplanar injection

10. tlG - Time of ignition

11. TFI Time from ignition

DT Mode ( s --I)

I. AVTp I

2. AVTp F
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4.

5.

6.

7.

tTPi

tTPF

Ar see No. 9 above

tiG Time of ignition

TFI - Time from ignition

It is possible to retarget both the CFP and DT rendez-

vous profiles after launch with parameters different from those

used in the LM Launch Time Prediction Routine by the Pre-CSI

Program P-32 (Section 5.4._.:i)_"for the CFP mode, or the TPI

Search Program P-17 (Section 5. 4.4. 5) for the DT mode.

Since the concentric flight plan and the direct transfer

rendezvous modes employ the same outer iterative loop as well as

several common computations, the solutions are combined in one

LGC program as outlined in Fig. 4. 3-2.

5.4.3.2 CFP Launch Time Prediction

With reference to Fig. 4. 3-2 with s = 0, a fictitious LM

state vector is first created in order to determine the range angle

0 2 (Fig. 4. 3-1) between the end of the powered ascent phase and

the desired CSI point. After integrating the CSM state vector to

the time tTp I, the first estimate of the CDH maneuver radius r A is

found. The post CSI velocity vector v2 F is then cc_culated on the basis

that the CSI maneuver must be a horizontal application of velocity

which results in an apolune at the CDH altitude. The range angle

0 3 and time t 3 to apolune are also obtained. This allows the total

time t S and central angle 0 Sbetween the LM launch site and the

CDH point to be computed.
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®

Inputs £, v, t, tl, t2, hl, 91, vLV, VLH, tL, s, ILS, t'A] l

JIf s= 0: Ah, tTPI, E , tF (C_P)

Ifs = I: @4' t4 (DT)

]Transform_rLSattA t° mo°n fixedcoordlnates ]
Using Planetary Inertial Orientation Subroutine

(Sec. 5.5.2)

r! = (rmoon + hi, 0, 0)

v I = (vLV , VLH, 0)

I Update _r 1, M1, through t 2 obtaining r2, v 21IUsing Kepler Routine (Sec. 5.5.5)

1'2oo -' I

Update X, v to time tTp I obtaining r6, v 6 ]IUsing Coasting Integration Routine (Sec. 5.2.2)

_A =% " ah. Vv2 ---_2 " -_2/

o®

X = sin -I [(I -_h/r6)cosE ]

9 6 = SGN (_h) (%/2 - x) - E

_r5 = (r 6 - Ah) (cos 0 6 UNIT (r 6) - sin 0 6 UNIT[(_r 6 x _6 ) x r_,|

j 2

2(I - r2/rA_ - Vv2

vH2 I - (r2/rA)2 .

c,,s-,l [___I Vv2 VH2 2 + I ,lj
@3 = _r

Update _r2, X2 F through 9 3 obtaining r3, v3, t 3 IIUsing Time Theta Routine (Sec. 5. 5.7)

1
t S =t I +t 2 +t 3, _rs=__

0 S = 01 + 0 2 + 0 3

Figure 4.3-2 LM Launch Time Prediction Logic Diagram

(Page I of 3)
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®

t S : t l _ t 2 + t 4

+
Propagate LM launch site to time t L obtaining r L

Using Planetary Inertial Orientation Routine

(See. 5.5.2)

t 3 = t L + ts

No

sw =SGN[u N. ([3x rs)]

-1
_5 = sz' COS

-1
0 : SW COS

U

UNIT (r3)'UNIT (l_) ] + _ (1 - s_)

[UmT (5). UNIT(r6) ] * , (1 - sw)

I J

J Update.£6, - g 6 through angle 0 u _btaining_r3p. V3p jIUsing Time Theta Routine (Sec 5 5 7)

I
1 1obtaining vBV (Section 5. 4._'. _) 3 r3p'-V3p

_ -, • obtainin£ r5,_v5, t 5 IUpdate r 3, V3F through angle 0 5

[ Using Time Theta Routine (Sec. 5.5.7) I
t

2
a1 = r3/(2 - V3F r3/_ )

r A - J,,_ ::_a 1 3t_: r,]p

(''PI - t_.)tAT =t 3 + t5+PINTEGER \-

6t = tTp I - tAT

1

?
I Update_r, _v to time t 3

Using Coasting Integratign Routine (Sec. 5. 2. 2)

Figure 4.3-2 LM Launch Time Prediction I_ogic Diagram

(Page 2 of 3)
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I

J_

0 7 " coR 1 (UNIT (r) ' UNIt (r3))

a2 • r/ (2 - v2r/#)

--- L_

t L • t L _ 6t

[

tl(; _ tL. tCS [ = tl,+ t I + t 2

tCDI! = t3. tTp F = tTp I + t F

+3Vcs I • ABVAL (Y2F - v2}' VV3 = -v3 " UNIT (_rs)

_v3 - Vv3 UNIT (_r3) + "f_v32 - Vv32 UNIT (u N X r 3)

_,vCD H • A.BVAI, (V3F - v 3)

3

Updlltt' r/q, v6 thr°ugh tir_' If: ohtaininK 1"7, _v? [

u..+m R K(.pler lttmlin_" (Sec 5. 5. 5) J

Ir++tnR I.lmbvrt IIoutlne rind ,3.VTp I and AVTp F 1

to trannfcr betwevn [5 (v-h) and r 7 (v 7) in tmw t F [

.®

®

tTl, I : tl, + t 1 + t 2. tTp F

I

f----

: t 3. tic ' : tl,

VV2 - v 2 ' UNIT ( [2 )

[2 : r2 [c°"("l ' e2lu-I.' s|n(Ol + 02)I'NITi_JNXU-I, )]

22 UNIT [2 }
2

v 2 • Vv2 UNIT(r 2 ) + . Vv2 (u N

....

I t!sin R l.=mbert Routine rind AVTI,I an({ AVTPI.
to trlnmfer betwPen [2 ( v2 ) and 1- (_v) In time t4

L.

Figure 4. 3-2 LM l,aunch Time Prediction Logic Dia_ra

(page 3 of 3)
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At the TPI time, the line-of-sight from the LM to the

CSM must form the angle Ewith respect to the local horizontal (see

Fig. 4. 3-I). The TPI geometry yields the angle 06 (negative if

is negative) between the two vehicles and the desired LM position

vector r 5 at tl_e TPI time.

The remainder of the program consists of an iterative

loop to determine the proper launch time tL. Initially tL is given as

an input. After propagating the launch site to time tL and rotating

it into the CSM orbital plane obtaining u L, the CJ)I] position r 3 is

obtained by rotating u L through the angle 05. I_ order to compute

the CDH maneuver, and to obtain a new estimat_ of the CDH altitude,

the CSM state vector is extrapolated by means of the Time-Theta

Subroutine (Section 5. 5. 7) to rsp, a point directly above r 3. The

CDH maneuver is calculated according to Section 5.4.3.2 obtaining

the final velocity V3F. The period p of the orbit after_he CDH

maneuver has been made is also calculated. The I_M is then extrap-

olated by means of the Time-Theta Subroutin(' (Section 5. 5, 7 ) through

the angle 05 between the CDH position and the desired LM position

r_5, obtaining the time t5. A time error 6 t is computed allowing

for the possibility of multiple revolutions between CDH and TPI.

After testing to see if 6t is sufficiently smal_, tK is set equal to

t plus 6t and the loop is repeated.
L

5.4.3.3 DT Launch Time Prediction

With reference to Figs. 4.3-1 and 4.3-2 the range angle

02 between the end of the powered ascent and the first maneuver

(TPI) are calculated as in the CFP mode. The range angle 0 S

and time tsfrom the LM launch point to the rendezvous point

r 3 are found by summing the appropriate quantities 01, 02 ,

and 04 of Fig. 4.3-1. After obtaining the inplane position u L of the
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LM launch site at time t L, -_L is rotated through the angle (9S The

CSM state vector is integrated to the time that the LM arrives at

its rendezvous position. The time error is then obtained from the

angular error 87 in position after approximating the CSM orbit with

its mean motion. This error is then used to close the iteration loop,

as in the CFP approach.
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5.4. 4 RENDEZVObS TARGETING

5. 4. 4. 1 General

The Concentric Rendezvous Program in the LGC may be

used in any of four different modes depending on the mission phase

at the time the program is selected. It may be called up by the as-

tronaut at any time before the Coelliptic Sequence Initiation (CSI),

after the CSI maneuver has been performed and prior to the Constant

Differential Altitude (CDH) maneuver, after completion of the CDH

maneuver and before the Transfer Phase Initiation {TPI) maneuver,

and during the mid-course phase. The program is designed such

that it may be used for the nominal active LM rendezvous or for a

CSM retrieval rendezvous provided an acceptable solution exists for

the given initial conditions and program inputs entered by the astronaut.

A LM direct rendezvous capability is possible with the use

of the final modes of the Concentric Rendezvous Program, the Transfer

Phase Initiation, and the Midcourse Correction mode. In addition, the

TPI Search Program provides a minimum fuel transfer capability. An

alternate rendezvous procedure is available using the Stable Orbit Ren-

dezvous Routines.

Used in the first mode (pre-CSI), the objective of the pro-

gram is to use the latest estimates of the CSM and LM state vectors

to establish two maneuvers prior to the Transfer Phase Initiation

such that the following conditions are realized.

(1)

(2)

The first maneuver (CSI) must be such that the im-

pulsive AV is in the active vehicle horizontal plane

defined at the initiation of the maneuver.

The second maneuver (CDH), which occurs at an

apsidal crossing of the active vehicle orbit specified

by an astronaut input, is designed to make the active

and passive vehicle orbits coelliptLc as defined in

of Section 5. 4. _. 2.
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At a designated TrmlsFer Phase Initiation (TPI)
time, the lille of sight (LOS) from the :_ctive vehicle

to the passive vehicle is at a prescribed ant_le from

tile horizontal plane defined at tile active vehicle

pos ttion.

/ - ..

(4) The time from CSI to CD[I and the time t'ro_l CI)H

to TP[ must J_ot bc lc._s than l0 nlilltlteS.

(a) After each maneuver the resulting orbit mu.st have

a pericenter altitude which is not leas than a pre-

scribed value.

All computations t)_:rformed in the Concei_tric Rendezvous

Program are refers,need to tile Basic Reference ('<)or(lil_nte S_._tem

dct'incd in Section 5. 1.4.

The program has _x basic dependence on ttlc >_ _l.t., vector

estimates whicl_ are obtained from the navigation routines discl_ssed

i1_ Section 5. 2 and 5. :_ 2

}"OF catch of lhc F()UtlIK.',q in ihi._ Sc(:tion theft are two as-

sociated program numbers based on whether the LM or the CSM is

the active vehicle. If the astronaut elects to make the CSM actfve,

the only change is the program number selected. All equations and

program operations in Section 5. 4. 4 are identical for these two mode _

of operation.
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5.4.4.2 Pre-CSI Maneuver (MODE 1)

This program mode corresponds to Program P-32 (LM

active) or P-72 (CSM active) of Section 4.

inputs

1) Choice of l_aneuvcring vehicle.(P-32 IJM, P-72 CSM)

2) Time of the CSI maneuver.

3) NA (If this number if 1, the CDH maneuver will take

place at the first apsidal crossing of the active ve-

hicle orbit, etc. ).

4) Desired LOS angle at TPI (E)

5) Time of the TPI maneuver.

6) t F of the final transfer trajectory'. (The time, t F,

is the transfer trajectory time between TPI and in-

tercept (TPF) and does not include effects of ter-

minal rendezvous maneuvers. )

Program Operation

It is assumed, for the purpose of computing the CSI

maneuver, that the targeting problem is entirely planar and that all

vehicle orbits are conics. To use this assumption, the active ve-

hicle state vector is rotated into the plane defined by the passive

vehicle orbit. The CSI maneuver will therefore be parallel to the

passive vehicle orbital plane.

An initial guess of the CSI maneuver is first made. The

active vehicle can then be advanced through NA apses to obtain the

CDH maneuver point and the passive vehicle advanced to a point
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radially above the active vehicle. The coelliptic maneuver is com-

puted and the active vehicle is advanced to the TPI time. A special

measure of the terminal error which exists between the desired LOS

angle and the line which connects the two vehicles at the TP[ time is

calculated. This error is driven to zero by iteratin_ on the CSI ma-

neuver magnitude usin_ a Newton-Raphson iteration scheme. The

logic of this procedure is illustrated in l<i_. 4. 4-I with the impor-

tant steps denoted by circled numbers which are discussed in detail

below.

@ Rotation of active vehicle state vector

The state vector of the active vehicle is rotated into

the plane of the passive vehicle with the following

equations

: CA1 UNIT L[-rA1 - (rAI_ UN) tlN]+ (4. 4. 1)r_A1

(4. 4. 2)

w he re

UN = UNIT (cpl _< vpl)

i-A1 = active vehicle position vector at CSI

VA1 = active vehicle velocity vector at CSI

rp1

v P1

= passive vehicle position vector at CS[

: passiv(, vehicle velocity vector at CSI

In the r(,mainder of Sc('tion 5. 4. 4 the subsct'ipts A and I' (ienot_'

actiw, and passive vehicle t'espeetively.
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Fig. 4.4-1 Pre-CSI Maneuver Mode
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Initial AVI Computation

The initial value of the CSI maneuw:r Akr i._:_iven by:

-J rA1 rp3 + rA1

W [it'l':'

uH:= uNn" [(rAt _ -_A:) x _AI] (4.4.4;,

and rp3 is the magnitude of the passive vehicle

po>ition vector at tTp I.

This impulse, when added to the velocity of the

active vehicle in the d/reclion ()f I! will Ft'SU]I
Ill'

in tllu aclivc vehicle attaining a radius <)i Fp3 1,_0

dt_gt'(.'cs from the CSI point.

©

Computation of Pericenter Radius after CSI

Once AVcs I has been computed, RAP1, tile peri-

center radius of the active vehicle orbit after the

maneuve r, is computed us i ng II:c \ psi des H ul_,'(>ut :/lt)

(Section 5. 5. 9).

Computation of tCDtt

In the general case when the active vehicle orbit i,,._
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elliptic, the time of flight At I between the CSI and

CDH maneuvers is based on the following calculation

of the true anomaly at the CSI point after AVI has

been added to the vehicle's velocity.

[h 2 _ p rA1 /
cos F = { ..... (4.4._)]!

\ p e rA1

At 1

where h is the angular momentum and e is the ec-

centricity of the active vehicle orbit. The Time-Theta

Routine (Section 5. 5.7) is then used to compute the time

of flight At between the CSI point and the nearest peri-
P

center. The desired flight time At I is obtained from:

NA T 2
-At if (rAt. v-At)> o2 p

(NA - 1)

2 T2 + At if (rAl" -VA )> 0p 1

(4. 4. 6)

where T 2 is the period of the active vehicle orbit.

Equation (4.4. 6) is used to compute At I provided

the actfve vehicle orbit, after the CSI maneuver, has
-4

an eccentricity greater than i0 and the vertical veloc-

ity is greater than . 05 ft/sec. If either of these two

conditions is not satisfied, then zkt I is obtained from

NA T 2
(4. 4.7)Atl - 2
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The CDH maneuver time is

tCD H= tCS I+ At I

Advance Vehicles to CDH Point

The active vehicle is advanced through At i

using the Kepler Subroutine (Section 5.5.5)

to obtain _rA2 and *A2" The central angle be-

tween the passive vehicle at the CSI time and

the active vehicle at the CDH time is found from

0=_-S (4 4. _{)

where

rA2, VA2 = the active vehicle state vector at tCD H

_r_pl = the passive vehicle posit/on vector at tCS I

S
= SIGN [(VA2×r_A2)" (r_p1 X r_A2) ]

The passive vehicle at tCS I is updated through the

angle 0 using the Time-ThetaSubroutine (Section 5. 5. ;_

obtaining rp 2 and Vp2.
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© Computation of AVcD H

To compute the CDH maneuver AV it is necessary to find

the passive vehicle's vertical component of velocity

at r_p 2 and the difference in altitude between the two

vehicles at the CDH position. These are given by

r-A2 " V-p2 (4.4. 9)
Vpv - rA 2

AH = rp2 rA2 (4. 4. 10)

where

V_p2 = the passive vehicle velocity vector

at tCD H

The CDH maneuver AV is defin(,d as the

impulsive AV which results in the active vehicle

orbit having a semi-major axis and radial com-

ponent of velocity at tCD H whictn ;{re given by Eqs.

(4. 4. 1 1) and (4. 4. 12).

a A = ap - AH (4. 4. 11)

vAV (4. 4. 12)
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where ap is found from

ap=
P rp1

2
2p -Vp1 rp1

(4,. 4. t:_)

The CDH maneuver AVis _ivcn by th(, following:

AYcDH rA2 a A vAV LIIt 2 rA2 [IA2-4 VA2

w he re

(4.4 _4)

UI[2 : UNIT [(_rA2 X YA2 ) _" CA2 ]

CDH Maneuver

Tile A_VcD H computed from Eq. (4. 4. 14) is applied

impulsively to the active vehicle and RAP2, tile

pericenter altitude of the re_,ulting orbit, is com-

puted using theApsidcs Subroutine (Section 5. 5. 9).

TPI Cornputation

A circular orbit which passes through the passi':e

vehicle position is constructed at the TPI time. A
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unit vector which passes through the active vehicle

position and is coincident with the desired TPI line
of sight is found as follows (See Fig. 4. 4-2).

rA 3
U = cos E UH3 + sin E -- (4. 4. 15)-- rA3

where E is typically 26. 6° (-i 53. 4° ) and

UH3 = UNIT [(rA3_VA3) X_rA3]

The position vector of the intersections between the

line and circular orbit is given by Eq. (4. 4. 16).

p= r_A3+ K _U (4.4.16)

where K is an unknown scalar multiplier which has

two values in general.

Equating the magnitudes of P and _rp3

quadratic expression for K

results in a

2 2 0
K2+ 2K rA3 ' U+ rA3 - rp3 = (4.4.17)

If there are no real solutions to Eq. (4. 4. 17) the
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ACTUAL

ICLE
PASSIVE

ORBIT

Fig. 4.4-2a TPI geometry, active vehicle below

ACTUAL PASSIVE
VEHICLE

Fig. 4.4-2b TPI geometry, active vehicle above
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TPI geometry has no solution, (i. e. _U does not in-

tersect the circular orbit}. Otherwise the K of

minimum absolute value is chosen as the physically

desirable TPI solution.

© Computation of Error

An angle error is then defined by

7 = cos (4.4. 18)
rp3

The sign of 7 is positive if rp3 is ahead of P and is

defined in the region from -_r to + 7r. This angular

error is now used to close the iteration loop which

is designed to converge to an acceptable AVcs I, if

one exists.

® Iteration Step Computation

In order to obtain a second value of AVcsI,10 ft/sec.

is subtracted from the first value. Once two points

have been found, a Newton-Raphson technique is em-

ployed to compute the iteration step. After each

step the magnitude of the step is found and compared

with a prescribed value. The iteration is terminated

when the step size is less than the prescribed value.
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if, after the first point is found, any of tile iterations
result in no solution of the TPI geometry, the next

AVcs I change is a fraction of the previous one. This

process is repeated as necessary.

@ Second TPI Parameter Computation

Once an iteration loop has been established it is

possible to cycle the program twice. If the first

iteration fails to converge to an acceptable solu-

tion a second attempt is automatically initiated by

modifying AVcs I in the direction opposite to that

initially taken during the first search. &Vcs I is

incremented in steps of 50 t't/sec, until the error

has undergone a sign change (e. g. I_as #one from

+Tr to -_r). The second search then starts with the

latest value of AVcs I and an adjacent point in lhe

direction of the 50 ft/sec, steps.

If an acceptable solution for A Vcs I and A_VCDtt has

been found (see cheeks below), tile position Vc_ctoF

of the passive vehicle is advanced using lbe }\<pier

Subroutine (Section 5. 5. 5) to the illleL'C(tl)i liIllL: given by

tTp F = tTp I * t F (-t. 4. 19)
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@

Computation of Conic TPI Maneuver

The Initial Velocity Subroutine (Section 5.5. 1 1 )

is used to determine the velocity impulse AVTp I to

transfer between the active and passive vehicle during

the time tF. This computation is done conically, re-

quiring no offset procedure.

Computation of Conic TPF Maneuver

After application of AVTp I the pericenter distance

RAP3 of the trajectory which follows the TPI maneu-

ver can be determined from the Apsides Subroutine

(Section 5. 5.9). The active vehicle is advanced

through the time tF using the Kepler Subroutine

(Section 5. 5. 5) and the TPF maneuver found by sub-

tracting the velocity vectors of the two vehicles at

tTp F"
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Included in the pre-CSI thrust mode arc scvt,n p,'oa,_ram

checks which are automatically made.

1) If on the first iteration there is no solution of the

TPI geometry, the iteration cannot be established.

2) If on any iteration the magnitude of A_VCS I exceeds

a maximum value, a AV slightly, below tile maxi-

mum value is used for the next iteration. If the

following iteration also requires a AV which exceeds

the maximum, the iteration is terminated.

3) An iteration counter is used to protect against un-

limited looping. The counter is checked a_ainst

a preset maximum value.

4) RAP1 is compared with a minimum acc(_t)tablc

pericenter radius.

5) RAP2 is compared with a minimum acceptable

pericenter radius.

_) tCD H -tCS I is compared to a minimum acceptable

value (10 minutes).

7) tTp I - teD H is compared to a minimum acceptable

value (10 minutes)

For the first check above, a c]leck failure re,_5_lts il_ al_
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immediate program exit. However, for the other checks the pro-

gram will be automatically recycled once.

For a particular set of vehicle state vectors and program

inputs there may be more than one pair of maneuvers which satisfies

all of the above checks. The program will converge to only one of

these, and there is no method for detecting any other solutions if

they exist. Also, there is no way in which the program will indi-

cate that the solution found is the only one, nor that it is in any way

an optimum.

Nominal Outputs (pre-CSI mode)

1 ) Magnitude of

a)

b) A VcD H

c) A_VTp I

d) A VTp F

2) Maneuver time of CDH, (tCD H)

3) Altitude of CDH

4) Differential altitude at tCD H

5) Pericenter altitude after the TPI maneuver
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In addition these nomimtl outputs tiler(.' arc
seven ways in which the pre-CSI mode of the Concentric Rendezvous

Program may exit. All seven of these are in the form of program

alarms described in Section 4 and correspond to the seven checks

described above.

5.4.4. 3 Pre-CDH Maneuver ( MODE 2 )

This program mode corresponds to program P-'33

(LM active) or P-73 (CSM active) of Section 4, and the computational

s_quence is illustrated in Fig. 4. 4-3,

Inputs

1)

2)

4)

Choice of maneuvering vehicle (P-33 I_M.

Time of CDtI Maneuver

TPI time or Elevation angle

t F of final transfer trajectory

P-73 CSM)

Program Operation

After the CSI maneuver has been completed and prior

to the CDH time, the Concentric Flight Plan Program may be used

in the following manner. Based on the input, ICDtt, and the esti-

mated state vectors, both vehicles are advanced to the CDH time

using the Coasting Integration Routine. The CDH maneuver is

then computed and the parameters associated with the CDIt man-

euver are displayed. The third input is then used in the following

manner.

If the astronaut has elected to input a desire_l ele,,ation

angle, the following iterative technique is used to compute TPI

time.
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MODE 2

tc Dtt

.... tTp I Or E

tF,

s
i Start

I,M or CSM

Inputs

Choice of Vehicle

I,M (P-33) or CSM (P-73)

I

Integrate r A, v A, rp V_ptO tCDIt 1

©
, Compute AVcDt t

, @
Apply A__21)H, Coi_l)utc

RAP2

i,
r FI.AG3 = 0 i; f

Yes j tTl,i a ./

""4'.'_y"

tTp I Computation

%-Solution

l_Yes

No

Integrate r A, v A, _rp, _£ptO tTp I

• 1@
I Compute TPI Maneuver

Calculate Intercept Targeting

_.DISPLAY

Compute @

Elevation Angle 1

l,'igurc 4. 4-3 l)re-CDlt Mancuv(r Mode
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@ TPI Computation

Both vehicles are advanced to the stored TP[ time

using the Coasting Integration Routine. If the dif-

ference between the true line-of-sight angle and

the input TPI angle is greater than 0. i degrees,

the true TPI time is then calculated by makin_

successive co-planar circular approximations to

the current orbits (which are assumed to be no

more than 5 degrees out of plane).

The time error to the true TPI for circular orbits

is given by the equation:

TERR =
ARCCOS [(RA/RP) cos E] - E -

WP - WA

(4.4.2o)

where

RA, RP = the magnitude of the aclive and passive vehicle

position vectors

E = desired TPI angle
(4. 4. 21)

X = central angle from tiA t(} RP. positive when

I-{P is ahead of IiA.

WA, WP = the magnitudes of orbital angular velocities

It should be noted that the ARCC()S term in the above

equation always _ives rise to 2 solutions. If RP > IRN

only one such solution is meaningful; however" \_i_,.':_

RA >RP, both solutions are significant° In iii:a ca_

the solution corresponding to the shorter lin_ )f sigl_

between vehicles is selected.
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Both vehicles are then advanced to the time given by

Eq. (4. 4.22 ) and the true line of sight angle rechecked.

tTp I = tTp I + TERR (4.4. 22_

This process is repeated until the line of sight error

becomes less than 0.1 deg. An iteration counter is

used to protect against excessive iterations. When

there is no TPI time associated with the elevation

angle, the counter will serve as a means of initiating

a program alarm which indicates that no solution can

be found.

If a desired tTp I were selected as the input, the following

procedure is used to compute the corresponding elevation angle.

G Elevation Angle Computation

If a TPI time is one of the inputs, both vehicles are

advanced to that time using the Coasting Integra-

tion Routine; and the elevation angle (defined in

Fig. 4.4-4)which corresponds to the TPI time

is Computed using the following equations:

_H3 = (ZA 3 x v A 3) _ rA 3

LOS = UNIT (rp3 - rA3 )

_UA3 = UNIT (r_A3)

E = _/2 -cos-1 (UA3. LOS)

(4.4. 23)
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i L°s E LO _ _'

/,

rA

ORIZONTAL

/ - IN FWD DIRECTION

J AS DETERMINED
BY _VA

I)

2}

If THE LOS PROJECTION ON UH IS POSITIVE:

o) WHEN THE LOS iS ABOVE THE HORIZONTAL

PLANE 0 < E < "n'/2

b) WHEN THE LOS IS BELOW THE HORIZONTAL

PLANE -'n'/2 < E < 0

IF THE LOS PROJECTION ON UH IS NEGATIVE

o) WHEN THE LOS IS ABOVE THE HORIZONTAL

PLANE _/2 < E < _r

b) WHEN THE LOS IS BELOW THE HORIZONTAL

PLANE -17" < E < - 7r/2

L

f_J"

!

Fig. 4. ,;-4 Definition of Elevation Angle, g.
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If (LOS • H3) <0; E = _ - E

XE = IEI -

(4.4.24)

If XE >0; E = XE - (4.4. 25)

The parameters associated with the transfer phase are

computed using (12_ and (i3_ of Section 5.4.4.2.

This mode of the Concentric Flight Plan provides a re-

computation of the CDH maneuver as well as an updated prediction

of the relative TPI geometry. The only program exit which does

not give the nominal outputs will occur if there is no solution to the

TPI geometry.

Nominal Outputs (pre-CDH mode)

1 ) Magnitude of

a) AV_cDH

b) &VTPI

c) A VTPF

2) Elevation angle or tTp I

3) Altitude of CDH

4) Differential altitude at tCD H
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5) Pericenter altitude after the CDJ{ _aneuver

6) Pericenter altitude after the TPI maneuver

5.4.4.4 Pre-TPI Maneuver (MODE 3)

This program mode corresponds to Program P-34 (LM active)

or P-74 (CSM aclive) of Section 4 and the computational _equence is _i-

lustrated in Fig. 4. 4-5.

Inputs

1) Choice of maneuvering vehicle (P-34 LM,

2) TPI time or elevation angle

3) t F of final transfer trajectory

P-74 CSM)

_Pr0gram Ope ration

A procedure exactly analogous to that described in @

(15) of Section 5. 4. 4. 3 is used to compute the desired TPIand

geometry given the astronaut input of a TPI time or elevation angle.

If the final modes of the Concentric Rendezvous Program

are used for a direct rendezvous maneuver, a nominal TPI time

does not exist in the computer when the MODE 3 program (P-34 or P-74)

is initiated. Therefore, if the astronaut wishes to specify an ele-

vation angle it is necessary to input both the TPI time an_t E,

the desired elevation angle. As discussed in Section 5. 4. 4.3 a nominal

*TPI is needed to initialize the routine used to compute tTp I

for a given E. When the above input procedure is completed

and the E option selected the TPI time associated with the

desired elevation angle will be computed°

of TPI (or Midcourse) ManeuverComputation

To compute the TPI (orMidcourse)Maneuver_i_elnitta!

Velocity Subroutina (Section 5. 5. 11) is used with the proper -,,_itch ae_:

allow for one target offset. Although the offset procedur,.:, :- well

as the initialization for the Lambert Subroutine, is included ,,_ the

Initial Velocity Subroutine the offset technique is repeated here for"

further clarity.
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MODE 3

Inputs

l
Choice of Vehicle

LM or CSM
(P-34) (P-74)

Elevation Angle

o___Er

tTPI

t F of Final Transfer

f

" / Start -

LM or CSM

I FLAG3

=I

[ FLAG3 = 0

i tTPI C°mputatiOn 1 _

t T,pi_...._ N o

Yes

I Advance __rAVA rpVp to tTPI

{Perturbations Included)

Compute TPI Mane-uv-er-_

-

l Calculate Intercept TrajectoryRAP3, AVTp F

DISPLAY

DISPLAY

I
j" Compute J_Yes

-[. Elevation Angle _._

@
©

Fig. 4.4-5 Pre-TPI Maneuver Mode
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The estimate of both vehicle state vectors along with

the t F of the final transfer (an astronaut input) are used to compute

an intercept aim point and the maneuver required to arrive a_ tttis aim

point at the desired time. In calculating an offset target to be used

by the Lambert Routine (See Section 5.5. 6) for computing ,AVTPI,

the effects of non-spherical gravitational perturbations are consider_:d

in the following way.

The position vector of the passive vehicle is advanced to

the intercept time with the Coasting Integration Routine using the

input transfer trajectory t F. The intercept time is given by Eq.

(4. 4. 26).

tTp F = tTp I + t F (4. 4. 26)

The aimpoint for the initial AV calculation is the position vector

of the passive vehicle at tTp F, that is

KAIM 0 (tTpF) = _rp (tTp F) (4. 4.27)

The passive vehicle velocity vector at the intercept point, Vp (tTPF), '

is also obtained from the Coasting Integration Routine and stored.

The state vector of the active vehicle is advanced to t
TPF

using the Lambert solution, reculting in r A (tTPF). Due to non-

spherical gravitational perturbations, tt_e active vehicle _ will _1ot

intercept the _arget. The position devi_.JJ_l_ [r'on_ th_ d_:_i't_'d pc)_ -

tion rp (tTp F) is given by
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5r 1 (tTp F) = r A (tTp F) - rp (tTp F) (4. 4. 28)

A new aimpoint is computed for the second iteration,

by the following equation:

rAIM1 (tTp F) = rAIM0 5r 1 (tTp F) (4. 4.29)

A new AV_is then computed using _r IM1 (tTPF), tF,

and r_A (tTPi). Using the new A_V, the state vector of the active

vehicle is again advanced to tTp F to obtain r_A (tTPF) and

v A (tTPF).

Intercept Trajectory Computation

Once a AV_TPI has been computed the Apsides Sub-

routine (Section _5.5.9) is used to determine the pericenter

altitude of the trajectory established by the TPI maneuver. The

relative velocity at intercept, AVTPF,iS

AVTp F = Vp (tTp F) -v A (tTPF) (4. 4.30)

where v A (tTp F) and Vp (tTp F) are both available from the

above computations.
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Nominal Outputs (pre-TPI mode)

1) Elevation angle or TPI time

2) Magnitude of

a) __VTp I

b) &VTp F

3) Pericenter altitude after the TPI maneuver

In addition to the nominal outputs (above) there is one

other way in which the pre-TPI mode of the Concentric Rendez-

vous Program may exit. If there is no solution to the TPI time

for an input elevation angle a program alarm will rc_,'l]t, as men-

tioned in "1_ of Section 5.4.4.3.

5.4.4.5 Rendezvous Mid-Course Maneuvers (MODE 4)

This program mode corresponds to program P-35 (I,M aclive)

or P-75 (CSM active) of Section 4 m_d the eompL_ational sequence is

illustrated m Fig. 4. 4-6. Normallv rendezvous midcourse maneuvers,

and consequently this program, should not be used if the time-to-go

to intercept is less than 10 minutes.
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MODE 4

Input

I Choice of VehicleLM o_CSM

StartLM or CSM

DIS P LAY

l No
Astronaut Proceed I

Yes

Advance _rA _VA(A) Minutes [

,I
Compute Mid- Course Maneuver

AV
-MC

®

DIS PLAYS

Fig. 4.4-6 Rendezvous Mid-course Maneuver Mode.
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Inputs

1 ) Choice of maneuvering vehicle

(P-35 LM, P-75 CSM)

Program Operation

The objective of this mode is to maintain an intercept

trajectory with midcourse correction maneuvers so that the active

vehicle will intercept the passive vehicle at the time and aimpoint

established in the previous TPI mode. The midcourse mode of the

Concentric Flight Plan may be called up by the astronaut at any

time after the TPI maneuver. When the program is initiated the

number of navigation measurements since the last maneuver and

the time to intercept are displayed. Based on this information and

additional displays discussed in Section 5. 6. fi,/-- the astronaut may

elect to proceed with a mideourse correction maneuver at any point.

When he does so the program computes the midcourse correction

which would take place (A) minutes from the current t.me. The time

delay is the period required to prepare for a thrusting maneuver.

To compute the midcourse correction, the active vehicle is advanced

to a point (A) minutes from the present time and the passive vehicle

is advanced to the intercept time using the Coasting Integration

Routine. The correction required to intercept the passive vehicle

at the intercept time defined by the TPI program is then computed

using the techniques described in (16_ of Section 5.4. 4. 4.

Nominal Outputs

1) Rendezvous Midcourse Maneuver AVMc

2) AVTp F if Midcourse Maneuver is performed
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5.4.4.6 TPI Search Program

The objective of the TPI Search Program is to determine

the minimum total velocity transfer trajectory from a specified

TPI maneuver time within the constraint of a safe pericenter.

The minimum total velocity determined during the transfer tra-

jectory search function of this Program is the sum of the impulsive

velocities for the TPI maneuver and the TPF or ideal rendezvous

maneuver. This program is used to establish the target parameters

for a direct intercept trajectory between the LM and CSM orbits

controlled by a TPI maneuver. The manual terminal rendezvous

maneuver is normally initiated from such an intercept trajectory.

The TPI Search Program is designated as program P-17 in Section 4,

and as the name suggests is used to provide the required TPI

maneuver target parameters for either direct transfer (DT)

rendezvous profiles or concentric flight plan (CFP} rendezvous

TPI maneuvers if AV minimization is desired beyond nominal

preselected astronaut input target parameters. This program can

be used in both earth and lunar orbits. In the I.GC the active

vehicle referred to in the following discussion which establishes

the intercept trajectory is the LM vehicle, and the CSM is the

passive vehicle.

The following input parameter is required by the TPI

Search Program.

1. ) tTp I desired time of transfer phase initiation (TPI)

The basic output parameters displayed to the astronaut are:

Initial relative phase angle between

the two vehicles at tTp I, + indicating

that the active vehicle is ahead of the

passive vehicle with respect to orbital

motion.
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2.) ÷Ah

3.)K

Altitude difference between the two

+ indicatin_ that thevehicles at tTp I,

passive vehicle has a larger radial

magnilude than the a,ctiv_ vehicle.

Preferred central angle search scctor_

K = + 1 for central angles greater

than 180 °, and K = 1 for central

angles tess than 180 ° .

4. ) AVTp I

5. ) ±AVTp F

6. ) hp

7.) tF

Impulsive velocity required for the

TPI maneuver.

Impulsive velocity required for the

terminal rendezvous maneuver, +

indicating that the active vehicle is

ascending at TPF, - if descendinq.

Altitude of the pericenter above a

reference radius vector

Transfer time of the intercept trajec-

tory between the TPI and TPF man-

euvers.

In general non-coplanar transfer cases, there will no_:maily L-;_

tWO minimum total AV intercept trajectories, one having a c< ,,!_

angle greater than 180 ° and the other less tha_J i80 ° . t-_ _.}_, T_:q
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Search Program these two oentral angle sectors are searched

separately. The Program initially selects tile sector in which the
most acceptable solution will probably be found based upon the

relative position conditions existing at the selected
TPI time and displays this choice to the astronaut. The astronaut
may proceed with this choice or command the search sector by

changing the above parameter K. Due to the excessive
AV requirements for two-impulse transfers with 180 degree

central angles in non-coplanar conditions, the central angle

search sectors are limited away from 180 ° by an angle

depending upon the magnitude of the non-eo[)l_mar angle be-

tween the active vehicle position vector at TPI and tile passive

vehicle orbital plane.

The general TPI Search Program target vectors and

relative angles are illustrated in Fig. 4. 4-7, The subscripts A and P

refer to the active and passive vehicles, respectively.

Program Operation

The TPISearch Program logic diagram is shown in

Fig. 4.4-8. With reference to this figure the following major

computation sequences are described:

Q selection and activation of the SearchUpon TPI Program

the planetary body (earth or moon) is first confirmed by the

SETMU Subroutine of Section 5.5.10, and the appropriate gravita-

tional constant , _, and minimum pericenter altitude hpLiM are set for

program operation. The following minimum pericenter altitude

limits for the transfer trajectory are prestored:
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Figure 4.4-7 Central Angle Sectors for the TPI Search Program
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Lunar Orbit Case : hpLiM = 35,000 ft above the

landing site radius magnitude.

Earth Orbit Case : hpLIM = 85 nm above t}le launcll

pad radius.

The active and passive vehicle state vectors are next advanced

to the specif{ed TPI time by means of the Keple_ Subroutine of

Section 5.5.5. At this point the relative phase angle 00, altitude

difference /Xh, and search sector flag K are computed as foKows:

UH P : UNIT (r_p x Vp) (4. 4. 31)

r p A = r A - (r A }j_Hp)_u_H p (4.4. 32)

t*

0 = Sign _-|(rP0

(4.4.33)

K= sign

The parameters O0, Ah and K are then displayed _o

the astronaut and a response is requested. The astronaut may

proceed, command the initial search to the other sector by

changingK, or change the TPI time.
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With reference to Fig. 4-8,4.

computes the parameter IT by:

the program next

IT = UNIT (r A )
(4.4. 36)

An initial guess ¢0 is then made of the transfer angle

of the passive vehicle corresponding to a minimum AV for the

active vehicle :

_0 = 180° + 80 + K 51T

and is used to start the search iteration.

angle limit for the passive vehicle of

(4. 4. 37)

An inner transfer

Oi = 180 °+ 80+ K 2IT

is set to avoid excessive AV conditions,

limits are set as follows:

6}L = 70 ° (K =-1)

_L = 330o (K : +1)

(4.4. 38)

and the outer search

(4. 4. 39}

The following initial values are next set to start the iterative

procedure:

AV = 105 (fps)

h = -108 (ft)
P

I = 0

(4.4.40}
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The Time Theta Subroutine of Section 5. 5.7 is used to determine

the passive vehicle transfer time between its position at the se-

lected TPI time and both 60 (tFO) and hi (tFi). The initial time of
flight t F is defined equal to tFO.

@ The minimum &V trajectory search begins by advanc-

ing the passive vehicle to the initial aim point at tTp I + t F by

means of the Kepler Subroutine (Section 5.5.5) and storing

the resulting passive vehicle state vector at this time. The

Lambert Subroutine of Section 5. 5. 6 is then used to determine

the required velocity v 1 to establish an intercept trajectory to

the aim point with a transit time of t F. This subroutine also

provides the trajectory orbit parameters p and a that are later

used with the Apsides Subroutine of Section 5. 5. t) t:_

determine the transfer trajectory pericenter altitude hp. in

order to determine the velocity v 2 of the active vehicle at the

intercept point, the Time-TheIa Subroutine (Section 5. 5. '7) ia used.

The fo]low ing compu,tations are then pe_rformed.

SG 1 = Sign [-_k " _A] (4.4. 41)

SG 2 = Sign [rp(tTp I + tF) • v__2J (4. 4. 42)

AVTPI = [Vl - V-A I (4. 4. 43)

AVTPF= ]v 2 - -PV (tTp I + tF) [ (4.4. 44)

AV = AVTp I + &VTp F (4. t.-15);
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The program enters a sequencecontrol whose effect

is as follows:

i. If the height of pericenter hp and its previous value

hpoare both less than hpLiM and furthermore hpis less than
hpo an alarm is displayed indicating that there are no safe pert-
centers in the sector being searched.

2. If, as before, both hp < hpLiM and hpo_ hpLiM ,
but now hp> hpo the program sets the time of flight increment
At equal to K 400 sec., increments the time of flight, and con-

tinues searching.

3. If the pericenter changes from safe to unsafe, the

program interpolates to find the time of flight at which the change

occurred, and accepts this value as the solution, together with

AVTp I, AVTp F, hi?.

4. If the pericenter changes from unsafe to safe, the

program also interpolates and accepts the solution provided AV

is greater than its previous value AV 0. If not it sets At = K 150

sec., increments the time of flight, and continues searching.

5. If the present pericenter is safe andl AV - AV01 <2

the present tir e of flight is accepted as the soiution.

6. If none of the above conditions holds, the time of

flight is incremented by At if AV Z_ AV 0 or diminished by At/ 2

ifAV_ AV0, ancl the sL'arch function continues.

7. If the time of flight exceeds the bounds set inQ

a solution is assumed if a safe pericenter exists, otherwise the

alarm code is displayed indicating no safe pericenters in the

sector being searched.
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A sign is affixed to AVTp F and the solution set con-

sisting of AVTp I, _+AVTp F, hp is displayed to the astronaut.

The order in which the above parameters are presented on the

three display registers (RI, R2, R3) is dependent upon the

polarity of the display sequence variable (DS) in Fi_. 4. 4-}I

and indicates to the astronaut whether the pericenter of the

transfer trajectory occurs between the TPI and TPF maneuvers

(DS positive ) or beyond the rendezvous point (DS negative ) as

follow s :

R 1 : AVTp I

R 2 : hp

R3 : +AVTp:,:

pericenter between

TPI and TPF

R 1 : AVTp I

pericenter beyond

R2 : +- AVTPF rendezvous point

R 3 : hp

If the astronaut is satisfied with these trajectory parameters,

he may request that the time of flight t F be displayed to be re-

corded as an input parameter for the TPI Pre-thrust program

P-34 along with the initial tTp I. The other central angle sector

be searched by returning to (I) and changing K, or a newmay

trajectory solution attempted by returning to i_
and challgin_

the input TPI time until a satisfactory transfer trajectory has

been found.
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5.4.4.7 Stable Orbit Rendezvous

The Stable Orbit Rendezvous profile is defined by

the following four orbital maneuvers. The first maneuver

(initial Stable Orbit TPI) defines a transfer of the active

vehicle to a point on the orbit of the passive vehicle, a given

distance ahead of, or behind the passive vehicle, as measured

along the passive vehicle orbital path. The second maneuver

{ Stable Orbit Rendezvous-SOR maneuver) is designed to place

the active vehicle in the same orbit as the passive vehicle

with a separation between the two vehicles determined by the

first TPI maneuver. The position of the active vehicle rela-

tive to the passive vehicle after this second maneuver is re-

ferred to as the stable orbit point. The third and fourth

maneuvers represent the final transfer from the stable orbit

point (final TPI) and terminal rendezvous respectively, and

are similar to the corresponding maneuvers in the final phase

of the concentric rendezvous sequence.

The first two stable orbit rendezvous maneuvers

will make use of program P-38 which is essentially the same

as P-34 except for the following modifications. If P-38 is

used for the initial Stable Orbit TPI maneuver, a special phantom

target state vector is generated and used in place of the passive

vehicle for targeting and Lambert steering. When P-38 is used

for the stable orbit maneuver an ignition time bias is used in

order to partially compensate for the finite maneuver time.

Both of these modifications are discussed in detail below.
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During the transfer to the stable orbit point and
also during the final transfer phase a program (see Section

5.4.4.-_. 2 ) is available for computing any midcourse correc-
tions required to intercept the target point.

All the orbital calculations required for the targeting

in this program use the Coasting Integration Routine, a pre-

cisiontechnique. The pre-thrust programs for the Stable

Orbit Rendezvous (P-38, P-78, P-39, P-79) use the Lambert

targeting concept with one offset aim point (see Section 5.4.4.4

and 5. 5.6 ) and the cross-product steering of Section 5. 3. 3.3.

5.4.4.7.1 Stable Orbit TPI Program

The Stable Orbit TPI Program has two phases and

is used to perform the first and the second maneuver described

above. This program corresponds to P-38 or P-iS of Section 4.

The logic flow is shown in Fig 4.4-9.

Input Parameters

1)

2)

3)

4)

Choice of maneuvering vehicle

(P-38 LM, P-78 CSM)

Ignition time of the maneuver, tTp I

t F, time of flight of transfer trajectory

Program Phase

PHASE = i TPI maneuver

PHASE = 2 SOR maneuver
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INPUTS

1. ) Choice of vehicte} _38(D

78

2. ) tTp I

3. ) t F

4. ) PHASE

If PHASE = 1

5.) 5t

-Normal TPI Computations

of Section 5. 4. 4. 4

S TAR T

I
LM CSM

(P-38) or (P-78)

Load First 4

Inputs

No

IGenerate Targetr T, v_T

tA = tTp I + tF

I -
J

Advance.

tA = tTp F + tFI

rA, VA to tTp I

r_T, v T to tA

I Compute TPI Using ]rA, VA, rT, v T, t_

Calculate Intercept

Trajectory , AV_TPF

DISPLAY

l,ambert Routine

and normal offset

Figure 4.4-9Stable Orbit Rendezvous Program (TPI and SOR Modes)
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If PHASE = i, the following parameter (5) is also

a required input:

(5) 5 t, The offset of the stable orbit point specified

as the time required for the passive vehicle to

traverse the desired offset distance. Positive

5 t indicates that the stable orbit point is ahead

of the passive vehicle, negative 5t behind the

passive vehicle.

Program Operation

If the program is used for the first TPI transfer

(PHASE --l)aphantom or offset target is generated using

precision orbit integration. This offset state vector is dis-

placed from the passive vehicle an amount specified by the 6 t

input and represents a target in the same orbit as the passive

vehicle In both phases this program uses the phantom state

vector to compute a transfer maneuver using the same logic

as that in the pre-TPI maneuver targeting (Section 5. 4. 4. 4).

The portion of Fig. 4.4-9 below the dotted line is complelely

analogous to the targeting of the pre-TPi maneuver.

When this program is used for the second (SOR)

maneuver in the stable orbit rendezvous sequence (PHASE = 2),

the time of ignition is offset from the time corresponding to an

impulsive maneuver. This offset is computed by the astronaut

and the time of ignition, tTp I is adjusted accordingly. In order

to maintain the targeting which corresponds to an impulsive

maneuver and thus provide an ignition bias, the time of arrival,

tA, required for the definition of the intercept trajectory is

based on the impulsive maneuver time, tTPF,Which was com-

puted in the PHASE-- i operation of this program. The logic

and equations required for this ignition offset are included in

Fi_. 4.4-9, and the definitions of the quantities used are pre-

sented in Fig. 4.4-I0.
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After the state vector of the stable orbit point has

been matched by the active vehicle,the PHASE = 1 mode of

this program may be used again to perform the final transfer

to rendezvous by setting 6t = 0. Alternately, P-34 or P-74 may

be used to perform the TPI maneuver included in the concentric

rendezvous sequence. In either case the final braking and

docking maneuvers will be accomplished manually.

Outputs

I) AV of maneuver

s r

AVTp I PHASE : I

AVso R PHASE = 2

2) AVTp F, Relative velocity at target intercept

(Approximately zero for PHASE = 2 )

3 ) Pericenter altit3e after maneuver.

5.4.4 7.2 Stable Orbit Midcourse

Inputs

i) Choice of maneuvering vehicle

(P-39 LM, P-79 CSM)
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Program Operation

This program has the same function and follows

the same logic as P-35 or P-75 described in Section 5.4.4.5,

except that the target used to compute the mideourse maneuver

is the offset phantom state vector used in the computation of

the Stable Orbit TPI or SOR maneuvers (Section 5.4.4.7).

Outputs

I)

2)

Midcourse maneuver, AVMc

AVTp F ff midcourse maneuver is performed.
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5.4.5 ABORT TARGETING

5. 4. 5. I Aborts from Powered Landing

5. 4. 5. i. I General Objectives

The objective of the DPS and APS Abort Targeting and

Control Programs, P-70 and P-71 respectively, is to control the

abort maneuver from the powered landing maneuver such that a suit-

able injection trajectory is achieved from which a rendezvous profile

can be accomplished. The abort programs P-70 and P-71 essentially

use the Powered Ascent Guidance Program P-12 of Section 5. 3. 5 to

control the abort maneuver to the desired prestored injection condi-

tions. These desired abort injection conditions are a fixed horizontal

velocity in the CSM orbital plane such that the resulting coplanar or-

bit would have perilune and apolune altitudes of 60, 000 ft. and 80 n. m.

respectively if the injection occurred at a 60, 000 ft. altitude. The

abort targeting and control operation is dependent upon which of three

zones the abort was initiated at during the powered landing maneuver.

The first of these zones is between the landing maneuver

DPS ignition point and 150 seconds (TFI-time from ignition) h]to the

la_ding trajectory. During this interval the abort targeting program

shuts the engine off while the vehicle is being re-oriented to the de-

sired thrust direction for the abort maneuver. This thrust direction

is determined by the Powered Ascent Guidance Program operat-

ing in the injection velocity control mode to achieve the desired hori-

zontal injection velocity, but not controlling the altitude or later:_l

injection position conditions. When the desired thrust direction is

achieved, the astronaut reignites the engine and the abort rnane1_ver

is then controlled by the Powered Ascent Guidance.
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The second abort zone in the landing trajectory is between

the landing maneuver time from ignition (TFI) point of 150 seconds to
an altitude, h, of 25, 000 feet. An abort initiated in this interval main-

tains engine ignition and immediately results in the standard Powered
Ascent Guidance mode controlling both the desired injection velocity

and two components of position. No initial vertical rise phase is in-

corporated in the abort maneuver initiated in this second zone.

The third abort zone is between a landing trajectory altitude

of 25, 000 ft. and lunar landing, if an abort is initiated during this

final zone, the abort maneuver is first constrained to a'vertical rise

phase until either the vehicle altitude exceeds 25, 000 ft. or the alti-

tude rate exceeds 50 fps. After the vertical rise phase, the standard

Powered Ascent Guidance mode controls the abort maneuver to the

desired injection position and velocity conditions.

The DPS Abort Program P-70 is immediately initiated when

the Abort ]Button is activated by the astronaut during the powered landing

maneuver sending the abort discrete signal to the LGC.f The APS

Abort Program P-71 is initiated by a DSKY entry calling this program

or whenever the Abort Stage discrete signal is received by the LGC

during the landing maneuver or abort maneuver. The required input

parameters for the P-70 and P-71 abort programs from the landing

maneuver programs P-(;3 thru 67 are as follows:

Input Parameters from Landing Maneuver Programs

1. r, v at tabor t
LM state vector at the abort time

CSM state vector at some previous time

Time from landing maneuver DPS ignition

All other target and initialization parameters are prestored in the LGC.
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The primary outputs of the P-70 and P-71 Abort Programs
are the same as those for the Powered Ascent Guidance Program P-12

of Section 5. 3. 5. These outputs are LM digital autopilot (DAP) Attitude

commands, the engine-off signal, and display parameters for the Ver-
tical Rise and Ascent Guidance Phases (Section 5.3. 5. 3). When the
vehicle attitude is under LGC control, the Powered Ascent Guidance

Program controls the attitude about the thrust axis during a Vertical
Rise Phase such that the EM Z-axis is in the initial abort trajectory

plane. During the Ascent Guidance Phasethe vehicle attitud_ about
the X thrust axis is controlled so that the LM Y-axis is horizontal
with the Z-axis in a downward direction towards tile moon. The as-

tronaut can manually control the attitude about the thrust axis with
the X-axis override DAP mode during the Ascent Guidance Phase,
but cannot override the LGC yaw attitude commands during a Vertical

Rise Phase.

5.4.5.1.2 Abort Targeting and Control

The functional logic diagram for the P-70 and P-71 Abort

Programs is shown in Fig. 4. 5-i. With reference to this figure the

following initialization parameters are activiated when the DPS Abort

Program P-70 is initiated by the Abort Button: ! : _ ,, _ ,

P-70 DPS Abort Initialization Parameters

When a DPS controlled abort is initiated, the initial thrust

acceleration is dependent upon the current vehicle mass and the DPq

maximum thrust level. Both mass and maximum thrust levels vary

during the landing maneuver due to propellant utilization and DP?_

throat erosion respectively. In order to initialize the Powered A cent

Guidance of Section 5. 3. 5 for an abort maneuver, the DPS performance
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at maximum thrust must be estimated at any time during the landing

maneuver. Since the exhaust velocity, V E, is relatively constant and

the main effect of DPS erosion is to change the mass flow rate, the

output parameters of the Mass Monitor Routine (VE, and mass m) are

used to compute the DPS initialization parameters as follows:

1_n V E V E
- (4.5. 1)aT- m 7

m 2 1 2 1 1 m 3T- - k m+ --(---k )m 2 (-- - kl) (4.5.2)
rn 1 m0 rh 0 1 m0 m0

where

m 0 and m 0

m t
/

k
1

= initial vehicle mass and mass flow rate

current exhaust velocity and vehicle mass
from the Mass Monitor Routine

= constant derived from DPS performance
variations

The thrust filter initialization requires the following three parameters:

1 1 1
- +

AV 1 AVIG 2 V E

I I 3

_--_2 = _ + 2 V E (4. 5.3)

1 1 5
- +

AV 3 _ 2 V E
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where AVIG is aT At, aT is the acceleration computed above, and
At is the computation cyc]_e time.

Attail-off A negative time increment used to correct t_. o
for the DPS tail-off and computation delays, g

t = TFI
go

Landing maneuver time-from-ignition is
used as the initial estimate of the abort

maneuver time.

The following initialization parameters are activated when

the APS Abort Program P-71 is initiated by the Abort Stage Button:

P-71 APS Abort Initialization Parameters

The engine-off signal is cleared in case it had been set

during the previous DPS controlled phase of the abort maneuver prior

to staging

a T = I0.5 fps. 2 Initial APS thrust acceleration

"r = 945 see. Initial APS mass to mass flow rate ratio

Thrust Filter Parameters:

AV 1
- 0.0478 sec/ft

AV 2
- 0.0476 sec/ft

AV 3
- 0.0474 sec/ft

t Initial velocity parameters for tile
thrust filter computation (Section
5. 3. 5. 4. 2}

Attail-off A negative time increment used to
correct t_. for th_ APS tail-off and

gu
computatton delays.
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The initial maneuver time-to-go, tg o, for P-71 is set equal to TFI

in the case of an APS initiated abort, or equal to twice the previously

computed time-to-go of P-70 for an abort stage condition.

The prestored target injection conditions listed in Fig. 4. 5-1

are for the coplanar injection trajectory with a 60, 000 ft. perilune

and 80 n.m. apolune, provided that the injection occurred at the de-

sired 60, 000 ft. altitude condition. These fixed injection target con-

ditions are normally achieved for aborts initiated in the second and

third zones described in Section 5.4. 5. 1. 1. During the first abort

zone (DPS landing ignition to a TFI of 150 sec.) no position control is

exercised during the abort programs and the resulting injection tra-

apolune will be less than 80 n.m. due to the fixed ZDjectory target

parameter.

The Target Coordinate System definition shown in Fig. 4. 5-I

is the same as that used in the Powered Ascent Guidance Program

(Section 5.3. 5.2) where v and r represent a CSM state vector, and
-C -C

-_0 is the LM position vector at the time of abort.

The functional logic illustrated in Fig. 4. 5-1 (pg 2 of 2) re-

presents the abort program control for the three abort zones previously

described. During the first abort zone (TFI < 150 sec.) the DPS is

immediately shut-down. The LM state vector is then advanced for-

ward by 20 seconds by the Kepler Routine and the Powered Ascent

Guidance Program cycled once to compute the required thrust direction

for the abort maneuver. The LM is then oriented to this desired thrust

direction by the KALCMANU routine and the engine reignited by the

astronaut. As illustrated in Fig. 4. 5-1 and Section 4, the astronaut

can delay engine reignition by recycling the free-fall computations

with a new delay time St. When the engine is restarted, the Powered

Ascent Guidance of Fig. 3.5-2 (pages 2 of 5 to 5 of 5) is used to control

the abort maneuver to engine cut-off. During abort zone 1 no injection

position control is used (FLPC = 1).
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Aborts initiated during landing trajectory zones two and

three (TFI > 150 sec) command to DPS to maximum thrust and ira-

exit to the Powered Ascent Guidance point (A_ ofmediately Fig. 3. 5-2

(pg 2 of _. The abort programs then initiate thek-_Vertical Rise

Mode as shown in Fig. 3. 5-2 (page 5 of 5) until the altitude exceeds

25, 000 ft. or the vertical velocity exceeds 50 fps. The Powered Ascent

Guidance of Fig. 3.5-2 then controls the abort maneuver until engine

cut -off.

5.4.5.2 Quick Abort Surface Targeting

Aborts initiated from the lunar surface are no different

from nominal launch and ascent phases except in the case of an in_-

mediate or "quick" launch condition. In quick abort cases, a fast

coarse IMU alignment is made (program P-57), and the Powered

Ascent Guidance Program P-12 (Section 5.3. 5) is immediately called.

There is no special ascent targeting for the quick abort launch and the

standard ascent injection parameters of Section 5. 3. 5. 3 are used un-

less the astronaut changes the injection out-of-plane position YD snd

horizontal velocity ZD by the pre-ignition procedures of program P-12.
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P-70
DPSAbort

DPSParameter
Initialization

a T (DPS)

_" (DPS)

Thrust Filter :

1 1 1

_r_' avl _r 3

Attail_off (DPS)

t --TFI
go

P-Tl
APS Abort

APS Parameter
Initialization

Clear Engine-off
Signal

a T (APS)

r (APS)

Thrust Filter:

1 1 1

_-_r 1, A---V2, _V- 3

Attail_off (APS)

[tgo--TFI l
I
I

Injection Target Conditions

R D = rLS + 60,000 ft.

YD=0

RD = 0

')D-- 0

ZD = 5570 fps.

Define Target
Coordinate System

Q_ = UNIT (Y-cX rc)

S_ = UNIT (r0 _ Q)

P=QXS

L
f

[FI,IC= I ]

Fig. 4. 5- 1

Y

I : [tg ° 2 tg °

FLAP = 1

Control Modes

FIST = 1

FLAP = 1

FLVR = 1

FLPC = 1

FLIC = 1

DPS initiated
abort

APS continued
abort after DPS

staging

Vertical rise

phase

No injection posi-
tion control for

early abort and
RCS injection cases

Initial computa-
tion cycle

Abort Targeting and Maneuver Control from
Powered Lunar Landing

(page 1 of 2)
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_LPC

I Command DPSt_
Maximum Thrus_ Command Engine off I

1
1;

Advance state vector

tot + 6t sec.

I Kepler Itoutine of

L|_ Setlion 5. 5. 5

Poinl _of Poweve(t

Ascent G'_!!ance

Fig. 3. 5-2 (pg 2 ,_Jf 5)

sired thrust orientation

KA I,CMA NIJ |l outine

I 0

Astronaut Initiates Engine-on

Sequence when thrust attitude

is correct

l

To point @ of powered

Ascent (iuidanee of Fig. 3.

(pg 2 of 5) and recycle to (A)

until engine cut-off

!

I

t

!

I
t

|

1

A stronautJ
Defines 6tJ

Fig. 4. 5- 1 Abort Targeting and Maneuver Control from
Powered Lunar Landing (cont)

(page 2 of 2)
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5.5 BASIC SU 13I/Oil TIN ES

5. 5. 1 GENEHAIJ COMMENTS

The basic solar system and conic trajectory sub-

routines which art' used by the various guidance and navigation

routines arc, described in this section.

5. 5. 1. 1 Solar System Subroutines

The subroutines used lo determine the translalion

and rotation of th(' relevant solar system bodies (earth, moon

and sun) art" desi_ne(t specifically for a fourteen day lunar

lanclin g mission. The mclhod of computintt lhc position and

velocity of the moon and the sun relative to the earth is given

in Section 5. 5.4. The transformations between the Basic llcf-

erence Coordinate System and the Earth- an<J Moon-fixed

Coordinate Systems at'(, described in Section 5. 5.2. The f)ro-

cedure for transforming between vectors in the Basic t_t,fercncc

Coordinate System and latitucte, tongituctc, aLtitu(te coordinates

is Kiven in Section 5. 5. 3 Although lhese subroutines are

normally usc'd in the lunar [ancting mission, they are va_id for

use in any mission of not more than fourteen clays duration in

earth-moon space.
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5.5 1.2 Conic Trajectory/ Subroutines

This is a description of a group of conic trajectory

subroutines which are frequently used by higher level routines

and programs in both the Command Module and the Lunar

Module computers

Thesv subroutines, whose block diagrams are presented

in Svctions 5. 5.5 lo 5.5. 10, {n ovi_te sotulions to the following conic

l_rOb[Cms. (See nomenclature which follows)

(i) Given r(t 1), v(tl), tD; solve for r__(t2), v(t 2)

( Kepler Subroutine )

(2) Given r (t 1), r(t2), tD21,SG;SOlve for v(t 1)

( Lambert Subroutine )

(3) Given r (tl), v(tl), 8; solve for t21, r(t 2 ), v(t 2 )

(4)

(5)

vided

(6)

( Time-Theta Subroutine )

Given r_ (t 1), v(t 1),r(t2),sr; solve for t2t, r(t2), v(t 2)

( Time -Radius Subroutine )

Given r_(t), v(t) ; solve for rp, r A, e

( Apsides Subroutine )

In addition, the following useful subroutines are pro-

Conic Parameters Subroutine (See Fig. 5. 10-1).

(7) Geometric Parameters Subroutine (See Fig. 5. 10-2).

(8) iterator Subroutine (See Fig. 5. 10-3).
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'File solutions to the above set of conic l)robl('ms

have stringent accuracy requirements, l_rogramminM th('

fixed-point Apollo computer introduces two constraints which

determine accuracy limitations: the 28 bit double precision

word [ctlot}l, and the ran-c ()I' _ariablcs wlliell is several (_rdeYs

of z_a_nitu_tc for lhe Apollo i_ission.

In order to maintain numerical accuracy wtlcn tt,_sc

subroutines arc programmed into the Apollo computer, floal ing

point programmint_ techniques must be exercised. The effect

is for even a sin,pie e(tuation t() require a large nu_nber of c()m-

putcr instructions. The alternative to this is to separate the

problem into phases, each with a different variable range.

This, however, requires an even lart{c'r nun_bcr (ff instructions.

These considerations provide the incentive for _fI'i('i_,ntly ()t'_aniz-

in_ tht' (:oni(: equations as shown in the block diagrams.

In addition to the requirement for ac_ura_'y,

the solution to the Kepler anti I,ambcrt l_roblems must be ac-

complished in a mininmm of computation time in order ihnt the

guidance system operate satisfactorily in real time. This ad-

ditional constraint dictates that a minimum of computcr instruc-

tions be performed when solving the problem.

Method of Solution

To minimize the total number of computer instruc-

tions, the problems arc solved in the "universal" form; i.e.

only equations which are equally vali_t for the ellipse, parabo;a

and hyperbola arc used. Also these subroutines can be usc(i with

either the earth or the moon as the as the attracting body.
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Kepler's equation, in the universal form, is utilized
to relate transfer time to the conic parameters. All other
necessary equations are also universal. The Kepler andLambert

problems are solved with a single iteration loop utilizing a
simple first-order slope iterator. In the case of the Kepler
problem a third order approximation is available to produce the

initial guess for the independent variable {SeeEq. (2.2.4)of
Section 5.2.2.2).

Sections 5.5.5 thru 5.5. i0 provide block diagrams
of the detailed computational procedures for solving the various

problems. The equations are presented in block diagram
form with nomenclature below.

Range of Variables

As _ndicated previously, the programming of the

conic subroutines require_ e. careful batance between ac-

curacy, computational speed and number of instructions. This

balance, in the Apollo Guidance Computer, leaves very little

margin in any of these areas.

Since the values of problem variables are determined

by the solution of the problem being solved and since the prob-

lem may originate from the ground system, it is essentia_

that the variable range limitations be defined. The conic

routines are incapable of handing problems when the solution

lies outside of the range.

The following is a list of the maximum allowable

numeric values of the variables. Note that, in addition to

fundamental quantities such as position and velocity, there

are limitations on intermediate variables and combinations

of variables
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Scati_l_ ['t_r Conic Subr,Jutim,s (Sections 5. 5. 5 It, 5 • 7, !(1)

Parameter

Maximum Value

Earth Moon

P,'ilnary Body Pcimnrv t4o(ty'

229 227

v 2 7 2 5

t 228 228

, * -22 -20
o 2 2

*':" 26 26
° N

24 24
PN

25cot "f 25

cot 0 25 25
2

x 217 216

2 ''_'" "
= _r x 50 - 50

4rr 2 _ 4rr 2

el = _r" v/'vS_-_ 217 216

c 2 r v2/= t_ - 1 26 26

)t : r (tl)/r (t z) 27 27

Cos 0 - )t 27 27

All dimen_,¢m,,I wflues are tn units of meters grad cetdiso.conds.

The maximum absolute vgdue occurs for nel_ative values of

this parameter.

***Both the maximum and minimum values are listed s_nce

neither may be exceeded.
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PaFan] ete r Earth

23

33
2 2

X

2 233x e(¢)

3 (_)/_-- 228X S

2 249
ClX c(¢)

2
c 2 x s (¢) 235

2 49
x [c 2 x s(¢)+ r(tl) ] 2

¢ s (_) 27

2 28x e (_)/r

15
4"_-ux (¢ s (¢) - 1)/r(t 2) 2

Maximum Value'::

M o o 11

23

,231

231

98

,246

,233

.246

7
'2

28

13
"2

-e

Alldimensional values are in units of meters and centiseconds.
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Nomenclature fc_rCcmic Subroutines (S('ctions 5. 5.5 t(_ 5.5. 10)

_(t1)

g(tI)

r{t2)

_(t2)

initial position vector

initial velocity vector

terminal _)osition vector

terminal velocity vector

u N unit normal in the directiol, of the angular

momentum vector

reciprocal of semi-major axis

{negative for hyperbolas)

rl_ radius of pericenter

r A radius of apocenter

eccentricity

% ratio of magnitude of initial position vector

to semi-major axis

PN ralio to semi-latus rectum to initial

position vector magnitude

inertial flight path angle as measured t'rom

vertical

true anomaly difference between r(tl) and r(t 2)

true anomaly of r (t 2)
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X a universal conic parameter equal to the ratio

of cc(-entric anomaly differ_mce to \ +('---_for the

ellipse., or the ralio ()f ihe }Uf,'rbolic analog(

(,f ec(:_'nlric ailoina])' (lifferc'n('r t()a/ -(v for

tiir ll)t)rrl)ol a

\,tlltil' oJ'x fr()nl the previous Kepler solution

t21
('()ll/f)tltt'd tr311sfer {LI_lt'

(t 2 - tl)

fr()m Kepler's equation

t 1

21
_r(msfer time corresponding t() (he previous solu-

lion of Kepler's equation

t D (t(,sired transfer timcthrough which the conic

update of the stale veet()r i.< 1() h+, made

tD2 1 desired transfer time t<) tr.w,rs_, from _r(tl)

l() r(t2)

t ERR

t

Ax

error in transfer time

tolez'al_(:u t_, which transfer time must converge

increment in x which will produce a smaller tER R

(
X

Acot "_,

£
C

v'._t.e of Ax whi< tl v.,lll i:i ,:i,_ , , .... i,,lific;_nl

change in t 21

increment in cot "_ which will produce a smaller

tERR

value of Acot ywhichwill produce no signifi-

cant change in t21
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product of universal gravitational constant

and mass of lhe primary attracting body

XMAX maximum vgtlue of x

X
MIN

minimum value of x

e°tMA X maximunJ value of cot %'

c°tMi N

fMAX

tMIN

minimum value of cot y

upper bound of general independent variable

lower bound of general independent variable

XMAX l

XMAX 0

absolute upper bound on x with respect to tile moon

absolute upper bound on x with respect to the earth

a fraction of the full range of the independent

variable which determines the increment of

tile independent variable on the first pass

through the ite,.'ator

Y general dependent variable

y! previous value of y

YERR crr(_r in y

general independent variable
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Az increment in z which will produce a smaller YERR

sG a sign which is plus or minus according to

whether the true anomaly difference between

r_(tI) and r_(t2) is to be less than or greater

than 180 degrees

S •

r
a sign which is plus or minus according to

whether the desired radial velocity at r(t2)

is plus or minus

general vector # 1

_2 general vector # 2

angle between _-1 and _2

fl a switch set to 0 or 1 according to whether a

guess of cot 7 is available or not

f2 a switch set to 0 or 1 according to whether

Lambert should determine _uN from r(t 1) and r_(t 2)

or uNis an input

f3 a tag set to 0 or 1 according to whether the

iterator should use the" R_ula t:alsi"or bias

method

f4 a flag set to 0 or 1 according to whether the

iterator is to act as a first order or a second

order iterator

f5 a flag Jet to 0 or 1 according to whether a

feasible solution exists or not
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f6

f7

a switch set to 0 or 1 according to whether
or not the new state vector is to be an ad-

ditional output requirement of the Time-Theta
or Time-Radius problems.

a flag set to i if the inputs require that the

conic trajectory must close through infinity

f8 a flag set to i if the Time-Radius problem

was solved for pericenter or apocenter

instead of r (t2)
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5. 5.2 PLANETARY INERTIAL ORIENTATION SUBROUTINE

This subroutine is used to transform vectors between the

Basic Reference Coordinate System and a Planetary (Earth-fixed or

Moon-fixed} Coordinate System at a specified time. These three

coordinate systems are defined in Section 5. 1.4.

Let r be a vector in _he Basic Reference Coordinate System,

_rpthe same vector expressed in the Planetary Coordinate System, and

t the specified ground elapsed time (GET}. Then,

_rp= M(t) (r - f × r_) (5.2. 1)

and

r : MT(t) (_rp+ __p× rt_ (5.2. 2)

where M(t) is a time dependent orthogonal transformation matrix, _f

is a small rotation vector in the Basic Reference Coordinate System,

and __piS the same vector _ expressed in the Planetary Coordinate

System. The vector f is considered constant in one coordinate sys-

tem for the duration of the mission. The method of computing M(t)

and _ depends on whether the relevant planet is the earth or the moon.

Case I - Earth

For the earth, the matrix M(t) describes a rotation about

the polar axis of the earth (the Z-axis of the Earth-fixed Coordinate
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System), and the vector ; accounts for the precession and nutation
of the polar axis (the deviation of the true pole from the mean pole).

Let AX and Ay be the small angles about the X- and Y-axes

of the Basic Reference Coordinate System, respectively, that de-

scribe the precession and nutation of the earth's polar axis. The

values of these two angles at the midpoint of the mission are inclu-

ded in the pre-launch erasable data load and are considered constant

throughout the flight. Then,

A Z = AZ0 + ¢0E (t+ t o ) (5.2.3)

M(t) =

cos A Z sin A Z 0
-sin A Z cos A Z 0

0 0 1

_fp = M(t) _

where Az0iS the angle between the X-axis of the Basic Reference

Coordinate System and the X-axis of the Earth-fixed Coordinate

System (the intersection of the Greenwich meridian and the equatorial

plane of the earth) at July 1.0,1968 universal time (i.e., midnight

at Greenwich just prior to July 1, 1968 ) , t O is the elapsed time

between July 1.0,196_t universal time and the time that the computer

clock was zeroed, and ¢oE is the: angular velocity of the earth.
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Case II - Moon

For the moon, the matrix M(t) accounts for the difference

in orientation of the Basic Reference and Moon-fixed Coordinate Sys-

tems in exact accordance with Cassini's laws, and the rotation vector

corrects for deviations from the above orientation because of physi-

cal libration.

time:

Define the following three angles which are functions of

B

%

F

the obliquity, the angle between the mean earth

equatorial plane and the plane of the ecliptic.

the longitude of the node of the moon's orbit

measured from the X-axis of the Basic Reference

Coordinate System.

the angle from the mean ascending node of the

moon's orbit to the mean moon.

Let I be the constant angle between the mean lunar equatorial plane

and the plane of the ecliptic (1 ° 32. 1'}. Then, the sequence of

rotations which brings the Basic Reterence Coordinate System into

coincidence with the Moon-fixed Coordinate System (neglecting li-

bration) is as follows:
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Rotation Axis of Rotation Angle of Rotation

1 X B

2 Z _I

3 X -I

4 Z _+F

The transformation matrices for these rotations are,

respectively,

M 1

1

= 0

0

0

cos B

-sinB

01sin B

cos B

I cos _I sin _I
M 2 : - sin DI cos _I

0 0

M3=

1 0 0

0 cos I -sin I

0 sin I cos I

010

1

1
(5.2. 4)

M 4 = cossinsin F -cos F

0 0
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The matrix M(t) is then given by

M(t) = M4 M3 M2 M1 (5.2.5)

The following approximate method is used to determine

the transformation between the Basic Reference and Moon-fixed

Coordinate Systems.

The angles B, II1 and F are computed as linear functions

of time. Let _M be the value of the vector libration _p (expressed

in the Moon-fixed Coordinate System ) at the midpoint of the mission.

The vector _-M is included in the pre-launch erasable data load and is

considered constant throughout the flight. Then,

_P = _-M

tM = t+t 0

B = B 0 + B tM

Ill = Ill0 + _IItM

F = FO+ l_t M

a

b

cos ill

cos B sin _II

sin B sin III

l

-sin _21

Jcos B cos _I

sin B cos _I

(5.2.6)
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c = -sin

cos

a --_c I Es I

m 2 = bS I + cC I

= -acos F - _dsin F

m_ I = asin F - _dcos F

M(t) =

T

T
m__I

T
m 2

£ = MT(t) -_H

where B 0, flI0' and F 0 are the values of the angles B, _[ and F, re-

speetively, at July 1.0, 1968 universal time; B, flI and F are the

rates of change of these angles; and C I and S I are the cosine and sine,

respectively, of the angle I.
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5. 5.3 LATITUDE-LONGITUDE SUBROUTINE

For display and data load purposes, the latitude, longitude,

and altitude of a point near the surface of the e_rth or the moon are
more meaningful andmore convenient to use than the components of a

position vector. This subroutine is used to transform position vec-
tors between the Basic Reference Coordinate System and Geographic

or Selenographic latitude, longitude, altitude at a specified time.

In the case of the moon, the altitude is computed above either

the landing site radius, ri_ S, or the mean lunar radius, r M. For the earth,

the altitude is defined with respect to either the launch pad radius, rLp or

the radius of the Fisher ellipsoid, r F, which is computed from

2 b 2
r F = (5.3. 1)

_ b 2
1 - (1 -2 ) (1 - SINL 2)

a

where a and b are the semi-major and semi-minor axes of the

Fischer ellipsoid, respectively, and SINL is the sine of the geocen-

tric latitude.

The computational procedures are illustrated in Figs.

5.3-1, 5.3-2, and 5.3-3. The calling program must specify either

a vector r or latitude (Lat), longitude (Long), and altitude (Alt). In

addition, the program must set the time t and the two indicators P

and F where

J+_ 1 for earth
P

/,2 for moon
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for Fischer ellipsoid or mean lunar radius

for launch pad or landing site radius
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Call Planetary Inertial OrientationSubroutine to Transform r to rp

u = u 1 = UNIT (_rp)

SINL = u_

Determine _, and r 0 [
Fig. 5.3 -3

-1( ju .Lat = tan -

_' u: + u12

Alt = r - r 0

EXIT

Fig. 5.3-I Vector to Latitude, Longitude, Altitude

Computation Logic Diagram
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ENTER

Determine 3'

Fig. 5. 3-3a

(u0)r_p = u 1

u 2

SINL = u 2

= UNIT

os (Long) cos (La

Lsin (L°ng) c°s (Lat).J0/sin (Lat)

Call Planetary Inertial Orientation Subroutine

to Transform Unit Vector rp to Unit Vector r_

1
Determine r 0 [

Fig. 5.3- 3b

Fig. 5.3-2 Latitude, Longitude, Altitude to Vector

Computation Logic Diagram
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ENTER

[_=i t

Yes ,J b 2

r ! _= -2a

EXIT

Figure 5.3-3a Determination of

ENTER

Yes

No

r = r LP
k

1//_ No I

es

Yes

_,- EXIT

Compute rFI

Eq. (5. 3. 1)]

Figure 5. 3-3b Determination of r 0
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5.5.4 LUNAR AND SOLAR EPHEMERIDES

This subroutine is used to determine the position and

velocity vectors of the sun and the moon relative to the earth. The

position vectors of the moon and the sun are needed by the Coasting

Integration Routine to compute gravity perturbations (Section 5.2.2.3).

The velocity of the moon is used by the Coasting Integration Routine

when a change in the origin of the coordinate system is performed at

the sphere of influence of the moon (Fig. 2.2-3). The velocity of the

sun is required.but not very accurately, to compute aberration cor-

rections to optical sightings.

The position of the moon is stored in the computer in the

form of a ninth-degree polynominal approximation which is valid over

a 14.5 day interval beginning at noon ephemeris t_me on t_e d_y of the

launch. The following parameters are included in the pro-launch

erasable data load:

tM0 = the elapsed time between July 1.0, i_(i8 uni-

versal time and the time at the center of the range

over which the lunar -position polynomina! is

valid. The value of tM0 will be an integral num-

ber of quarter days minus the difference be-

tween ephemeris time and universal time.

K0 to K9 = vector coefficients

Let t be the specified ground elapsed time (GET), and t O be the elapsed

time between July 1.0, 1968 universal time and the time that the com-

puter clock was zeroed. Then, the approximate position and velocity

of the moon are computed from

t M = t+ t 0- tM0 (5.4. 1)
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9

i=0
(5.4.2)

VEM = i c i tM-1

i=l,

(5.4. 3)

The approximate position and velocity of the sun are com-

puted from the following items which are included in the pre-launch

erasable data load:

r_ES0 , YES 0 = the position and velocity vectors of the sun

relative to the earth at time tM0.

_ES = the angular velocity of the vector rES 0 at time tM0

Then,

rES = rES 0 cos (_ES tM)

+ IrEs0×UNIT (v_Es0Xr_Es0_sin(_EStM)

(5.4. 4)

YES = vES 0
(5.4. 5)
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5.5.5 KEPLER SUBROUTINE

The Kepler Subroutine solves for the two body posi-

tion and velocity vectors at the terminal position given the

initial position and velocity vectors and a transfer time to the

terminal position.

This section contains information to aid the reader

in understanding the less obvious aspects of the Kepler Sub-

routine block diagram depicted in Figs. 5.5-i and 5. 5-2. The

subroutines referred to in these figures are presented in

Section 5.5.10. Nomenclature is found in Section 5.5. 1.2.

Prior to entering the Kepler Subroutine an initial

estimate of x can be generated via Eq. (2.2.4) of Section 5.2.2.2

with x I = x', _r1 = t21 , and _r = tD. However, x' and t21 are

non-zero only if the subroutine is being used repetitively.

Although, theoretically, there is no upper bound on

x, the practical bound is set to XMAX0 or XMAX1 to eliminate

non-feasible traje.ctories and increase the accuracy to which x
2

can be computed. In addition, ax has a practical range of

• x 2-50 <_' < 2;r which determines an independent upper bound

on x. The XMA X used, then, corresponds to the smaller of

the two values.

The transfer time convergencr criterion is approxi-

mately the same as the granularity of the time input. Since,

for some of the problems to be solved, the sensitivity of time

to x is so large that the granularity in x, e x" produces a change

in time which exceeds the granularity in time, it is necessary

to introduce _x as a redundant convergence criterion.

The Kepler Subroutine, provided the parameter range

constraints are satisfied and tD is less than one period, will

always produce a solution.
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uNiT L_r Ct,_

J_
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YES _
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-I

NO
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1 ,
_X='_ - X'v I

cI_LL KEPLER E_URTIONSUSE'O t
I_ t. $ U_ F...

C_LL 13E_TO_ 3UBRO,

YEs

P',*_C_ XMnx_H_N

• No

!

L_LL 5TRTE VEcTo_ _ljI3RO,

E (. LI P_E

1

Figure 5. 5-2 Kepler Subroutine
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5.5.6 LAMBERT SUBROUTINE

The Lambert Subroutine solves for the two body

initial velocity vector given the initial and terminal position

vectors and a transfer time between the two.

This section contains information to aid the reader

in understanding the less obvious aspects of the Lambert Sub-

routine block diagrams depicted in Figs. 5.(i-i and 5.6-2.

The subroutines referred to in these figures are presented in

Section 5.5. 10. Nomenclature is found in Section 5.5. 1.2.

If the Lambert Subroutine is used repetitively and

rapid computation is required, the previous value of the in-

dependent variable, cot_, can be used as a starting point for

the new iteration along with "k", a measure of the quality

this guess is expected to have. Flag f3 provides this option.

The Lambert Subroutine computes the normal to the

trajectory, u N, using the two input position vectors. If these

vectors are nearly colinear, it is desirable to specify the nor-

mal as an input rather than rely on the ill-defined normal based

on the two input position vectors Flag f2 provides this option.

The presence of the inputs in parentheses, therefore, is con-

tingent upon the setting of these flags

The theoretical bounds on the independent variable,

cot _, correspond to the infinite energy hyperbolic path and

the parabolic path which closes through infinity. These bounds

are dynamically reset by the iterator to provide a morc efficient

iteration scheme In addition, if during the course of the itera-

tion, cot _ causes a parameter of the problem to exceed its

maximum as determined by its allowable range, the appropriate

bound is reset and the iterator continues trying to find an ac-

ceptable solution (This logic does not appear in Figs. 5 6-1 and 2
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as it is pertinent only to fixed-point programming). If no ac-
ceptable solution is reached, the transfer time input was toc,

small to produce a practical trajectory between the input pnsition
vectors. When this happens, Acot %' approaches its granularity

limit _x before time converges to _t However, this same

granularity condition exists when the sensitivity problem cle-

scribed in the Kepler Subroutine, Section 5. 5. 5, occurs.

In this case an acceptable solution does exist. This dual sihm-

tion is resolved via a third convergence criterion. If the error

in transfer time is greater than e t but less than a small per-

centage, kl,Of the desired transfer time and Acot 7 is less than

e x, then the solution is deemed acceptable and the required

velocity is computed.
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co'_('rl _,w

(
• P_/sin (e_

CALL GEONE.'TRIC ,SuBRO,

RI£ _ VFAIE

x = rC_.,'_/r(_zl

P_. - 1 - col te_

Pz -- c_sCe3 - k

f
"LZa : t. El

P_

]
= -3Z.

1

NO

1

Cfl LL UNIVi I_HL VIIKII_LE. SuBRO,

I

Figure 5. 6-I I_ambert Subroutine
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1
1

Figure 5. (;-2 I,ambert Subroutine
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5.5.7 TIME-THETA SUBROUTINE

The Time-Theta Subroutine solves for the two body

transfer time given the initial position and velocity vectors and

the true anomaly difference (transfer angle) to the terminal

position.

This section contains information to aid the reader

in understanding the less obvious aspects of the Time-Theta

Subroutine block diagram depicted in Fig. 5.7-i. The sub-

routines referred to in this figure are presented in Section

5.5.10. Nomenclature is found in Section 5.5. 1.2.

The flag f6 must be zero if the user desires compu-

tation of the terminal state vector in addition the transfer time.

If the conic trajectory is a parabola or hyperbola and

the desired transfer angle, U, lies beyond the asymptote of the

conic, f7 will be set indicating lhat no solution is possible.

In addition tothe parameter range constraints imposed on

Kepler's equation, the additional restriction on Time-Theta

that the trajectory must not be near rectilinear _s indicated by

the range of cot "y.

The Time-Theta problem is not well defined for near

rectilinear trajectories, i e. the transfer angle _J is no longer

a meaningful problem parameter. This will not cause difficul-

ties provided the input variables are within the specified ranges.
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Ci_LL _Tf_K VF.CTOR SuBRo,

NO

I
R_.'T u_ N

Figure 5. 7-1 Time-Theta Subroutine
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5.5.8 TIME-RADIUS SUBROUTINE

The Time Radius Subroutine solves for the two body

transfer time to a specified radius given the initial position and

velocity vectors and the radius magnitude.

This section contains information to aid the reader

in understanding the less obvious aspects of the Time-Radius

Subroutine block diagrams depicted in Figs. 5.8-I and 5.8-2.

The subroutines referred to in this figure are presented in

Section 5.5. I0. Nomenclature is found in Section 5. 5. 1.2

Paragraphs :3, 4, and 5 of Section 5.5.7 apply to the

Time-Radius Subroutine as well.

Since an inherent singularity is present for the cir-

cular orbit case, near-circular orbits result in a loss of ac-

curacy in computing both the transfer time, 121' and the final

state vector. This is caused by the increasing sensitivity of

t21 to r (t 2 ) as the circular orbit is approached.

If r (t 2 ) is less than the radius of pericenter or

greater than the radius of apocenter, then r (t 2) will be ignored

and the pericenter or apocenter solution, respectively, will be

computed. A flag, f8' will be set to indicate this.
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CMLL _s/YlVER,_L V_R_At_;.E S'JP_O,

sl_ (_ , cos (_, co-_(_), r(t_, ,_ _, Pn

CALL KEPJ. E R'_ E_oMTIoN :bu nRo.

REsuHE

No

i
RETURN

RE _u/,f E

I
RETuR_

Figure 5.8-2 Time-Radius Subroutine
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5.5.9 APSIDES SUBROUTINE

The Apsides Subroutine solves for the two body

radii of apocenter and pericenter and the eccentricity of the

trajectory given the position and velocity vectors for a point

on the trajectory.

This subroutine is depicted in Fig. 5.9-i. The

subroutines referred to in this figure are presented in Section

5.5. i0. Nomenclature is found in Section 5. 5. I. 2.

It is characteristic of this computation that the

apsides become undefined as the conic approaches a circle.

This is manifested by decreasing accuracy. When the conic is

nearly parabolic, or hyperbolic, the radius of apocenter is

not defined. In this event the radius of apocentcr will be set

to the maximum positive value allowed.
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Fizure 5. 9-1 Apsides Subroutin('
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5. 5. 10 MISCELLANEOUS SUBROUTINES

There are, as part of the Conic Trajectory Sub-

routines, three subroutines which are useful in their own right.

These are the Conic Parameters, the Geometric Parameters

and the Iterator Subroutines which are depicted in Figs. 5. 10-1,

5. 10-2 and 5. 10-3, respectively.

The Conic Parameters and Geometric Parameters

Subroutines are self explanatory.

The Iterator Subroutine serves several purposes. It

is used when flag f4 is set to zero to solve for the value of the

independent variable which drives the error in the dependent

variable to zero, provided the function is monotonically increas-

ing. To improve convergence for functions whose derivative

changes rapidly, the limits are reset as shown in the block diagram.

With f4 set to I, the Iterator seeks a minimum of

the function, provided the first derivative is single-valued be-

tween the limits. The inputs are redefined so that "y" is the

derivative of the independent variable with respect to the dependent

variable, and "x" is the value at which the derivative was computed

or approximated. Since the desired value of y is zero, YERR = -y"

Since the Iterator uses the "Regula Falsi" technique.

it requires two sets of variables to begin iteration. If only one

set is available, flag f3 must be set to I, causing the iterator to

generate the independent variable increment from a percentage

of the full ranI_e.
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In addition to the above subroutines there are three

other subroutines of primary interest to the five basie conic

subroutines described in Sections 5.5.5to5.5.9. These are the

Universal Variable Subroutine, the Kepler Equ_t_on Subroutine,

and the State Vector Subroutine shown in Figs. 5. 10-4, 5. 10-5 and

5. I0-6 respeetivel: _.

The Universal Variable Subroutine is utilized by the

Lambert, the Time-Theta and the Time-Radius Subroutines to

compute the universal parameter x required for the time equa-

tion. There are two different formulations req" ired according

to the size of the parameter w.

If the input to the subroutine requires the physically

impossible solution that the trajectory "close through infinity",

the problem will be" aborted, setting flag f7"

The Kepler Equation Subroutine computes the transfer

time given the variable x and the conic parameters.

The State Vector _ubroutire computes the position

and velocity vectors at a point along the Lrajectory given an

initial state vector, the variable x and the transfer time.

The final miscellaneous subroutine, the SETMU Suk-

routine, is depicted in Fig. 5.10-7. It sets # to the appropriate

primary body gravitational constant consistent with the estimated

CSM state vector as defined in Section 5.2. 2. 6.
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Figurt' 5. lO-i Conic Parameters Subroutine
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Figure 5. 10-5 Nepler Equation Subroutine
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Figure 5. 10-6 State Vector Subroutine
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5. 5. 11 INITIAL VELOCITY SUBROUTINE

The Initial Velocity Subroutine computes the initial

velocity vector for a trajectory of specified transfer time be-

tween specified initial and target position vectors. The trajec-

tory may be either two body or precise depending on the number

of iterations allowed within the subroutine.

In addition, at the users option, the target vector

will be projected into the plane defined by the initial position

vector and another arbitra_ input vector. This option is exer-

cised when the transfer angle between the initial and target

position vectors is within a specified angle measured from 180

degrees.

This subroutine is depocted on Fig. 5. i i- I. As shown

on the figure the Lambert Subroutine, Section a. _.6, is utilized

to compute the two body initial velocity. The Coasting Integra-

tion Subroutine, Section 5.2.2, is utilized in computing the pre-

cise trajectory. This is an iterative process. An off-set target

vector is used as input to the Lambert Subroutine which then

provides the initial velocity for the Coasting Integration Subroutine.
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Nomenclature for the Initial Velocity Subroutine

r (t 1 )

v(t 1 )

Initial position vector

Vector sometimes used to establish the

trajectory plane - usually a velocity vector.

Target vector

t D Transfer time to target vector

N l
Number of iterations allowed

fl

Angle to 180 degrees below which the target

vector is rotated into an arbitrary plane

See nomenclature in Section 5. 5. 1. 2

K See nomenclature in Section 5.5. 1. 2

(t)
I

The initial velocity vector of the trajectory

passing thru the target

v T (t2) The velocity vector at the target position
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Figure 5. 11-1 Initial Velocity Subroutine
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5. 6 GENERAL SERVICE ROUTINES

5.6.1 GENERAL COMMENTS

The routines presented in this section are used for the

following general service functions:

1) IMU alignment modes

2) Basic Coordinate Transformations

3) Computer initialization procedures

4) Special display routines which can be called by the

astronaut
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5.6.2 IMU ALIGNMENT MODES

5.6.2. 1 Orbital Alignment

5.6.2. 1.1 Docked IMU Coarse Alignment Program

Tile Docked IMU Coarse Alignment Program (P- 50)

is used to coarse align the LM IMU to the same inertial orienta-

tion as the CSM IMU while the vehicles are in the docked config-

uration. Prior to initiating this program it is assumed that the

CSM IMU is aligned to the landing orientation d_,fined in Section

5.6.3.4.4 for the nominal landing time T (1,).

At the start of program P - 50 the astronaut establishes

the proper fixed attitude of the docked configuration so as to

avoid any possibility of gimbal lock. The astronaut then enters

into the LGC the dock, ing interface roll calil_rati_nangle

(A¢) and the present CSM IMU gimbal angles. _Ising these

angles the program computes the desired I_M IMU gimbal angles

as follows in order to place tile LM IMU stable member at the

same inertial ori(_ntation as tile CSM IMU stable member:

MGA I_M-- -MGAcs M

IGAI_ M = IGAcsM + 180 ° (6.2.1)

O(LXLM = IX6 O(;AC$ M- 60 °

where MGA, IG:\, and OGA arc the middle, into.r, and outer

gimbaI angles, respectively.
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The program then coarse aligns the LM IMU to the

desired gimbal angles and displays the final angles to the astronaut

in case he wishes to check them. If he is not satisfied with the

angles, he must recall the program. Once this alignment is com-

plete, it is assumed by the LGC that the LM IMU stable member

is at the desired inertial landing orientation.

5.6.2. 1.2 LM / CSM Separation Monitor Program

This program is designated as P- 46 and is used to

monitor the manually controlled LM separation maneuver from

the CSM when the LM IMU is only coarse aligned by program

P-50 prior to separation. The objective of the LM/ CSM

Separation Monitor Program is to update the LM state vector

after the separation maneuver with sufficient accuracy to main-

lain the desired LM landing CEP.

The general functional operation of program P - 46 is

as follows. The program is initiated after IMU alignment by

program P- 50 and prior to separation of the LM from the CSM.

The resulting velocity change due to the manual separation man-

euver is then sensed by the PIPA's when the velocity

readings exceed the threshold limits. This maneuver AV and

time tSE P are then stored, and the automatic free-fall integra-

tion routine temporarily suspended. Immediately after the

separation maneuver the LM IMU alignment is determined with

P - 51 (IMU Orientation Determination Program) by making two

successive star sighting operations. This operation determines

the REFSMMAT transformation (Section 5. _1.3) for the I.,M IMU

during the separation maneuver. The LM state vector is _ :en

integrated to tSE P by the Coasting Integration Routine andui iate_i

by the stored separation maneuver _XV m_.d current REFSMMAT.

The automatic state vector integration operation is next reiniti-

ated after this separation maneuver update has been compl(_ted.

The final operation is to then realign the LM IMU to the (i( :red

descent and landing phase alignment with program P-52.
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5. 6. 2. 1.3 IMU Orientation Determination Program

The IMU Orientation Determination Program (P- 51 )

is used during free-fall to determine the present IMU stable

member orientation with respect to the Basic Reference Coordinate

System by sighting on two navigation stars with the Alignment

Optical Telescope (AOT). These stars must be selected by the

astronaut and sighted upon in the manner indicatc, d in Section 5.6.3.1.1

and in the In-Flight Sighting Mark Routine ( t{ - 53 ) of Section 4.

Once the line-of-sight vectors to the two stars have been obtained

in stable member coordinates, a test is mad(: by the Star Data

Test Routine (R - 54 of Section 4) to see if the angle between the

two vectors is in close agreement with the an_le between the

corresponding line-of-sight vectors stored in basic reference

coordinates. If Ihc star vectors in stable memb_'r coordinates

pass the test, th_,y can be used with the corc_sponding vectors

stored in basic reference coordinates to detc'rmine the present

stable me,tuber orientation and REFSMMAT, using the procedure

given in Section. 5.6. 3.4. 1.

It should be noted that the astronaut can also use

program P-51 to determine the IMU orientation while on the

lunar surface This capability is automatically provided by the

program whem_wT the LM is on the lunar' surface, and is ac-

complished simply by substituting the Lunar Surface Sighting

Mark Routim' (R-59) for the Inflight Sighting Mark Routine (R-53)

5.6.2. 1.4 IM[i t{_ulignmcnt Program

The IMU Realignment I_rogram (t'-52) is used during

free-fall to align the IMU from a known orie_tation to one of the

desired orientations given in Section 5.6.3.4 and in P - 52 of

Section 4. Initially, the astronaut selects the desired stable

member orientation, and the program computes and displays the

IMU gimbal angles for the desired stable memb(_r orientation using

the present vehicle attitude. If the computed gimbal angles are

unsatisfactory, the astronaut maneuvers the vehicle to a more

suitable attitude and has the program re-compute and display the

new gimbal angles. Once satisfactory angles have been obtained,
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the Coarse Alignment Routine (R - 50 of Section 4) is used to

coarse align the IMU to the desired orientation. Afterwards,

the astronaut maneuvers the vehicle to a desired attitude for

star acquisition and the Star Selection Routine of Section 5.6.4

is used to select two stars. If the Star Selection Routine is un-

able to find two satisfactory stars at the present vehicle attitude,

the astronaut either repeats the above process of changing the

vehicle attitude and using the Star Selection Routine or selects

his own stars. It should be noted that the Star Selection Houtine

only selects stars for the forward viewing position of the AOT.

However, the astronaut may select stars with the intention of

using either of the other two viewing positions described in

Section 5.6. 3. i. i.

After the stars have been selected, the Fine Alignment

Routine (R - 51 ) is used to obtain the necessary star sightin_s

and to ali_n the IMU to the desired orientation. This routine ac-

complishes the above tasks by using various other routines.

Prior to sighting on each star, the astronaut is _iven the option

of either maneuvering the vehicle himself to place the star at

the desired sighting location in one of the three fields-of-view

(FOV ) of the AOT or having the Auto Optics Positioning Routine

(R - 52 of Section 4) command the vehicle attitude so as to place

the star at the center of the forward FOV. Once the star is pro-

perly positioned, the In-Flight Sighting Mark Routine is used to

perform sightings on the star.

After the sightings have been made on both stars, the

Star Data Test Routine is used to check thc: ang}u between the two

measured star directions, and the Gyro Torquing Routine (H - 55

of Section 4 ) is used to torque the IMU stable membt:r to the de-

sired orientation.
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5.6.2.1.5 IMU Orientation Determination Backup Program

The IMU Orientation Determination Backup Program

(P-53) provides the capability of using some optical device other

than the Alignment Optical Telescope (AOT) to sight on stars

for purposes of IMU orientation determination during free-fall.

Possible devices which might be considered as backups to the

AOT are the Crew Optical Alignment Sight (COAS) and the Land-

ing Point Designator (LPD).

Program P-53 is identical to program P-51 except

for a new mode of operation of the In-Flight Sighting Mark

Routine (R-53) which is established by setting the AOT Backup

flag at the start of program P-51. When the In-Flight Sighting

Mark Routine is used in this mode, the astronaut first enters

into the LGC the sighting coordinates (AZ and EIJ of the optical

device. These coordinates are defined in the same manner as

those given for the AOT in Section 5.6. :3. 1. Next, the astronaut

changes the LM attitude so that the star will cross the corres-

ponding X and Y reticle lines of the optical device just as is

done with the AOT. The astronaut depresses the X or Y mark

button whenever the star crosses the corresponding reticle line.

When the star coincides with one of the reticle lines, this de-

fines a plane containing the star. The orientations of the two

planes Uxp and Uyp in stable member coordinates are:

Uxp : _-NBS1VIX_ U_p N (6.2.2)

U_yp = 7NBSM_. y U_p N (6.2.3)
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where _;NBSM X and,_,NBSM_Jy are the transformation matrices

based upon the IMU CDU readings stored during the X and Y

marks. It should be noted thatEqs.(6.2.2) and (6.2.3) would

be identical to those given for the AOT in Eqs. (6.3.7)anti(6.3.8)

of Section 5.6.3. i. 1 if the AOT did not cause a rotation of the

apparent field-of-view (i.e., R N was always equal to zero in

Eqs. (6.3.5) and (6.3.6)).

The vector _SM describing the line-of-sight to lhe

star in stable member coordinates is given inEq. (6.:_,9) of

Section 5. 6. 3. 1. 1. A multiple mark capability is provided just

as with the AOT in order to achieve greater accuracy.

After sightings have been made on two stars, the star

data test is performed and the orientation of the IMU stable

member is determined.

5.6.2.1.6 IMU Realignment Backup Program

The IMU Realignment Backup Program (P-54) provides

the capability of using some optical device other tI_a_ lhe

AOT to sight on stars for purposes of IMU realignment during

free-fall. Basically, this program accomplishes this by estab-

lishing another mode of operation of the IMU Realignment Pro-

gram (P-52). When program P-54 is called, the AOT Backup

flag is set just as is (tone in the IMU Orientation Determination

Backup f'rogram (1'-5:_)

Afterwards, program P-54 performs the same flmc-

tions as program P-52 except that the presence of the ,\OT Backup

fla_ causes the Auto Optics Positioning Routine to bc by-f)asst:d in

the Fine Alignment Routine. In additiontI_cAOTI-',acku'_f_c::,cs_,al_lisl_es
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a new mode of operation in the In-FHght Sighting Mark Routine

just as was done in program P-53 (Section 5.6.2.1.5). After

sightings have been made on two stars, the star data test is

performed and the IMU stable member is fine aligned to the de-

sired inertial orientation by torquing the gyros.
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5.6.2.2 Lunar Surface Alignment

5.6.2.2.1 General

There are several methods of IMU alignment availa-

ble to the astronaut while on the lunar surface. These methods

are selectable through various options offered in a single lunar

surface IMU alignment program (P-57). Most of these methods

are considered as back-ups to the preferred normal method of

IMU alignment using optical sightings on two stars with the AOT.

In addition, the astronaut has the option at the beginning of the

program of having the IMU stable member aligned to the

orientation required for launch at a specified time rl" (1,), which

may De the time of lunar launch defined by one of

the Ascent Prethrusting Programs (P-10 or P-11) or a time

specified by himself. The manner in which this time specifies

the launch orientation and its associated REFSMMAT is given

in Section 5.6.3.4.4. It should be noted that any time T (I,)

specified by the astronaut may be somewhat arbitrary and does

not necessarily mean that a launch will take place at that time.

Whenever the IMU is aligned by one of the options in

this program, the orientation of the LM is determined with re-

spect to the Moon -Fixed Coordinate System and stored in eras-

able memory. This is done primarily for purposes of backup so

that the IMU can be aligned at any later time using just the stored

LM attitude data. It also provides a means for coarse alignment

of the IMU prior to sighting on stars with the AOT. In addition

to determining and storing the LM attitude after each ali_!n,._(_nt,

the LM attitude is also determined and stored by the la,'_di,_,

programs (P-65, P-66, and P-67} just prior to their termi'.za-

tion by the astronaut, which occurs when the vehicle has come

to rest on the lunar surface. This step is taken to insure that the,

data will be available in case the IMU is turned off without havins

been re-aligned after touchdown or it is found that a re-atig_:._ne_:_

cannot be made with the AOT.
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The attitude of the LM is determined with respect to

the Moon-Fixed Coordinate System by first obtaining the unit

vectors UyREF and UZREF which define the orientations of the

vehicle (or navigation base) Y and Z axes with respect to the

Basic Reference Coordinate System. These vectors are obtained

from the following matrix.

Q

T

-UXREF

UyREF REFN = B_ ( 6.2.4 )

T
u_ZREF

where [REFSMMAT_ and _NBSM_ arethe transformation

matrices defined in Sections 5.6.3.4 and 5.6.3.2. l, respectively.

Note that any two of the three LM axes could have been used for

this purpose and that only two axes are needed to define the

vehicle attitude. Afterwards, the vectors are transformed to

the Moon-Fixed Coordinate System as uyM F and uZM F by the

Planetary Inertial Orientation Routine of Section 5. 5.2 and

stored in erasable memory. The Attitude flag is then set to

denote that the attitude has been stored. Once these vectors

have been determined in the Moon-Fixed Coordinate System,

they will always represent the correct orientation of the vehicle

Y and Z axes with respect to the Moon-Fixed Coordinate System

as long as there is no change in the vehicle attitude due to set-

tling. To determine the orientation of these vectors with re-

spect to the Basic Reference Coordinate System at a later time

it is only necessary to transform the stored vectors to the

Basic Reference Coordinate System using the Planetary Inertial

Orientation Routine with the indicated time as one of the inputs.
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The various options (methods) of IMU aligc_ment

available to theastronaut in the lunar surface alignment program

are presented in the following sections. In consicIcring t_ic _

various options it is important to note that a program alarm is

issued at the beginning of some options if the Attitude flag or

REFSMFLAG is not set, since these are regarded as prere_luisities

for these options. The REFSMFLAG is a flag which is set wben-

ever the computer knows the orientation of the IMU stabl(- member

with respect to the Basic Reference Coordinate System and im-

plies that the computer has the correct matrix REFSMMAT

for transforming vectors from the Basic Reference Coordinate

System to the Stable Member Coordinate System. Since

REFSMMAT should be set only if the IMU is on and at a known

orientation, its presence at the start of an alignment program

generally implies that the IMU has previously been aligned

and has remained on until the start of the present alignment

However, it is possible that the correct REFSMMAT could have

been determined on the earth in one of the backup situations

described later and entered into the LGC without a previous align-

ment having been made with the Lunar Surface Alignmcn_ l'rogram

since the time the IMU was turned on.

The logic diagram in Fig. 6. 2- !presents most of the

essential features of the I,unar Surface Alignmt_nt Program ,"x-

cept for the steps performed at the beginning of the program

such as checking the status of certain flags, selecting the align-

ment option, and selecting the desired IMU orientation by specify-

ing the time T (L). Sufficient details are given on these pre-

liminary steps in program P-57 of Section 4. As seen in

Fig. 6.2-1, the various options are integrated so tha_ they

share certain common operations.
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5.6.2.2.2 Option I0 - Anytime Alignment

Option I0 is selected by the astronaut if he wants the

IMU to be driven to the desired orientation using only the stored

LM attitude or the present REFSMMAT. This option provides a

quick means of alignment for emergency launch in case there is

no time to perform the alignment by other means. If neither the

Attitude flag or the REFSMFLAG is set at the beginning of this

option, it is seen in program P-57 of Section 4 that a program

alarm is issued. The alignment is accomplished by calculating

the desired IMU gimbal angles using the stored LM attitude or

_he present REFSMMAT and aligning the IMU to these angles by

driving the IMU gimbals (coarse alignment) and/ or torquing

the gyros. In Fig. _._-i it is seen that the astronaut may re-

peat the gyro torquing process if he so desires. After complet-

ing the alignment, the new REFSMMAT is stored and I/EFSMFLAG

is set.

To calculate the desired gimbal angles in Option 10,

the unit vectors _UXREF, UyREF, and UZREF defining the orien-

tation of the LM attitude axes (i.e. navigation base axes) with

respect to the reference coordinate system are first determined

using the stored LM attitude vectors (u_YMF and U_ZiviF) in moon-

fixed coordinates, or the present REFSMMAT.

If REFSMFLAG is set, the above LM attitude vectors

are obtained from the present REFSMIVlAT as indicated in

Eq. (6.2.4). In addition, the LM attitude vectors uyREF, '-_-ZREF

are used to establish new stored LM attitude vectors (uyM F and

u_ZMF) in moon-fixed coordinates by use of the Planetary Inertial

Orientation R outine.
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If REFSMFLAG is not set at the beginning of Option

i0, but the Attitude' flag is, the desired LM attitude vectors

UyREF and UZREF are obtained from the stored LM attitude

vectors uyM F and uZM F with the Planetary Inertial Orienta-

tion Routine, and u_XRE F is as follows:

UXREF = UyREF x U_ZRE F (6.2.5)

With vectors _UXREF, UyREF, UZREF, and those de-

fining tl_- ' desired orientation of the stable member with respect

to the reference coordinate system, the routine CALCGA of

Section 5.6.3.2.2 may be used to obtain the desired gimbal

angles.

The desired gyro torquing angles in Option i0 are

determined with the routine CALCGTA of Section 5.6. 3.2. 3

where the inputsl_this routine are the vectors xD, Y-D'

which may be obtained from the following matrix:

T
xD

T
Y-D

T
zD

and z D

(6.2.6)

where [REFSMMAT]DisthedesiredREFSMMATand [REFNB]

is defined in Eq. (6.2.4).
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5.6.2.2.3 Option 30 - Total Alignment With the A()T

Option 30 is selected by the astronaut whenever a

complete alignment or realignment is to be made by sighting

on two celestial objects (usually stars) with the Ali_nment

Optical Telescope (AOT). No program alarm is issued wh<n

selecting this option if tile Attitude flag or REFSMFLAG is not

set. However, if either of these flags is set, the IM{i is first

aligned as indicated for Option 10 in Fig. _._.-1. If neit}_ _ of

these flags is set, the IMU stable member remains at its

present orientation and sightings are made on two stars using

the Lunar Surface Sighting Mark Routine (R-;_9) which is

described in Section 5.6.3. 1.2 and in routin_' f_ -59 of Section 4.

Afterwards, the Star Data Test Routine (R-54) of Seet_n 4 is

used to test the angle between the unit vectors defining the

measured directions of the two stars in the present stabi(' mere-

bet coordinate system.

To determine the desired gyro torquin_ angles _i:_:

following procedure is used: Let SA and s B be _he two n_casur_'d

unit star vectors in the present stable member coordinate s\.sCem,

and _s and s B are the unit vectors to the eorrespon_ti_..,._ ,_:_'_r: _,.

the reference coordinate system, which are obtained t_,)_._ f]xt.d

memory First, the unit star vectors s_ and s _ witi_ rc._}}eet to• _EB

the desired stable member coordinate syste_n are determint.d

from _s_ and -B:S"

[ i "= REFSMMA D SB

(({ 2 7]
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F -?
where IREFSMMAT!D is the desired REFSMMAT. The vectors
S_A,sB, s_X, and s_ are then used by the routine AXISGEN of
Section 5.6. :3.2.4 to obtain the orientations x, y, and z of the

desired stable member axes with respect to the present stable

member coordinate system, which are required by the routine

CALCGTA in order to calculate the desired gyro torquing angles.

/
In Fig. _,_1---1 it is seen that the gyro torquing angles

are then displayed to the astronaut so that he may make a de-

cision as to whether to set the Recycle flag,)l" not. Afterwards,

depending on the magnitude of the torquing angles, the IMU is

aligned to the desired orientation either by torquing the gyros

or by first coarse aligning the IMU and then torquing the gyros.

If a coarse alignment is to be made, the desired

gimbal angles are calculated by the routine CALCGA using the

following input vectors: x, y, z, which were previously deter-

mined and defined the orientation of the desired stable member

with respect to the present stable member coordinate system;

and_XNB, Y-NB' Z-NB' which define the orientation of the naviga-

tion base with respect to the present stable member coordinate

system and may be obtainedfromthe matrix [SMNB].

If a coarse alignment is performed, the gyro torquing

angles required afterwards may be determined by the routine

CALCGTA using the vectors x, y, and z which define the orien-

tation of the desired stable member with respect to the present

stable coordinate system and are given in the following matrix:

T
T __

(6.2.8)
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where [NBSM]Disthe desired navigation baseto stabS., mk, a_-

her transformation matrix determined by using the desi_.',.;i

gimbal angles previously determined for coarse alignment.

After the desired alignment has been made, tile new

REFSMMAT is stored, the REFSMFLAG is set, and a check is

made to see if the Recycle flag had been set by the astronaut.

As seen in Fig. 6.2-1 the Recycle flag enables the astronaul _)

repeat most of the alignment options. If the Recycle [']a_ is not

set, the program terminates after determining and s_oz'ing tl._e

LM attitude vectors uyM F and uZM F in moon-fixed coordJn,nt_'s

and setting the Attitude flag.

5.6.2.2.4 Option 31 Total Alignment Using the Gravity V('c_or

and the AOT

Option 31 is selected when the complete alignn_(:nt is

to be made by determining the lunar gravity vector with the' ac-

celerometers and sighting on a single celestial object with _he

AOT. As will be discussed later, this option may b_; s_lected

by the astronaut if he is only interested in determining the direc-

tion of the gravity vector. No program alarm is isstt(_i by

program P-57 when selecting this option if the A_itLJ,l_. f]a.d _r

REFSMFLAG is not set.

In Fig. 6.2-1 it is seen that Option 31 does not cause

an initial IMU alignment to be made using either ._he pr_':_, r_,

REFSMMAT or stored LM attitude, but starts immtdi_d • , ,,.i_i,.

the Gravity Vector Determination Routim- <tes('ribed Jn S('eti,_;i

5.6.3.3. This routine determines the (ii_,_ction c.,f tb.( £z.;_.,JI,:

vector by monitoring the IMU accelerometers at two specia_
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orientations of the stable member. The output is a stored unit

vector uG defining the direction of the lunar gravity vector in

vehicle (navigation base ) coordinates. The angle between this

vector and any previously stored gravity vector is displayed to

the astronaut so that he may judge whether there has been any

settling of the vehicle. At this point he may terminate the pro-

gram if he is only interested in obtaining the gravity vector.

However, if he is interested in making a complete IMU align-

ment, he next uses the Lunar Surface Sighting Mark Routine

(R-59) of Section 4 to sight on one star with the AOT The

Star Data Test Routine (R-54) is then used to check the angle

between the measured star direction and the stored gravity

vector. This angle is compared with the angle between the cor-

responding star vector and the landing site position vector in

reference coordinates.

Afterwards, the desired gyro torquing angles are cal-

culated in the same manner as is done with the unit star vectors

in Option 30 except that one of the star vectors in the present

stable member coordinate system (say s A) is actually

and the corresponding star vector _A in the ]3asic Heference

Coordinate System is

_ _ r-LS
(6.2.10)

where rLS is the landing site position vector i,_ the Basic Ruference

Coordinate System at th_ specified time T ( I. ).
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The remaining steps in Option 31 arc _hc same" as

described for Option 30. However, it should be nole_I tl,at if

the Recycle flag was set, the alignment is repeated without a

new gravity vector being determined by the Gravity Vector De'-

termination Routine since the recycle capability is mainly pro-

vided to check on optical sightings made with the AOT.

If the astronaut had terminated this option aftt_'_'having

determined only the gravity vector with the Gravity Vcclor l%c-

termination Routine, this may have been done in order to impl_-

ment another technique of aligning the IMU which involves having

the rendezvous radar (RR) track the CSM and transmitting the

RR and IMU CDU angles to earth via down-link. In addition,

the stored gravity vector in vehicle (or navigation base) coord_-

nates would have to be Iransmttted to the earth. It should be

noted that the gravity vector coulcl be transmitted by w}ic(_-link

instead of down-link in such an improbable situation sit_c'{_the

direction of gravity remains fixed in the navigation b:_se coordi-

nate system as long as there is no settling of the vehicle. With

the above data and the knowledge of the positions of t}_' (ISM and

the landing site, the present stable member orientation with

respect to the reference coordinate system can b_: d{*tc_'mined at

the earth. The associated REFSMMAT can then be voicc-li_k_.ti

to the astronaut and entered into the LGC. With this REFSMMAT,

Option I0 can be used to align the IMU to the desired orientation.
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5.6.2.2.5 Option 32 Total Alignment Using the, Gravity Vector

and the Stored LM Attitude

Option 32 is selected when the complete alignment is

to be made by using the stored LM attitude and determining the

lunar gravity vector with the accelerometers. A program alarm

is issued when selecting this option if the Attitude flag or

REFSMFLAG is not set. Initially, the IMU is aligned to the de-

sired orientation using the same procedure as in Option I0,

although this particular alignment is unnecessary. The primary

reason for using the Option i0 portion of the program is to in-

sure that the LM attitude vectors uyM F and _J-ZMF are available

later if REFSMFLAG is set but the Attitude flag is not.

Next, the Gravity Vector Determination Routine of

Section 5.6. :_.3 is used to obtain the gravity vector _G in

navigation base coordinates. The gyro torquing angles are then

calculated in the same manner as is done with the unit star

vectors in Option 30 except that both of the sial- vectors (s A and

s B) in the present stable coordinate system do not represent the

directions of stars but are the directions of the gravity vector

and the LM Z axis in the present stable member coordinate

system, respectively. The vector s A is obtained from the fol-

lowing:

where __ is the gravity vector stored in navigation base coordi-

nates. The vector s B represents the third row of the matrix

SMN . The corresponding unit vectors (s_ and s B ) in the

reference coordinate system are determined as follows:
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s__ is obtained from Eq. (6.2. 10) and S_B is obtained k_y trans-

forming the stored LM Z-axis vector (UzM F) from moon-fixed

to reference coordinates with the Planetary Inertial Orientation

R outine.

The remaining steps in Option 32 are the same as

described for Option 30.
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5. 6. 3 IMU ROUTINES

5. 6. 3. 1 AOT Transformations

5.6.3.1.1 Determination of the Star L!ne-of-Sight During

Free -Fall

To perform IMU alignment during free-fall it is necessary to

determine the line-of-sight to two separate navigation stars in stable

membe_ coordinates. This section presents the method used to de-

termine the line-of-sight to a single star and must be repeated for

the second star.

Optical sightings are made on a given star by varying the LM

attitude so that the star will cross the X and Y reticle lines of the Align-

ment Optical Telescope (AOT). The astronaut depresses the X or ¥

mark button whenever the star crosses the corresponding reticle line.

When the star coincides with one of the reticle lines, this defines a

plane containing the star. Once the location of the star has been es-

tablished in two separate planes, the line-of-sight to the star can be

obtained by solving for the intersection of these two planes.

The AOT is a unity power telescope with a field-of-view (FOV)

of 60 degrees and can be rotated to threedtsti_ct positions about an

axis parallel to the navigation base X-axis. These positions are ac-

curately obtained by the use of detents. The center of the FOV for

each of the viewing positions is defined by the azimuth (AZ N) and ele-

vation (EL N) angles shown in Fig. 6. 3-i where the subscript N denotes

the viewing position being used. The approximate values of these angles

for the three viewing positions are:
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Position 1 (left)

Position 2 (forward)

Position 3 (right)

AZ 1 = -60 ° ' EL 1 = 45 °

AZ 2 = 0 °, EL 2 = 45 °

AZ 3 = 60 ° ' EL 3 = 45 °

In the In-Flight Sighting Mark Routine (R53) the above viewing posi-

tions correspond to detents 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Since the

exact values of AZ N and EL N vary slightly from one AOT to another,

these values are not known until the final AOT installation. The values

must therefore be stored in the erasable memory for each mission.

The direction of the center of the FOV (or optical axis) for

each viewing position can be expressed in navigation base coordinates

by the following unit vector:

_OA N =

sin (EL N)

cos (EL N) sin (AZ N)

cos (EL N) cos (AZ N)

(6. 3. i)

In Fig. 6. 3-1 the X and Y reticle lines of the AOT define

two planes perpendicular to each other. The orientation of these

planes with respect to the navigation base for each viewing position

are given by the following unit vectors:

u__.pN = UNIT (_OAN / XXNI{ ) (6.3. 2)

U-x PN = u_¥ PN × EOA N

where N denotes the viewing position and UXNB : ( 1,0, 0 )

(6. 3. 3)
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When the AOT is in the left or right viewing position, the ap-
parent star field observed through the instrument differs from the true

star field by an angle of rotation, ROT about the optical axis. The
sense of this rotation for the right viewing position is shown in Fig.

6. 3-1 and is reversed for the left viewing position. This effect is

due to the optical design of the AOT and does not occur for the AOT

reticle lines. Consequently, when a star coincides, for example, with

the Y reticle line, as shown in Fig. 6. 3-1, its true location is in a plane

obtained by rotating the Y plane about the optical axi,_ by all amount

ROT in the reverse direction. If it is asslamed that 1he azimuth angle,

AZ N, is positive as shown in Fig. 6. 3-1, then the correct sense and

magnitude of the rotation (R N) which is applied to tile X and Y planes

for a given viewing position is

R N = AZ 2 - AZ N (6.3.4)

Therefore, the correc_ orientation in navigation base coor-

dinates of the planes represented by the X and Y reticle lines is

1

uxp N = cos (R N) u_p N + sin (R N) uYp N (6.3.5)

t

Uyp N = - sin (R. N) u_t,N + cos (R N) U_yf, N (6. 3. 6)

Since the above planes (u__X[,N and U_ypN ) are fixed with

respect to the navigation base coordinate system it is only necessary

to compute them once when using a given viewing position; regardless

of the number of marks made on a star.

The orientations of the planes Uxp
ber coordinates are

and u y p
in stable mern-
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UXp = [NBSM]x Uxp N (6.3.7)

U_yp = [NBSMIy Uyp N (6. 3.8)

where [NBSM]x and [NBSM]y are the transformation matrices based

upon IMU CDU readings stored during the X and Y marks and are de-

fined in Section 5. 6. 3. 2. 1.

The vector describing the line-of-sight to the star in stable

member coordinates is therefore:

_SM = UNIT ( _-XP _< Uyp ) (6.3. 9)

To achieve greater accuracy in determining the line-of-sight

to a star, a multiple mark capability is provided, whereby the astronaut

can continue to make sighting marks until he is satisfied that he has ob-

tained a sufficient number of mark pairs. A running count of the num-

ber of pairs obtained during the marking operation is displayed to the

astronaut. When each mark pair is received, it is processed to ob-

tain a unit star vector _-SM which is averaged with any previously

obtained unit vectors for this star. The averaging process consists

of taking the arithmetic mean of the rectangular components of the

star vectors in stable member coordinates. During free fall it will be

possible for the astronaut to enter into the EGC the coordinates of some

other celestial body, such as the sun, for sighting purposes.

5. 6. 3. 1. 2 Determination of the Star LOS During Lunar Stay

When optical sightings are to be made during the lunar stay

period for purposes of IMU alignment, the AOT is used in a manner

different from that for free-fall. Instead of using the entire X and

Y reticle lines, use is made of only half of the Y line and a spiral,
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which also exist on the AOT reticle. The complete reticle pattern is
shown at the left of Fig. 6.3-2. The spiral is so constructed as to de-

part radially from the center as a linear function of rotation about the

center. Both the spiral and that half of the Y line used during the
lunar stay period have been constructed as double lines to aid the
astronaut in placing them on a star. The doubled portion of the Y
line is sometimes referred to as the cursor. The en&ire reticle pat-
tern can be rotated about its center by turning a knob near the eyepiece.

A micrometer type readout is provided near the knob to indicate the
amount of reticle rotation.

When optical sightings are made during free-fall tile reticle

rotation angle is set to zero. On the lunar surface, however, the
astronaut must rotate the reticle pattern so as to establish coinci-
dence of the star with both the cursor and the spiral as shown at the

right of Fig. 6. 3-2 and record the indicated angle of the micrometer

dial for each. During these two measurements the X MARK button

must be depressed once so that the LGC will store the IMU CDU

angles for later use. After making the two measurements, the as-

tronaut enters the two angles into the LGC.

The two angles, which are shown as YROT and SROT in

Fig. 6.3-2, completely define the direction of the star with respect

to the center of the field-of-view (FOV) of the AOT for the particular

viewing position being used. The direction or azimuth of the star

with respect to the center of the FOV is indicated by YROT. The

angular separation between the star and the center of the FOV is

given by

360 ° + SROT - YROT (6. 3. !0)
SEP = 12
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where 360 ° has been added to the numerator to insure that SEP

will always be positive, although it may differ from the true

separation by 360 °.

To determine a unit vector SNB, which represents the

direction of the star in navigation base coordinates, use is made

of the vectors _)AN' UyPN' and Uxp N given in Section 5.6.3. I. 1

for the free-fall case. -_OAN is the direction in navigation base

coordinates of the center of the FOV for the particular AOT

viewing position being used. Uyp N and Uxp N are normal to the

planes associated with the Y and X reticle lines for the AOT

viewing position being used and define the orientations of these

planes in navigation base coordinates. However, it should be

noted that the planes specified by Uyp N and Uxp N are correct

only if the reticle rotation angle is zero.

If the reticle is rotated through the angle YROT in order to

place the cursor on the star, the vector defining the orientation of

the plane containing both the star and KOAN is

If

Uyp N - - sin (YROT) Uxp N + cos (YROT) Uyp N (6. 3. ii)

To obtain SNB it is only necessary to rotate uOA N about
II

Uyp N through the angle SEP:

{U II

S_NB = cos (SEP)__AN + sin (SEP) '-Y}_N _ uOAN) (6. 3. 12)

is •

The line-of-sight to the star in stable member coordinates
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_-SM = [NBSMIx SNB (6.3. 13)

where [NBSM]x is the transformation matrix derived from using

the IMU CDU angles stored when the X MARK button was depressed.

To achieve greater accuracy in determing the line-of-sight

to a star during the lunar stay period, a multiple mark capability is

provided just as during free-fall. Whenever a traitstar vector -_-SM

is obtained during the star sighting process, it is averaged with any

previously obtained unit vectors for this star. The averaging con-

sists of taking the arithmetic mean of the rectangular components

of the star vectors in stable member coordinates. A running count

of the number of star vectors obtained for a given star is displayed

to the astronaut.

During the lunar stay it will also be possible for the astronaut

to enter into the LGC the coordinates of some other celestial body

such as the sun for sighting purposes. In addition, the astronaut will

be able to use any of the three rear viewing positions of the AOT by load-

ing the appropriate angles AZ and EL (see Section 5. 6. 3. i. I) in er-

asable memory.
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5.6.3.2 IMU Transformations

5.6.3.2.1 Stable Member-Navigation Base

Let IGA, MGA, OGA be the IMU inner, middle and

outer gimbal angles, respectively. Define the following matrices:

Q1

cos IGA 0 -sin IGA

0 1 0

sin IGA 0 cos IGA

(6.3.14)

Q2

cos MGA sin MGA 0

-sin MGA cos MGA 0

0 0 1

(6.3.15)

Q3

1 0 0

0 cos OGA sin OGA

0 -sin OGA cos OGA

(6.3.16)

Stable Member to Navigation Base Transformation

UNB : Q3Q2Q 1 _KSM

SMNB] : Q3Q2Q1

(6.3.17)
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Navigation Base to Stable Member Transformation

T T
_U_sM = Q1TQ2 TQ3 T _U.NB, [NBSM] : Q1 Q2 TQ3

(6.3.18)

5.6. 3.2.2 Calculation of Gimbal Angles (CALCGA)

Given a stable member orientation and a navigation

base orientation both referred to the same coordinate system,

the following procedure is used to compute the corresponding

gimbal angles.

aMG : UNIT (XNB x Y--SM )

cos OGA= aMG Z_N B

sin OGA: aMG Y-NB

OGA: ARCTRIG (sin OGA, cos OGA)

cos MGA= Y-SM (aM G X XNB)

sin MGA = Y-SM XNB

MGA : ARCTRIG (sin MGA, cos MGA)

(6.3.19)

cos IGA : aMG _-SM

sinlGA : aMG -XsM

IGA= ARCTRIG (sin IGA, cos [GA)
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where the inputs are three vectors along the stable member axes

and three vectors along the navigation base axes. In the above

equations ARCTRIG implies computing the angle, choosing either
-i -i

sin or cos so as to yield maximum accuracy.

5.6.3.2.3 Calculation of Gyro Torquing Angles (CALCGTA)

In the fine align procedure, after the present platform

orientation is determined, the torquing angles required to move

the platform into the desired orientation must be computed. This

is achieved as follows:

Let x D, Y-D' and zD be the desired stable member axes

referred to present stable member orientation. The rotations are

performed in three steps: (1) rotating through 0 about the y axis,
Y

yielding x_, Y-D' z_ ; (2) rotating through 0 z about the z' axis,
11 I

yielding x D, YD' Z'D; ( 3 ) and finally rotating through 0 x about
TT II 11

the x" axis, yielding XD, Y-D' ZD" The relevant equations are

as follows:

sin 0y

COS _y

G
Y

sin %

COS _Z

= UNIT (-XD, 3, 0, XD, 1 )

= Z _
D,1

= XD, 1

: ARCTRIG (sin 0y, cos 0y)

= XD, 2

= Z I - Z v
D, 3XD, I D, IXD, 3

= cos0 )0 z ARCTRIG (sin 0z, z

(6.3. 2O)

cos 0x : z' D zD

sin _x : Z'D YD

8x = ARCTRIG (sin Ox, cos 0 x)
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The required inputs are the three coordinate axes of
the desired stable member orientation referred to the present

stable member orientation.

5.6. 3.2.4 Coordinate Axes Generator (AXISGEN)

Given two unit vectors (usually star vectors ), s A

and s B, expressed in two coordinate systems, denoted by

primed and unprimed characters, i.e., sk, s_M, s A, s B, this

routine computes the unit vectors x, y, z which are the primed

coordinate system axes referred to the unprimed coordinate

system. This is accomplished by defining two ortho-normal

coordinate sets, one in each system, in the following manner:

u x

u_ = UNIT (s k X s_' B

=

u x s A

u = UNIT (S_A X S_B)-y

u Z UxX Uy

(6.3.21)

The primed coordinate system axes expressed in

terms of the unprimed coordinate system axes are:
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' -_x+ ' Uy+ u_lu zx_ = uXl Uyl

y_ --u_ ux + u½ my+ u½ _-z (6.3.22)

-- _k3-_x+ u½ Uy+ uk3-_z

It should be noted that vectors can be transformed

from the unprimed to the primed coordinate systems by using

the following matrix constructed with the output (Eq. (6.3.22 ))

of AXISGEN:

T
x

(6.3.23)
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5.6.3.3 Gravity Vector Determination Routine

The gravity vector determination routine, see

Fig. 6.3-3, measures the gravity vector twice, to minimize

the error due to accelerometer bias. For the first measure-

ment the IMU is coarse-aligned to gimbal angles of : OGA = 0°,

MGA = -45 ° , IGA = 45 ° . In this orientation the accelerometer

axes are at equal angles from the spacecraft X-axis, which

should be roughly parallel to the gravity vector. The PIPA's

are then monitored for 40 seconds, giving a gravity vector }zin

stable member co-ordinates. The gravity vector is transformed

to navigation base co-ordinates, using the SMNB routine, and

stored as _I"

A rotation matrix, Q, is then constructed, see

Eqs. (6.3.24) and (6.3.25), which essentially defines the new

orientation of the stable member axes with respect to the pre-

sent stable member axes if the stable member were to be rotated

180 ° about the _ravity, vector

u_'4 = UNIT (g)

u__ = UNIT [U'_x X (0, 1, 0)1 (6.3.24)

= ' X U _
u Z _ux _y

Q

-l
u'T I
-X

.-u;

(6.3.25)
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Coarse align IMU

gimbals to OGA = 0 °,

MG_A = -45 ° , IGA = 45 °

Determine gravity vector g

by reading PIPA's

Store g in navigation base

coordinates as gl

Coarse align IMU stable imember through 180 ° about i_

Determine new gravity vector

by reading PIPA's

Store g' in navigation base

coordinates as g--2

g

i

EXIT

Figure 6.3-3 Gravity Vector Determination Routine
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The coordinates of the desired stable member axes with respect

to the present stable member axes are present in matrix Q:

0

z-sM _

(6.3.26)

and the coordinates of the navigation base axes with respect to

the present stable member axes are present in the following

matrix:

SMNB

D

T

X_NB

T

-- Y-NB

T
z NB

(6.3.27)

With the vectors in (6.3.26) and (6.3.27), the routine

CALCGA can be used to determine the desired gimbal angles for

the new orientation. The stable member is then coarse-aligned

to this new orientation, and the PIPA's are again monitored for

40 seconds, giving another gravity vector in stable member

co-ordinates. This gravity vector is transformed to navigation

base co-ordinates with the SMNB routine, and stored as g2"
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The unit vector in the direction of the gravity vector

is calculated from:

_G = UNIT (gl + g2 ) (6.3.28)

By using the above procedure, the error in estimating the direc-

tion of the gravity vector because of accelerometer biases is

reduced.
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5.6.3.4 REFSMMAT Transformations

The matrix required to transform a vector from the

Basic Reference Coordinate System to the IMU Stable Member

Coordinate System is referred to as REFSMMAT. This matrix

can be constructed as follows with the unit vectors U_XSM, Uys M,

and UZS M defining the orientations of the stable member axes

with respect to the Basic Reference Coordinate System:

REFSMMAT

T
_UxsM

T
= Uys M

T
_uZSM

(6.3.29)

5.6.3.4. 1 Present REFSMMAT From Star Sightings

The present IMU stable member orientation with re-

spect to the reference coordinate system, and the associated

REFSMMAT, can be determined by sighting on two navigation

stars with the AOT. If_s_k and s_ are the unit vectors defining

the measured directions of the two stars in the present stable

member coordinate system, and sA and S_B are the unit vectors

to the corresponding stars as known in the reference coordinate

system, then these vectors can be used as the input to the

routine AXISGEN (Section 5.6.3.2.4 ) to obtain the present IMU

orientation and REFSMMAT (Eqs. (6.3.22) and (6.3.23)).
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5.6.3.4.2 Alignment for Thrusting Maneuvers ( Preferred Orientation )

During certain thrusting maneuvers the IMU will be

aligned according to the following equations.

UXS M = UNIT (XB)

Uys M = UNIT (XB

UZS M -- u x u
-XSM- YSM

x r) (6.3.30)

where X_B is the l,kI X-axis andr is the LM position vector.

The associated transformation matrix (REFSMMAT)

is g.tven by Eq. ( 6.3.29 !..

5.6.3.4.3 Alignment to Local Vertical in Orbit ( Nominal Orientation )

The IMU stable member may be aligned to the local

vertical at a specified time. For this type of orientation the

stable member axes are found from the following.

Uxs M = UNIT (__r)

Uys M = UNIT (v x r) (6.3.31)

UZS M = UNIT (U_xsXMuy_ M

where r and v are the position and velocity vectors of the

at the specified time.

I .M

The REFSMMAT associated with this IMU orientation

is found from Eq. (6.3.29).
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5.6 3.4.4 Lunar Landing and Launch Orientations

The proper IMU orientation for lunar landing and

launch is defined by the following equations:

\
U_XSM = UNIT(rLS _T (L'_ j

Uys M = Uzs M x UXS M
(6.3.32)

where UXSIV I, Uys M, and UZS M represent the directions of the

respective stable member axes expressed in the Basic Reference

Coordinate System.

rLS

is the orbital angular momentum vector of the

CSM given by (-_C x -Y-C)"

is the landing site position vector in the Basic

Reference Coordinate System at a specified

time T (L).

In Section 4 the time T (L) may either be the nominal

time of lunar landing referred to in IMU Realignment Program

(P-52), the time of lunar ascent defined by one of the Ascent

Prethrusting Programs (P-10 or P-11), or a time specified by

the astronaut at the beginning of the Lunar Surface Alignment

Program (P-57).
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Since the landing site moves in the Basic Reference

Coordinate System because of lunar rotation, it is more con-

venient to store its position vector rLS in the Moon-Fixed

Coordinate System where it does not change with time. When-

ever it is desired to express rLS in the reference coordinate

system for a given time (i.e., T (L)) use is mad_ of the

Planetary Inertial Orientation Routine of Section 5.5.2.

The REFSMMAT associated with the landing site

alignment in Eq. (6.3.32) is given by Eq. (6.3.29).
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5.6.4 STAR SELECTION ROUTINE

The Star Selection Routine is used by the IMU Re-

alignment Program ( P - 52 ) to select the best pair of stars

for fine alignment of the IMU. The logic diagram for this

routine is shown in Fig. 6.4-i.

Each pair from the computer catalog of 37 stars is

tested to see if either is occulted by the earth, moon, or sun,

and that the angle of separation between them is 20 to 55

degrees. In addition, a check is made to see if both stars of

a pair are within a 55 degree field-of-view cone centered with

respect to the optical axis of the Alignment Optical Telescope

(AOT) when in the forward viewing position. Although this

cone is slightly smaller than the actual field-of-view (60 degrees)

of the AOT, it is used to enhance the probability that a selected

pair will remain visible during attitude limit cycle operation of

the spacecraft, and to also allow for existing errors in stable

member orientation.

The pair of stars passing the above tests and having

the largest angular separation are chosen by this routine. If

the routine is unable to find a satisfactory pair of stars after

testing all combinations, an alarm code is displayed. In this

latter case, it is seen in Program P - 52 of Section 4 that the

astronaut can repeat the star selection process at a different

spacecraft attituci_ , if hc so desires.
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Fig. 6.4-1 Star Se]ection Routine
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5.6.5 GROUND TRACK ROUTINE

This routine is used by the astronaut in near-earth

or near-moon orbit to obtain CSM or LM trajectory information.

The astronaut specifies a time (GET) and a vehicle (CSM or

LM). The routine uses the Coasting Integration Routine (Section

5.2.2 ) to extrapolate the desired vehicle's state vector to the

specified time. The resulting estimated position vector is con-

verted to latitude, longitude, altitude coordinates by means of

the Latitude-Longitude Subroutine (Section 5.5.3 ) and these data

are displayed. Altitude is defined with respect to the landing

site radius for lunar orbit, and the launch pad radius for earth

orbit. The astronaut can request the state vector extrapolation

to continue in ten minute steps, or to another specified time,

and obtain additional displays of the coordinates of points in the

spacecraft's orbit.
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5.6.6 S-BAND ANTENNA ROUTINE /f -_S

The S-Band Antenna Routine (R-05) in the LGC is used

to compute and display the two antenna gimbal angles which will

point the antenna toward the center of the Earth, using the present

LM position and body attitude. The gimbal angle definitions and

their relation to the LM body axes are shown in Fig. 6.6-1.

This routine can be initiated by the astronaut only

during coasting flight or when the LM is on the lunar surface

before the S-Band Erectable Antenna is used. It may be used

only if the inertial system is operative and when computer activity

is at a minimum. Once the program is initiated the computer will

automatically update the display at a rate no less than once every

three seconds. This update will continue until S-Band lock-on

is achieved and so indicated by the astronaut via the DSKY. If

the S-Band Antenna Routine is interrupted, the display and

computation will be terminated until tile astronaut reinitiates

the routine.

The computational and display accuracy of the antenna

gimbal angles i_ + 1.0 degrees. This accuracy rcf[cct_ ¢)my the

level of accuracy of the displayed angles and does not hidicate the

pointing accuracy of the associated antenna alignment.

The angles computed and displayed (see Fig. 6.6-1)

cover the entire range of possible gimbal angles. There is no

attempt to restrict these angles to those constrained by gimbal

limits or to indicate that a vehicle attitude change is required to

achieve S-Band lock-on.
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Rotation ordeFc_, /3

c_, pitch angle is rotation about the_ Y I_M body axis (-90<a< 270)

/3, yaw angle is rotation about the yaw gimbal axis fixed to the

antenna (-90 < i_ < 90)

YAW
GIMBAL

PITCH
GIMBAL

\

÷YLM

ZS-BAND

JBORESIGHT AXIS)

+ZLM

Figure 6. 6-1 Definition of LM S-Band Oimbal Angles
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The equations and logic used to compute the LM

antenna gimbal angles are shown in Fig. 6.6-2. It is assumed

in this program that the S-Band Antenna Routine in the LGC

will only be used when the LM is within the sphere of influence

of the moon.
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5.6.7 ADDITIONAL RENDEZVOUS DISPLAYS

During the final phases of rendezvous the fo]lowing

routine, R-31 may be called by the astronaut for the purpose of

computing and displaying the range and range rate between the

two vehicles and also an angle 0 shown in Fig. 6.7-I.

_J'_ HORIZONTAL PLANE

Figure 6.7-I Definition of Theta

The angle n represents the angle between the LM

Z-bodyaxis and the local horizontal plane. It, therefore, does

not uniquely define the orientation of the LM Z axis, but only

defines a cone above or below the horizontal plane on which the

Z axis can be found. Theta is defined between + 90 ° with the

sign positive when the Z axis is above the horizontal plane.

The three displays of R-31 are automatically updated

every two seconds until R-31 is terminated by the astrona_i_.
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5.6.8 AGS INITIALIZATION PROGRAM

The Abort Guidance System (AGS) initialization involves

a separate program P-02 in the LGC that prepares a special tele-

metry downlink list with the required AGS initialization parameters.

The AGS-LGC initialization interface is through the telemetry sub-

system. At a desired GET, the astronaut simultaneously makes an

"ENTER" in both LGC and AEA (Abort Electronic Assembly). The

LGC stores the GET at this ENTER and subtracts this time from

all state vector reference times used in the AGS initialization.

There is also the option of loading an AGS initialization time obtained

from an external source.

The AGS Initialization Program next integrates the CSM

and I_M state vectors to the AGS reference GET that was determined

by the above ENTER operation or to the current GET if it is greater

than the AGS reference GET. This state vector integration (Section

5.2.2 ) is based on the determination of the earth or lunar orbit

condition by examining the primary body indicator P of Section 5.2.2.6.

In the earth orbital condition, the CSM and I,M state vectors are

divided by a factor of four and these modific'd state vectors are put

on the special down-link telemetry list after the AGS reference GET

is subtracted from the state vector time. In the lunar orbit condition

the CSM and LM state vectors are modified by only the subtraction

of the AGS reference GET from the state vector time before being

put on the down-link list. This special telemetry down-link list is

then sent 10 consecutive times before the normal down-link format

is resumed.

Subsequent AGS initializations do not normally require a

new AGS time referencing operation involving the simultaneous LGC

and AEA ENTER inputs. During AGS initializations following the

first, the special initialization down-link is prepared by modifying

the state vector times by subtracting the initial GET reference time

determined in the first initialization.

The final operation is to zero the IMU CDU's for the

AGS alignment procedure as described in Section 4.
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5. 6. 9 LGC INITIALIZATION

The LGC initialization procedure prior to LM separation
is a manual operation which does not involve a numbered LGC pro-

gram. After the LGC is activated the first requirement is to synchro-
nize the LGC clock with that of the CMC. This is a count-down and

mark procedure described in R-30, CMC/LGC Clock Synchronization
Routine of Section 4,to obtain an average clock difference which is
then used to increment the LGC clock. The CMC and LGC clock

synchronization can also be checked by the Mission Ground Control
Center using telemetry down-link data, which can provide a more
precise difference to increment the LGC clock.

In the lunar landing mission the following parameters are
next voice-linked from the CSM and entered in the LGC as initializa-

tion parameters :

1) r C : CSM position vector

2) _ : CSM velocity vector

3) tC : CSM state vector time

4) r_L S : lunar landing site vector

5} tLS : time r_L S is valid

6) t o : time difference between zero GET and

July 1.0, 1,qf;8 uniw, t'sal linte.

In the above procedure, all parameters are entered in octal, and

position and velocity vectors are double precision. In the lunar land-

ing mission the above items 1 through 5 are normally determined by

the CMC Orbit Navigation Program P-22.
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5.6. 10 LUNAR SURFACE CHECKOUT

The primary purpose of the PGNCS Checkout Program

(P-04) is to verify the following while on the surface of the moon

or earth.

1 ) The integrity of the IMU fine and coarse alignment

interface with the I_GC.

2 ) The integrity of the IIVIU accelerometers and gyros.

3 ) Tile accuracy of the present LGC stored accclero-

meter and gyro compensation parameters.

Initially the IMU gimbal angles, while being displayed

to the astronaut, are coarse aligned to zero. If the angles are

not within a certain threshold of zero, an alarm code is displayed,

whereupon, the astronaut either repeats the coarse alignment or

terminates the program.

Next, the LGC issues torquing commands to the gyros

to drive the gimbal angles to zero while continuing to display these

angles. If the final angles are not within a certain threshold of

zero, an alarm code is displayed, and the astronaut either re-

cycles the gyro torquing process or terminates the program.

Afterwards, tile IMU gimbal an_!cs, while being dis-

played, ar_ _ cc)arsc aligned to OGA = 45 °, IGA • -45 °, and

MGA = 45 ° If the final angles are not within a certain threshold

of the desired values, an alarm code is displayed, and the astronaut

either recycles the process or terminates the program.
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With the IMU in this final orientation, the program

calculates the gravity vector g 1 using the accumulated outputs

of the PIPA's over a period of i0 seconds. Next, the PIPA

outputs are used for 880 seconds to correct for drift of

the IMU stable member, after which, a second gravity vector

--g2is determined using the accumulated PIPA outputs for i0

seconds The program then displays the magnitude of g after
" • --',2 J

which, it displays the horizontal component _ of lunar or earth

rotation rate at the present site as determined from the following:

0 _ IUNIT ( g"l ) × UNIT ( __2)l/At (6.1o.z)

where At is the elapsed time between the determination of
-1

and g-2'
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5.6. 11 LGC IDLING PROGRAM

This program is used to maintain the LGC in a state of

readiness for entry into any other program. While the idling program

is in operation, the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5. 2.2) is

used to advance the estimated CSM state vector (and the estimated

LM state vector when the LM is not on the surface of the moon) to

approximately current time. This procedure has the lowest priority

of all programs, and is performed only when no other program is ac-

tive. This periodic state vector extrapolation is not necessary from

atheoretical point of view, but does have two practical purposes.

First, it is advisable to maintain current (or at least nearly current)

state vector estimates in case an emergency situation arises. Second,

a significant amount of computation time is transferred from a period

of high computer activity (navigation measurement processing, target-

ing, etc. ) to a period of low activity.

In order to use the Coasting Integration Routine in an ef-

ficient manner, the maximum value for the integration time step,

&tmax, is computed as described in Section 5. 2. 2. ( The value of

Atma x is a function of radial distance and varies from step to step.

Let t be the time associated with the estimated CSM state vector and

tI be the current time. The estimated state vector(s) are extrapolated

ahead when

t 1 > t + 4 Atma x (6. 11. 1)

The integration is terminated when

t 1 < t + Atma x (6. 11.2)
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In this manner no extra and smaller-than-maximum integration time

steps are performed, and the periodic integration is accomplished

most effeeiently.

The logic for the periodic state vector extrapolation is

illustrated in Fig. 6, ll-1. The variables D and V are indicators

which control the Coasting Integration Routine, The quantities _C

and x L are the estimated CSM and LM state vectors, respectively,

and x is a temporary state vector used for integration. Refer to

Section 5. 2. 2. 6 for precise definitions of these items.
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tF = tI

D = 0

V = i

No

Compute Atma x

yes

Figure 6. ii-I LGC Idling program Logic Diagram
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5.6. 12 FDAI-IMU TRANSFORMATIONS

The following transformations are used to convert

IMU gimbal angles to angles on the LM FDAI Ball. Each gimbal

angle is that angle through which the designated gimbal must

be rotated, in the conventional right-handed sense, with respect

to its outer neighbor t3 make the X, Y, Z Coordinate Systems

of both gimbals coincide.

Pitch

P = sin-1 _in (IGA)
t_ cos (OGA) + cos (IGA) sin (MGA) sin (OGA_

-Tr/2 < P < 7r/2 (6.12.1)

Yaw

Y = 2= -- sin
-I

os (MGA) sin (OGA)I
cos P

-i
(cOS

Ecos (IGA,) cos (OGA) - sin (IGA) sin (RIGA) sin (OGA) I

-]

Jcos P

(6.12.2)
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Roll

-i
R = sin

(IGA) sin (MGA) cos (OGA) - sin (I(;A) sin (OGA)J

= COS
-i

cos P

(6. 12.3}

where

IG A

MGA

OGA

= IMU inner gimbal angle

= IMU middle gimbal angle

= IMU outer gimbal angle

The gimbal angles are defined to be zero when the

gimbal axes of rc_tatio_t aF_, mutually ortho_onai.

For P -- + a/ 2 the above equations become indeter-

minate. In this case roll and yaw on the FDAI Ball also be-

come meaningless and are not uniquely defined. However, the

following equations give the relationship between the FDAI

angles and the gimbal angles for this case.

If IGA

I. ) OGA

2. ) OGA

: 0 _R -Y : MGA

= 7r ------_ R + Y : _ - MGA
(6. 12.4)
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If IGA -- - _/ 2

OGA = 0

OGA = 7r

.r R+Y = MGA

_'_ R - Y = _ MGA
(6.12.5)
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5.6. 13 IMU COMPENSATION

The IMU Compensation is designed to compensate

for PIPA bias and scale factor error and at the same time ac-

cumulate gyro torquing commands necessary to compensate

for the associated bias and acceleration caused gyro drifts.

The correction to the PIPA's is

where

PIPA C = (1 + SFEI) PIPA I + BIAS l At

PI PA C

SFE :

BIAS I

is the compensated data for the I th PIPA

denoted PIPAXc, PIPAYc, PIPAZ C

SF - SF
nom

SF
nora

( erasable Load )':'_

SF = Scale-factor C M / Scc

Pulse

is the bias for the I th t)IPA (an erasable load)

The compensated data is then used to compute the

IRIG torquing necessary to cancel the NBD, ADIA, and ADSRA

gyro coefficients. The computations are

XIRIG -- -ADIAX PIPAX C + ADSRAX PIPAY C - NBDX At

YIRIG : -ADIAY PIPAY C + ADSRAY PIPAZ C - NBDY At

-_IRIG : -ADIAZ PIPAZ C - ADSRAZ PIPAY C + NBDZ At

*The term "erasable load" refers to data entered in LGC erasable

memory just prior to launch.
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where

XIRIG, YIRIG, ZIRIG are gyro drift compensations

NBDX, NBDY, N DZ are gyro bias drifts ( anerasable load )

ADSRAX, ADSRAY, ADSRAZ are gyro drifts due ac-
celeration in spin reference axis (an erasable load)

ADIAX, ADIAY, ADIAZ are gyro drifts due to acceleration

in the input axis (an erasable load)

When the magnitude of any IRIG command exceeds two

pulses, the commands are sent to the gyros.

During free-fall only the NBDX, NBDY, NBDZ are

the relevant coefficients and the routine is so ordered that only

these terms are calculated for the gyro compensation.
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